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FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING VELOCITIES AND STREAMLINES
ON THE HUB-SHROUD MID-CHANNEL FLOW SURFACE OF AN
AXIAL- OR MIXED-FLOW TURBOMACHINE
II - PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL
by Theodore Katsanis and William D. McNally
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A FORTRAN-IV computer program, MERIDL, has been developed which obtains a
subsonic or transonic, nonviscous flow solution on the hub-shroud mid-channel flow sur-
face of a turbomachine. The flow must be essentially subsonic, but there may be locally
supersonic flow. The solution is for two-dimensional, adiabatic shock-free flow. The
blade row may be fixed or rotating and may be twisted and leaned. The flow may be
axial or mixed, up to approximately 450 from axial. Upstream and downstream flow
conditions can vary from hub to shroud, and provision is made for an approximate cor-
rection for loss of stagnation pressure.
The basic analysis is based on the stream function and consists of the solution of the
simultaneous, nonlinear, finite-difference equations of the stream function. This basic
solution, however, is limited to strictly subsonic flow. When there is locally supersonic
flow, a transonic solution must be obtained. The transonic solution is obtained by a
combination of a finite-difference stream-function solution and a velocity-gradient solu-
tion. The finite-difference solution at a reduced mass flow provides information which
is used to obtain a velocity-gradient solution at the full mass flow.
The program input consists of blade and flow channel geometry, upstream and down-
stream flow conditions from hub to shroud, and mass flow. The output includes stream-
line coordinates, flow angles, and velocities on the mid-channel flow surface; incidence
and deviation angles at the blade leading and trailing edges; and approximations to the
blade surface velocities. The output may also include input information for a blade-to-
blade flow analysis program.
The program is reported in two volumes with part I as the user's manual and part II
as the programmer's manual. Part I contains all the information necessary to use the
program as is. It explains the equations involved and the method of solution and gives a
numerical example to illustrate the use of the program. This report, part II, contains
all information necessary to understand the operation of the program. It explains the
overall program procedure and gives a detailed description of all the subroutines. There
is also a dictionary of variable names and a complete program listing.
INTRODUCTION
The design of blades for compressors and turbines ideally requires analysis
methods for unsteady, rotational, three-dimensional, viscous flow through a turboma-
chine. Clearly, such solutions are impossible at the present time, even on the largest
and fastest computers. The usual approach at present is to analyze only steady flows
and to separate inviscid solutions from viscous solutions. Three-dimensional inviscid
solutions are just beginning to be contemplated for coming generations of computers.
So at present, inviscid analyses usually involve a combination of several two-dimensional
solutions on intersecting families of stream surfaces to obtain what is called a quasi-
three-dimensional solution.
Since there are several choices of two-dimensional surfaces to analyze and many
ways of combining them, there are many approaches to obtaining a quasi-three-
dimensional solution. Most two-dimensional solutions are either on a blade-to-blade
surface of revolution (Wu's S1 surface, ref. 1) or on the meridional or mid-channel
stream surface between two blades (Wu's S2 surface). However, when three-
dimensional effects are most important, significant information can often be obtained
from a solution on a passage cross-sectional surface (normal to the flow). This is













Figure 1. -Two-dimensional analysis surfaces in a turbomachine.
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In this report a solution to the equations of flow on the meridional S2 surface is
carried out. This solution surface is chosen when the turbomachine under considera-
tion has significant variation in flow properties in the hub-shroud direction. A solution
on the meridional surface will show this variation. The solution can be obtained either
- by the quasi-orthogonal method, which solves the velocity-gradient equation from hub
to shroud on the meridional flow plane (ref. 2), or by a finite-difference method, which
solves a finite-difference equation for stream function on the same flow plane. The
quasi-orthogonal method is efficient in many cases and can obtain solutions into the
transonic regime. However, there is difficulty in obtaining a solution when aspect ratios
are above -1. Difficulties are also encountered with curved passages and low hub-tip
ratio blades. For such cases, the most promising method is the finite-difference solu-
tion, but this solution is limited to completely subsonic flows.
Two finite-difference programs for flow on the mid-channel surface of a turboma-
chine have been reported in the literature (refs. 3 and 4). Since both are finite-
difference methods, they are necessarily limited to subsonic flow cases. Marsh's
method (ref. 3), termed the matrix throughflow method, closely follows the development
given by Wu in reference 1. However, the computer program was not included in refer-
ence 3, nor is it available to the general user. Davis' program is provided in refer-
ence 4 but is limited to certain families of compressor blades and flow surfaces.
The method described in this report uses both the finite-difference and the quasi-
orthogonal (velocity gradient) methods, combined in a way which takes maximum advan-
tage of both. The finite-difference method is used to obtain a subsonic flow solution.
The velocity-gradient method is then used, if necessary, to extend the range of solu-
tions into the transonic regime.
A computer program, MERIDL, has been written to perform these calculations.
This program is written for axial- or mixed-flow turbomachines, both compressors and
turbines, up to approximately 450 from axial. Upstream and downstream flow condi-
tions can vary from hub to shroud. The solution is for compressible, shock-free flow,
or incompressible flow. Provision is made for an approximate correction for loss of
stagnation pressure through the blade row. The blade row may be either fixed or ro-
tating and may be twisted and leaned. The blades can have high aspect ratio and arbi-
trary thickness distribution.
The solution obtained by this program also provides the information necessary for a
more detailed blade shape analysis on blade-to-blade surfaces (fig. 1). A useful pro-
gram for this purpose is TSONIC (ref. 5). Information needed to prepare all the input
for TSONIC is calculated and printed by this program.
The MERIDL program has been implemented on the NASA Lewis time-sharing
IBM-TSS/360-67 computer. For the numerical example of this report, storage of varia-
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bles required 60 000 words for a 21 x 41 grid of 861 points. Variable storage could be
easily reduced by equivalencing of variables or by using a coarser mesh. Storage for
the program code is 18 000 words. This storage could be reduced by overlay of code.
Run times for the program range from 3 to 15 minutes on IBM 360-67 equipment, de-
pending upon the mesh size used and the compressibility of the flow.
The MERIDL program is reported in two volumes, with the user's manual presented
as part I in reference 6 and the programmer's manual presented as part II in this report.
Part I contains all the information necessary to use the program as is. It explains the
method of solution and gives a numerical example to illustrate the use of the program.
Part I includes the sections METHOD OF ANALYSIS, DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUT-
PUT, NUMERICAL EXAMPLE, and appendixes which derive the mathematical equations
used. This report, part II, contains all information necessary to understand the oper-
ation of the program. It explains the overall program procedure and gives a detailed
description of all the subroutines. There is also a dictionary of variable names and a
complete program listing. The appendixes explain numerical techniques used and de-
rive certain numerical algorithms. So, part II includes the sections OVERALL PRO-
GRAM PEOCEDURE, DETAILED PROGRAM PROCEDURE, MAIN DICTIONARY,
PROGRAM LISTING, and appendixes which derive the numerical methods used.
OVERALL PROGRAM PROCEDURE
This main section gives an overall view of the program calculation procedure. The
next main section should be consulted for the detailed program procedure. Reference
will be made to the proper section or appendix for the equations and their derivation or
for the numerical techniques used.
The main program guides the overall flow of the program. All the main subroutines
are called by it. Figure 2 is a flow chart for the main program.
The first step is to read and print out all the input data. This is done by the INPUT
subroutine. Upstream and downstream flow conditions can be given either as a function
of the streamline or as a function of radius. For program calculations, both the stream
function and the radius are needed. INPUT estimates values of either stream function or
radius, whichever was not given as input, based on the area distribution. These values
are later adjusted with each iteration. The next step is to call INPLOT, which plots all
the upstream and downstream input flow variables as well as the input blade sections
from hub to tip.
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Figure 2 - Flow chart of main program.
mesh in the solution region. Details of the numerical technique are given in reference 7.
After this PRECAL is called to calculate quantities which remain fixed throughout the
calculations. These quantities include the s and t mesh coordinates, hub and tip wall
curvatures, and leading- and trailing-edge z- and r-coordinates at horizontal mesh
lines. Subroutine PRECAL also calls THETOM, THIKOM, and LOSSOM. Subroutine
THETOM calculates ao/as and as/at at the orthogonal mesh points. (All symbols are
defined in appendix E.) These partials are used to calculate the blade flow angle p and
the tangential velocity Wo after the meridional velocity Wm has been calculated.
Subroutine THIKOM calculates the tangential blade thickness t, at the orthogonal mesh
points. Subroutine LOSSOM calculates the ratio of actual to ideal relative stagnation
pressure downstream of the blade and then distributes the loss linearly through the blade
row from leading to trailing edge. The method of making loss corrections is discussed
in appendix D of part I (ref. 6). Finally, PRECAL makes corrections in mass flow,
wheel speed, and whirl for the reduced-mass-flow solution if the full-mass-flow solu-
tion cannot be obtained directly (i.e., when REDFAC < 1.0).
Next MEPLOT is called to plot the meridional plane view of the blade and passage
and to plot the orthogonal mesh. Then VBDRY is called to calculate the stream-function
values along the upstream and downstream boundaries of the orthogonal mesh. This is
done by using the velocity-gradient equation derived in appendix C of part I (ref. 6).
Iteration is required to establish the correct temperature, density, and whirl to use in
the velocity-gradient equation. Now INIT is called to initialize array variables as re-
quired for the first iteration. Most variables are set either to zero or to some value
which will avoid division by zero later on.
At this point, everything is ready to solve the stream-function finite-difference
equations. These equations are nonlinear. They are solved by an iterative procedure,
with two levels of iteration. The inner iteration solves a linearized equation, and the
outer iteration makes corrections to the linearized equation so that the solution conver-
ges to the solution of the original nonlinear equation. There are three subroutines
called to obtain the solution to the linearized equation: COEF, SOR, and NEWRHO.
Then there are four subroutines to print and plot this information and prepare for the
next outer iteration: OUTPUT, INDEV, SLPLOT, and SVPLOT. These seven sub-
routines are repeated until convergence is obtained.
Subroutine COEF calculates the coefficients of the finite-difference equations.
These coefficients are derived in appendix A. Because of the sensitivity of the calcula-
tions to the value of a(rV )/ar, this value is damped from iteration to iteration. Thus,
only a portion of the predicted change in value is actually used. This portion is speci-
fied by the input value of DNEW.
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Subroutine SOR solves the finite-difference equations for the stream function u by
successive overrelaxation using an optimum overrelaxation factor (ORF). This is the
inner iteration. The optimum overrelaxation factor is calculated by subroutine SOR on
the first iteration. Subroutine NEWRHO calculates velocity components at each mesh
point by differentiating the 'stream function numerically along the orthogonal mesh lines.
These values are used to calculate new densities at each mesh point. When whirl is not
given as input, NEWRHO also makes reinitialization calls to readjust the estimated val-
ues of stream function to go with the input temperature, density, and tangential velocity.
See appendix B. Subroutine NEWRHO also calculates values of and C (eqs. (Al) to
(A3)) at the mesh points to be used in COEF on the next iteration. And NEWRHO checks
the relative change in velocity from the previous iteration at each mesh point. The max-
imum relative change in velocity is checked to see if the solution is converged.
Now that a solution (converged or not) has been obtained, OUTPUT is called. -Sub-
routine OUTPUT first calculates other velocity components and flow angles at all mesh
points. Then OUTPUT calculates streamline curvature and critical velocity ratio at
each mesh point. Subroutine BLDVEL is called to calculate the blade surface veloci-
ties, as explained in appendix G of part I (ref. 6). Also BLDVEL calculates the average
blade-to-blade density to be used in NEWRHO in the next ieration. And BLDVEL calcu-
lates Fr at each point by using equation (A4). The radial vector F r is used by COEF
in calculating the coefficients of the finite-difference equations. After returning from
BLDVEL, OUTPUT will print out data at the orthogonal mesh points, if desired. Then,
if output is desired along streamlines, the necessary interpolation will be done and data
will be printed for all streamlines. Similarly, interpolation will be done and data
printed for hub-tip station lines.
After OUTPUT, INDEV is called. Subroutine INDEV calculates a correction to
80e/s for a short distance into the blade to match the mean surface within the blade to
the free-stream flow angles, both upstream and downstream. The method for doing this
is described in appendix F of part I (ref. 6). Subroutine INDEV also calculates and
prints out incidence and deviation angles if this is requested. If desired, SLPLOT will
plot the streamlines and SVPLOT will plot the mean and blade surface velocities.
At this point, the main program will start a new iteration by going back to COEF if
the solution has not converged. If the solution has converged, there are two possibilities.
If REDFAC is 1, the final solution has been obtained and the program is through. If
there are data for another case, the program will start this case; otherwise the pro-
gram is stopped. If REDFAC is less than 1, the final approximate full-mass-flow so-
lution will be calculated by TVELCY. First, the mass flow, rotational speed, and inlet
and output whirl are restored to their full values. This requires reinitialization calls
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of LAMDAF and RVTHTA for inlet and outlet whirl. Then TVELCY calculates
aWm/am and aW/am for use in the velocity-gradient equation. These quantities are
first calculated from the reduced-mass-flow solution and then are adjusted by dividing
by REDFAC. Now the velocity-gradient equation (derived in appendix C of part I
(ref. 6)) is solved along each vertical mesh line. Iteration is required to establish the
correct temperature, density, and whirl to use in the velocity-gradient equation. When
TVELCY is through, TOUTPT is called. Subroutine TOUTPT is an alternate entry point
for OUTPUT. The only difference is that the flow angles are considered to be known,
and the velocity components are calculated from the velocity magnitude and the known
flow angles. Then the same sequence of INDEV, SLPLOT, and SVPLOT is called as
for the finite-difference solution. Normally, only the smaller (subsonic) of two possible
solutions is obtained by TVELCY (part I, appendix C); but if desired, both the larger
("supersonic") and smaller solutions can be obtained. If both solutions are desired,
TVELCY, TOUTPT, INDEV, SLPLOT, and SVPLOT are called again. This completes
the program. If there are data for another case, the program will start on this case:
otherwise the program is stopped.
DETAILED PROGRAM PROCEDURE
This main section gives the detailed program procedure for all the subroutines.
The previous main section should be consulted for an overall view of the program calcu-
lation procedure.
Most of the subroutines in MERIDL use the same set of variables. These variables
are all defined in the MAIN DICTIONARY. All subroutines are described prior to the
main dictionary. First, the main subroutines and other subroutines which use the main
dictionary are described, and then the remaining subroutines with special dictionaries
are described.
The calling relation of all subroutines is shown in figure 3. Note that figure 3 is
not a flow chart. A tabulation of all subroutines called and all COMMON blocks for each
subroutine is given in table I.
The first subsections presented here describe the general aspects of the programs,
including storage requirements, conventions used, and description of labeled COMMON
blocks. They are followed by a detailed description of the subroutines.
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MERIDI
INPUT INPLOT MESHO PRECAL MEPLOT VBDRY INIT COEF SOR NEWRHO OUTPUT IND SLPLOT SVPLOT VELCY
ROOT CONTIN
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i - rinT SPLINT
Film plot
Figure 3. - Calling relation of subroutines. Called subroutines are always below the calling subroutine. (This is not a flow chart.)
co
TABLE I. - SUBROUTINE CALLS AND COMMON BLOCKS
Subroutine name COMMON blocks Called subroutines Calling subroutines Subroutine name COMMON blocks Called subroutines Calling subroutines
or entry point (a) or entry point (a)
MERIDL /---/ INPUT None - main MEPLOT /INPUTT/ PTBDRY MERIDL/INPUTT/ INPLOT program /CALCON/ Microfilm plot
MESHO /PLTCOM/ subroutines
PRECAL











TOUTPT (OUTPUT) CONTIN None PABC VBDRY
INPUT /--/ SPLINT MERIDL TVELCY
/INPUTT/ PABC None None CONTIN/CALCON/
/INTITL/ INIT /INPUTT/ RHOIPF MERIDL
/CALCON/
INPLOT /INPUTT/ Microfilm plot MERIDL /VARCOM/
/CALCON/ subroutines
/INTITL/ SPLINT COEF /---/ None MERIDL
SPLINE /INPUTT/
/CALCON/MESHO /INPUTT/ CROSCD MERIDL /VARCOM/
/CALCON/ SPLINT
/CROSCM/ SPLINE SOR /---/ None MERIDL
ROOT /INPUTT/
/CALCON/CROSCD /INPUTT/ None MESHO /VARCOM/
/CROSCM/ ROOT
NEWRHO /- LAMNIT (LAMDAF) MERIDL
PRECAL /INPUTT/ LAMNIT (LAMDAF) MERIDL /INPUTT/ RVTNIT (RVTHTA)
/CALCON/ RVTNIT (RVTHTA) /CALCON/ TIPNIT (TIPF)
TIPNIT (TIPF) /VARCOM/ RHINIT (RHOPIF)







OUTPUT /---/ SLOPES MERIDLTHETOM /INPUTT/ SPLINT PRECAL (entry point - /INPUTT/ TIPF
/CALCON/ SPLINE TOUTPT) /CALCON/ LAMDAF/INDCOM/ LININT /VARCOM/ BLDVEL
THIKOM /INPUTT/ SPLINE PRECAL /SLCOM/ RVTHTA
/CALCON/ LININT /STACOM/ SPLINT
LININT
LOSSOM /---/ TIPF PRECAL ILETE
/INPUTT/ LAMDAF TSONIN
/CALCON/ TOPF
RHOIPF TSONIN /---/ SPLINE OUTPUT





a --- denotes an unlabeled COMMON block.
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TABLE I. - Concluded. SUBROUTINE CALLS AND COMMON BLOCKS
Subroutine name COMMON blocks Called subroutines Calling subroutines Subroutine name COMMON blocks Called subroutines Calling subroutines
or entry point (a) or entry point (a)
BLDVEL /-- SLOPES OUTPUT RHOOPF /INPUTT/ None VBDRY
/INPUTT/ LAMDAF TOUTPT (see entry /CALCON TVELCY
/CALCON/ TIPF RHONIT)
/VARCOM/ . RHOIPF RHONIT /INPUTT/ SPLINE PRECAL
ILETE /INPUTT/ SPLINT OUTPUT (entry point /CALCON/ TOPF NEWRHO
/CALCON SPLENT (SPLINT) TOUTPT for RHOOPF)
INDEV -/ LININT MERIDL RVTHTA /None • VBDRY
/INPUTT/ (see entry /INPUTT/ NEWRHO




SLPLOT /- Microfilm plot MERIDL
/INPUTT/ subroutines RVTNIT LININT PRECAL
/SLCOM/ PTBDRY (entry point /CALCON/ SPLINT NEWRHO
/PLTCOM/ for RVTHTA) /CALCON/ SPLINE TVELCY
_____ _____ /VARCOM/ ---_
SVPLOT /---/ Microfilm plot MERIDL INRSCT /SPLINT PRECAL
/INPUTT/ subroutines TSONIN
/SLCOMi " " ROOT /---/ CROSCD MESHO
TVELCY /---/ LAMNIT (LAMDAF) MERIDL










CONTIN SPLINE --- / None INPLOT
MESHO
.TIPF /INPUTT/ None LOSSOMPRECAL









TIPNIT /INPUT T/ SPLINE . PRECAL RVTNIT
(entry point /CALCON/ • NEWRHO SPLINT None INPUT
(see entry INPLOT
RHOIPF /INPUTT/ None LOSSOM SPLENT) MESHO







RHINIT /INPUTT/ SPLINE PRECAL ILETE
(entry point /CALCON/ NEWRHO LAMNIT
for RHOIPF) RVTNIT
LAMDAF /--./ None LOSSOM 
INRSCT
(see entry /INPUTT/ VBDRY SPLENT /--/ None ILETE
LAMNIT) /CALCON/ NEWRHO (entry point
/VARCOM/ OUTPUT for SPLINT)
TOUTPT




LAMNIT LININT PRECA TVEL/INPUTT/ TVELCY
(entry point /CALCON/ SPLINT NEWHO
for LAMDAF) / COM/ SPLINE TVELCY Microfilm plot None Not applicable INPLOTVARCOM subroutines MEPLOT
TOPF INPUTT TIPF LOSSOM SLPLOT
CALCON LAMDAF VBDRY SVPLOT
RVTHTA TVELCY
a ___ denotes an unlabeled COMMON block,
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
The MERIDL program has been implemented on the NASA Lewis time-sharing
IBM-TSS/360-67 computer. Storage for the program code is approximately 18 000
words. For the numerical example of part I (ref. 6), storage of variables required ap-
proximately 60 000 words for a 21 x 41 grid of 861 points. As dimensioned for a
100 x 101 grid, storage of variables would require about 680 000 words. The user can
reduce the storage requirements for variables, as desired, by changing the dimensions.
The main dictionary indicates how each variable should be dimensioned to reduce the
storage required. This is indicated by reference to certain input variables, such as
MM, MHT, NHUB, NTIP, NBLPL, NPPP, and so forth. The variables with the most
significant effect on storage requirements are MM and MHT.
As an example, consider the two-dimensional array ALPHA. This variable is in the
/VARCOM/ COMMON block and is dimensioned ALPHA (100, 101) in the program listing.
In the main dictionary, it is listed as ALPHA (MM, MHTP1). Suppose that the maximum
desired value for MM is 60 and that for MHT it is 40. Since MHTP1 is MHT + 1, the
maximum value for MHTP1 would be 41. Then ALPHA should be dimensioned ALPHA
(60, 41).
Similarly, all other dimensioned variables should have their dimension changed as
required. Most dimensioned variables are in COMMON blocks, but there are a few
which are dimensioned locally only. In addition, the calls to LININT must be changed
to reflect any changes in the dimensions of the first two LININT arguments.
CONVENTIONS USED IN PROGRAM
For convenience, a number of conventions are used in naming variables and assign-
ing subscripts.
In addition to the basic orthogonal mesh, there are four special mesh schemes used,
as illustrated in figure 4. For each mesh, different conventions are used to indicate
mesh position. The subscripts I and J are used to denote orthogonal mesh position. The
I is used to denote the vertical mesh number, and the J is used to denote the horizontal
mesh line number. The subscripts IS and JS are used in a similar manner to denote
streamline mesh points, and IL and JL the station-line mesh points. Likewise, IN and
JN denote points on the input blade sections, and KN and JN denote points on the alter-
12
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(e) Alternate blade mesh.
Figure 4. - Five meshs used in MERIDL.
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nate blade mesh located at 10-percent-chord intervals in the THETOM subroutine. Note
that I and IS take on the same values, as do JS and JL.
In variable names, I or IN indicates the inlet (upstream of blade) and O or OUT
indicates the outlet. Variables ending with OM are generally variables defined on the
orthogonal mesh.
Velocity components on the orthogonal mesh usually have SUB in the name, such as
WSUBZ for W z . Velocity components along streamlines end in SL (WZSL), while
velocity components on station lines end in ST (WZST). The letters H or HUB in a var-
iable name indicate the hub, and T or TIP the tip. LE is used for leading edge and TE
for trailing edge. The letters TH indicate a variable in the 0-direction, SURF a varia-
ble on a blade surface, and BL a variable in the blade region. In a variable name,
TEM indicates a temporary variable; P is used to indicate a prime superscript, and PP
double prime; D is used for derivative. Usually, several conventions are combined in
each variable. For example, TIP is used for T!, TPPTIP for T"/Ti, and DPDR is
used for ap/ar.
All subroutines used for plotting have PLOT in the name. Variables used for plot-
ting have PLT in the name.
LABELED COMMON BLOCKS
Most variables which are used in more than one subroutine are placed in labeled
COMMON blocks. A brief description of each labeled block is given. The same varia-
ble names are used in different subroutines for every variable in a COMMON block.
The labeled COMMON blocks are as follows:
/INPUTT/ is used for all input quantities.
/CALCON/ is used for calculated constants which are initially calculated and
are not changed later.
/VARCOM/ is used for all orthogonal mesh point arrays which are changed in
each iteration.
/SLCOM/ is used for output data along streamlines.
/STACOM/ is used for output data along station lines.
/INDCOM/ is used for quantities calculated by THETOM to be used by INDEV.
/PLTCOM/ is used to plot data for hub, shroud, and blade leading and trailing
edges.
/CROSCM/ is used to store quantities required by CROSCD.
/INTITL/ is used to store the input title for use by INPLOT.
Table I shows which COMMON blocks are needed in each subroutine.
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MAIN PROGRAM
The program is segmented into several main subroutines called by the main pro-
tram, as indicated in figure 3. The subroutines are called in sequence, except for the
luter iteration and a switch to obtain a supersonic final solution. The outer iteration is
loop consisting of calls to COEF, SOR, NEWRHO, OUTPUT, INDEV, SLPLOT, and
'VPLOT. This calling sequence and the outer iteration loop are shown more clearly in
he flow chart for the main program, given in figure 2. Flow charts for some of the
;ubroutines are also given with the subroutine descriptions.
SUBROUTINES
Subroutine INPUT
Subroutine INPUT reads and prints all input data cards and initializes some varia-
)les for use later in the program.
All input cards are first read and printed on the output listing in the same form and
rder in which they are given. All array bounds are then checked to see if they are
'ithin limits, and some miscellaneous constants are initialized. Finally, estimates are
nade of various required upstream and downstream flow conditions which were not given
s input because other input options were used.
Subroutine INPLOT
Subroutine INPLOT makes microfilm plots of a portion of the given input data. By
hecking these plots, the user can see if his input data have been given correctly and
moothly. It is important that the plotted data be smooth, since spline curve fits of
iese data are used extensively by the program.
Two main sections of input are plotted: the upstream and downstream flow condi-
ions, and the input blade sections from hub to shroud. A separate plot is made of each
f the three given distributions of upstream flow variables and two distributions of down-
tream flow variables from hub to shroud. On each plot, one data point is plotted at
very 1 percent of stream function or radius from hub to shroud. The NIN and NOUT
aput points are also marked. Each input blade section is then plotted, using only the in-
iut points for plotting and marking. After each individual blade section is plotted, a mul-
.ple plot is made of all sections together. Examples of all the plots are given in figures
:(a) to (g) of part I (ref. 6).
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Subroutine INPLOT and the other plot routines, MEPLOT, SLPLOT, and SVPLOT,
all rely heavily on the NASA Lewis in-house microfilm plotting package described in ref-
erence 8. These four routines as well as PTBDRY, which is called by MEPLOT and
SLPLOT, are self-contained and can be easily removed from MERIDL without disturbing
the remainder of the calculations.
Subroutine MESHO
Subroutine MESHO calculates the coordinates of an orthogonal mesh covering the so-
lution region from upstream to downstream of the blade row and from hub to shroud.
Subroutine MESHO makes use of four other subroutines - ROOT, CROSCD, SPLINE,
and SPLINT. A flow chart for MESHO is given in figure 5. The method used for gener-
ating the mesh is explained thoroughly in reference 7.
Subroutine MESHO begins with input geometry describing the hub and shroud of the
flow passage and the numbers of mesh points desired inthe horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. First, MESHO calculates the horizontal, or streamwise, orthogonals. It does
this by extending lines vertically from each of the input points on the hub to the shroud.
Each of these lines is then divided into equal increments, the number depending upon the
number of streamwise orthogonals. Streamwise spline curves are fit through the re-
sulting points to give the horizontal orthogonals shown in figure 6.
Vertical orthogonal lines are then constructed one at a time, moving from left to
right between each pair of adjacent horizontal orthogonals, proceeding from hub to
shroud, as shown in figure 7. The procedure for calculating these lines, shown in fig-
ure 8, is analogous to a technique for solving ordinary differential equations known as
the improved Euler method or Heun's method (ref. 9). Beginning at a known orthogonal
mesh point on the lower orthogonal, a normal is constructed (line () in fig. 8) to the
upper orthogonal. Then the intersection coordinates of this line with the upper orthog-
onal and the slope of the upper orthogonal at the intersection are calculated. ROOT and
CROSCD are used in this process. Line ) in figure 8 is then constructed in such a
way that it is perpendicular to the tangent to the upper orthogonal at the intersection
point and passes through the original starting point on the lower orthogonal. The coor-
dinates of the intersections of both lines () and ) are nowknown on the upper orthog-
onal. The desired new orthogonal mesh point is the average of these two sets of coor-
dinates.
This process of constructing vertical orthogonal links is continued until the shroud
is reached by all vertical orthogonals. This completes the generation of the orthogonal
mesh.
Notice in MESHO that the locations of the upstream and downstream boundaries of
the orthogonal mesh at the hub are fixed by the inputs ZOMIIN and ZOMOUT (fig. 7). The
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Figure 8. - Calculation procedure for a "vertical" orthogonal link.
locations of these boundaries at the tip, however, cannot be given ahead of time and are
totally dependent upon the orthogonal mesh generation procedure.
Axial distance between vertical orthogonal origins at the hub is determined by the
number of mesh lines requested in the following three regions: MBI mesh lines up-
stream of the blade from ZOMIN to ZOMBI; MBO - MBI mesh lines from ZOMBI to
ZOMBO; and MM - MBO mesh lines downstream of the blade from ZOMBO to ZOMOUT
(fig. 7). The number of horizontal orthogonals is MHT + 1, which is the same in all
three regions.
Subroutine CROSCD
The ROOT subroutine (p. 52) requires the calling of a special function or subrou-
tine. In MERIDL, that routine is CROSCD. It is called by ROOT to calculate for a given
z-coordinate the difference in r-coordinates of line () and the upper horizontal orthog-
onal in figure 8. (ROOT finds the z-coordinate where this difference shrinks to zero,
that is, the intersection of the straight line () and the horizontal orthogonal curve.)
The input argument for CROSCD is
Z value of z-coordinate in ROOT
The following two values are given as output:
RMR difference in r-coordinates of straight line and curve
SLI slope of horizontal orthogonal at z
CROSCD uses the equations of a cubic spline curve to interpolate and calculate r as
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a function of z on the horizontal orthogonal. The spline curve information is trans-
mitted to CROSCD from MESHO in the /CROSCM/ COMMON.
Subroutine PRECAL
Subroutine PRECAL calculates many of the fixed constants which will be needed
by the subroutines in the outer iterative loop of MERIDL. Figure 9 gives a flow chart
for PRECAL.
First, PRECAL initializes the subroutines for calculating upstream and downstream
flow conditions. To do this it calls LAMDAF, RVTHTA, TIPF, RHOIPF, and RHOOPF,
entering at the special entry points of these routines used for initialization.
The array of blade-to-blade spacing B (the BTH array) is then initialized to the
blade pitch (in radians) at every point onthe solution mesh. This array is modified in
the blade region later in PRECAL when THIKOM and LOSSOM are called.
In the cases where output streamline values (FLFR array) were not read in (NSL = 0),
PRECAL assigns eleven (11) values to FLFR from 0 to 1.0, in increments of 0.1. Also,
if the given endpoints of FLFR do not equal 0 and 1.0, PRECAL adds these values as end-
points.
Then, PRECAL uses the z- and r-coordinates of the orthogonal mesh (ZOM and
ROM), calculated in MESHO, to calculate the s and t arrays (SOM and TOM) on the
orthogonal mesh. Adjacent points are linked with straight line segments in this calcula-
tion of s and t, but the correction between arc length and chord length is not significant
for adjacent points.
The curvatures of the hub and shroud profiles are then calculated where these pro-
files are intersected by the upstream and downstream boundaries of the orthogonal mesh.
These curvatures are later required in the VBDRY subroutine.
The z- and r-coordinate arrays (ZLE,RLE and ZTE,RTE) are then set up at points
which define the leading and trailing edges of the blade. These values are the first and
last values for each blade plane from the ZBL and RBL blade-coordinate input arrays.
The intersections of these leading and trailing edges with the hub and shroud are also
calculated with INRSCT calls.
Various quantities are then calculated on the orthogonal mesh at or near the leading
and trailing edges of the blade. With INRSCT calls, the z- and r-coordinates of inter-
sections of horizontal mesh lines with the blade edges are calculated. Vertical mesh
line numbers (ILE and ITE) of mesh points which lie just within the blade leading and
trailing edges are then calculated by comparing the z-coordinates of mesh points along
the orthogonals with the z-coordinates of intersections of the orthogonals with the blade
edges. The s- and t-coordinates are then calculated for the points where the horizontal
mesh lines cross the blade edges.
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Figure 9. -Flow chart for PRECAL
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Then PRECAL calls three other subroutines, THETOM, THIKOM, and LOSSOM.
The THETOM routine calculates a0/as and a0/at at the orthogonal mesh points. Sub-
routine THIKOM makes corrections to the BTH array to account for blade thickness,
and LOSSOM calculates the relative total pressure loss at the downstream boundary of
the orthogonal mesh. This loss is distributed linearly through the blade row by making
an additional correction to the BTH array.
Finally, in PRECAL, corrections are made to some upstream and downstream in-
put arrays and corresponding boundary conditions in the case where a reduced-mass-
flow solution is to be obtained (REDFAC < 1.0). The wheel speed, mass flow, whirl,
and tangential velocity are all reduced by REDFAC; and the upstream and downstream
boundary conditions of whirl are reinitialized by LAMDAF and RVTHTA calls.
Subroutine THETOM
Subroutine THETOM calculates the gradients a0/as and 80/at at the orthogonal
mesh points which lie within the leading and trailing edges of the blade. This process
is thoroughly described in appendix C.
Theta coordinates of the mean blade surface (THBL) are given at the input blade
section points (ZBL,RBL). Gradients of the 0-coordinate are required in the s- and
t-directions at the orthogonal mesh points within the blade for use by the NEWRHO sub-
routine.
Subroutine THETOM makes use of the technique of defining an alternate mesh which
is entirely contained within the blade on which 80/az and ae/ar are obtained. By in-
terpolation, a0/az and 80/ar are then obtained at the required orthogonal mesh points.
Finally, a0/as and a0/at are calculated from a0/az and 80/ar at these points.
Subroutine THIKOM
Subroutine THIKOM calculates the blade thickness in the 0-direction at the points of
the orthogonal mesh which lie within the blade edges. (Input blade thicknesses are not
given at the orthogonal mesh points, nor are they given in the 0-direction. They are
given normal to the blade mean camber line along each input blade section.)
THIKOM first calculates the s' -coordinate and then the angle K between the mean
camber line and the s' -coordinate direction, as shown in figure 10. (The s' -coordinate
corresponds to the input blade section direction.) With these angles, approximate thick-
nesses in the tangential direction t0 are calculated from thicknesses normal to the





This calculation is subject to error for highly cambered or highly staggered blade sec-
tions but is adequate here since t. is only used as a blockage correction to the BTH
array.
After t, is obtained at the input points, LININT is called to interpolate and obtain
it at the orthogonal mesh points. Then it is subtracted from the BTH array.
rB
to
Figure 10. - Calculation of thickness in tangential direction.
Subroutine LOSSOM
Subroutine LOSSOM calculates the downstream relative total pressure loss and dis-
tributes it upstream through the blade row as an area correction. This correction is
made to the BTH array. The loss.is calculated as 1 minus the ratio of actual to ideal
relative total pressure along the hub-shroud input line downstream of the blade.
Loss = 1
(PO ideal
In one input option, pj, T , and po are given and T' is then calculated from





we form the ratio of actual to ideal relative total pressure
Po Po
\ )/ideal PI
There is an alternate input option where loss is given as input. In that case, relative
total pressure ratio is calculated as
S = 1 - Loss
(P")ideal
Subroutine LOSSOM then estimates the stream function, based on area, at points on
the downstream boundary of the orthogonal mesh. Subroutine SPLINT is then called to
interpolate the values of relative total pressure ratio at these same downstream bound-
ary mesh points. From the interpolated values of pressure ratio, loss is computed 
by
using the preceding equations. It is assumed that the horizontal mesh lines are close
approximations to the actual streamlines. Thus, the loss is distributed along horizon-
tal mesh lines. Along any mesh line, loss is assumed to be constant in the region
downstream of the blade trailing edge and equal to the downstream boundary value. Be-
tween the blade leading and trailing edges, loss is distributed linearly from zero at the
leading edge to full value at the trailing edge. It is assumed that no loss occurs up-
stream of the blade. Loss is included in the stream-function solution by reducing the
value of B as follows:
Bnet = B(1 - Loss)
where Bnet is the final value stored in the BTH array.
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Subroutine MEPLOT
Subroutine MEPLOT makes two microfilm plots of the blade in the meridional plane.
The first plot shows the input hub and shroud geometry and the blade leading and trailing
edges. The edges are obtained from the ZBL and RBL input arrays. The second plot
shows the same hub, shroud, and blade but with the generated orthogonal mesh super-
imposed on the solution region. Examples of these plots are given in figures 16(h)
and (i) of part I (ref. 6).
Prior to making these two plots, MEPLOT calls PTBDRY to obtain the boundary
points to be plotted on the hub, the shroud, and the blade edges and to scale the plots.
Subroutine PTBDRY
Subroutine PTBDRY obtains coordinates used in plotting the hub, the shroud, and
the blade edges by the two routines MEPLOT and SLPLOT. Using SPLINT calls,
PTBDRY interpolates on the input arrays ZHUB, RHUB and ZTIP, RTIP to obtain
100 plotting points on both hub and shroud. The same is done with the blade leading and
trailing edges. After the plot points are obtained, PTBDRY searches the,range of val-
ues to be plotted for the maximum in both X- and Y-directions and adjusts the range of
plotted points so that it is the same in both directions. The computed information is
stored in the /PLTCOM/ COMMON.
.Subroutine VBDRY,
Subroutine VBDRY calculates the value of the stream function along the upstream
and downstream boundaries of the mesh region. The calculation is based on the velocity-
gradient equation (C9) of part I (ref. 6).
There are four arguments for VBDRY so that the same coding can be used for either
the upstream or downstream boundary. These arguments are LOC, TIPF, RHOIPF,
and LAMDAF. The argument LOC is the value of I for the desired boundary, that is,
LOC = 1 on the upstream boundary and LOC = MM on the downstream boundary. The
other three arguments are function subroutines. That is, TIPF, RHOIPF, and LAMDAF
will refer to the subroutines of the same name at the upstream boundary but will refer to
TOPF, RHOOPF, and RVTHTA, respectively, at the downstream boundary. Figure 11
is a flow chart for VBDRY.
The first step is to set CURVH and CURVT to the value of the meridional curvature
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Figure 11. - Flow chart for VBDRY.
start the iterative procedure, a reasonable estimate of the hub relative velocity is
needed (WHUB). This estimate is based on a one-dimensional calculation. Before any
coefficients for the velocity-gradient equation can be calculated, values for whirl and
free-stream absolute stagnation temperature and density are needed. These are all
functions of stream function. An initial value of stream function is estimated based on
area distribution. Values for whirl and free-stream absolute stagnation temperature
and density are then obtained from subroutines LAMDAF, TIPF, and RHOIPF and are
stored in arrays.
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Now the coefficients of the velocity-gradient equation (C9) of part I (ref. 6) can be
calculated. Either equation (C10) or (C11) of part I will be used, whichever is appro-
priate. The curvature, 1/rc, is assumed to vary linearly along the boundary. It is
assumed that the boundary is normal to the streamlines so that a = p. The quantity
cos p has been previously calculated by MESHO.
After the coefficients are calculated, the velocity-gradient equation is solved
numerically. WHUB is the initial value of W on the hub. The first iteration will use the
value of WHUB calculated previously by VBDRY. Later iterations will use estimated
values calculated by CONTIN. Once WHUB is specified, the numerical solution to the
velocity-gradient equation is calculated by the Heun method (ref. 9). The equations used
in the Heun method for this case are
W* = W. + (dW)j first estimate of W3+1 j 3 +1
W*j+ W + (dW)* second estimate of W.j+
W +W
W. =-j+1 j+1 average of two estimates of W.+1 2+1
where (dW)j (eq. (C9) of part I) is evaluated at t. and W., and where (dW) +1 is eval-
uated at tj+1 and Wj+ 1. At the same time the solution of the velocity-gradient equa-
equation is being calculated, the mass flow integration is also being calculated by trape-
zoidal integration:
w = ttipW cos p rB dt
0
The equations used in calculating the integrand are (B13), (C05), (C6), (C7), and (D4) of
part I (ref. 6). At the end of the DO loop at statement 80, the integrated mass flow,
UOM (LOC, MHTPI), has been calculated for the specified value of WHUB. This value
is checked to see if it is within the tolerance to MSFL. If not, CONTIN is called to pro-
vide the next estimate for WHUB. See CONTIN for a description of the procedure for
finding the correct value for WHUB. Provision is made to adjust WHUB to avoid prob-
lems in calculating either p (if WHUB is too small) or T/T! (if WHUB is too large).
(See eqs. (C6) or (B13) and (D4) of part I.) After a few iterations, usually four or five
and not more than 100, a solution will be found that satisfies continuity. This completes
the inner iteration of this subroutine. Then the values of the absolute stagnation tem-,
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perature T! or T o , the absolute stagnation density pi or po, and the whirl X or
(rVs) are recalculated from the new stream-function values. If there is a significant
change in any of these values, the solution will be repeated (REPEAT = .TRUE.).
When a final acceptable solution is found, the program returns to the main program.
If the passage is choked or if an acceptable solution cannot be found in 1000 total itera-
tions, the program will print an error message and stop. See the section Error
Messages in part I (ref. 6) for suggestions on what to do when an error message is
encountered.
Subroutine INIT
This subroutine initializes certain arrays in /VARCOM/. This is necessary to
start the outer iteration running from COEF to SVPLOT. For the initial iteration, it is
assumed that p = pl throughout the passage. All other values are set to zero, except
for Ws, Wt, and Wz, which are set to values which will avoid division by zero.
Subroutine COEF
Subroutine COEF calculates the coefficients al, , a a 3 , and a 4 and the con-
stants k o for the finite-difference equations. The finite-difference equation is (A5) or
(A 7). The coefficients are calculated by the procedure of equation (A8), and the con-
stants are calculated by equation (A9). Within the blade row, the value of the con-
stant ko depends on a(rV)/ar. This gradient tends to be unstable with iteration, so
that usually damping is required between iterations. The damping rate is controlled by
the input variable DNEW. Suggestions for choosing proper values for DNEW are given
in the INPUT section of part I (ref. 6). For every outer iteration, the maximum and
minimum values of a(rV0)/ar and the maximum predicted change in 8(rV)/ar are
calculated and printed. When it is indicated by the value of IDEBUG, the coefficients a i
and the constants k0 will be printed.
Subroutine SOR
Subroutine SOR solves the finite-difference equations (A5) by the method of over-
relaxation (ref. 10). Equation (A5) holds at every interior point of the orthogonal mesh
where the value of u is initially unknown. Thus, if there are n interior points, we
have n equations with n unknowns. Equation (A5) is nonlinear but can be linearized
by using values from the previous outer iteration for the nonlinear terms or factors.
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SOR solves only the linearized equations.
The overrelaxation iteration is the inner iteration; it is optimized by using an op-
Itimum overrelaxation factor (ORF). The calculation of ORF is done only the first time
that SOR is called. The optimum value for the overrelaxation factor Q is estimated
by using equations (B3) and (Bl) of reference 11. At each interior point, um+l is cal-
culated from the values of u at the neighboring points by
4
M+1U l =  aiui
i=1
where each ui is the most recently calculated value for the point. To start, u0 = 1
at the interior points and u0 = 0 at the boundary points. The maximum (LMAX) and
minimum (LMIN) values over all the interior mesh points of the ratio u /uo are
calculated for m = 1, 2, 3, . .. until the LMAX and LMIN ratios are close to each
other. Then the optimum overrelaxation factor (ORF) is calculated by
ORF = 2/(1 + 1 - LMAX). The theory for calculating ORF is derived in refer-
ence 10.
With an optimum value for the overrelaxationi factor n, the solution to equation (A5)
is calculated by overrelaxation by
1 =um + aiui + ko - u
where each ui is the most recently calculated value at an interior point or is a bound-
ary value. During each iteration, the maximum change of the stream function is calcu-
lated. When this maximum change is reduced below 10- 5 , the iteration is stopped, and
the current estimate of the stream function is accepted as the solution.
Subroutine NEWRHO
Subroutine NEWRHO calculates the velocity magnitude and components and the den-
sity at each point of the orthogonal mesh. Figure 12 is a flow chart for NEWRHO.
Normally, the upstream and downstream flow conditions, including whirl, are given
as a function of the stream function. However, this information may be given as a func-
tion of position from hub to tip. In this case, an initial estimate of streamline position




Figure 12. - Flow chart for NEWRHO.
NEWRHO by reinitializing the subroutines for calculating upstream and downstream
flow conditions (LAMDAF, RVTHTA, TIPF, RHOIPF, and RHOOPF). An explanation
of how upstream and downstream flow conditions are matched to the stream function
solution is given in appendix B.The main function of NEWRHO is to calculatettalculateal derivatives of the stream
function in the s- and t-directions. These partials are used to calculate the velocity com-
ponents. These components, together with either the blade shape or the specified whirl,
determine the relative velocity magnitude. With the relative velocity known, the density
can be calculated. Subroutine NEWRHO calculates ( and ' for the next iteration.
The first major loop in NEWRHO calculates al/as and ap"/as. This is done by
first calculating I and p" along the horizontal mesh lines. The actual relative stag-
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Equation (3) is the same as equation (B13) of part I with W = 0. The rothalpy I is cal-
culated from equation (BT) of part I (ref. 6). Then, aI/as and ap"/as are calculated
by calling the subroutine SLOPES.
The next loop calculates Wt . First, SPLINE is called to calculate au/as along
horizontal mesh lines. Then Wt is calculated by equation (G11) of part I.
The final major loop calculates partial derivatives in the t-direction and then calcu-
lates Ws, We, Vo, W, p, , and C at every mesh point. The first inner loop calcu-
lates T"/T! and p" by equations (3) and (2). along vertical mesh lines. The values of
the t-coordinate and stream function u are also stored in temporary arrays. Then
SPLINE is called to calculate au/at, and SLOPES is called twice to calculate aI/at and
ap"/at. The second inner loop performs the remaining calculations. Equation (G10)
of part I is used to calculate Ws . Within the blade W0 can be calculated from Ws, Wt,
80/as, and a0/at. Since
W = W tan p
do- ds + dt







W = r Ws + W
within the blade. Outside the blade,
- wr upstream of blade
r
W0 =
- wr downstream of blade
r
Then V. and W are calculated by
V0 = W 0 + wr
W = w +W2 W2
The ideal density p is calculated by
p = P
where T/T! is calculated by equation (B13) of part I (ref. 6). Then ap/ar and aI/ar
1
are calculated by
ap = P sin qo + P cos 'p
ar as at
aI _I aI
sin p + - cos 'p
ar as at
Relative total temperature T" is also needed and is calculated from previously calcu-
lated values of T"/T! and T!. This gives all the quantities needed to calculate (1 1
and C from equations (A2) and (A3) of part I.
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After all calculations are done, the iteration number and the maximum relative
change in velocity are printed. Also, if the solution is converged on velocity, the print
control variables are set to 1 whenever a positive value is specified as input. This re-
sults in output being printed for each item asked for after convergence.
There are also two error messages for NEWRHO in case the velocity at some point
becomes too large or if the upstream whirl is too large. Suggestions for correcting in-
put are given inthe section Error Messages in part I.
Subroutine OUTPUT
The OUTPUT subroutine calculates and prints all the major output data from
MERIDL. A flow chart for OUTPUT is shown in figure 13. Depending upon the wishes
of the user, OUTPUT has the potential for printing output on three separate sets of
points. These points are illustrated in figure 14. Output may be obtained (1) at the or-
thogonal mesh points, (2) along streamlines where they are crossed by vertical orthog-
onal mesh lines, and (3) along streamlines where they are crossed by user-designated
hub-shroud station lines. A detailed description of the output in each case is given
in part I under Printed Output.
The printing of output is controlled by the iteration counter ITER and the input var-
iables IMESH, ISLINE, and ISTATL. Because of the large volumes of output possible,
it is only given at the locations requested by these variables and when ITER is an inte-
ger multiple of these variables.
No matter what the values of IMESH, ISLINE, and ISTATL, data are calculated at
the orthogonal mesh points for every iteration. (Whether or not it is printed depends
upon IMESH.) Output along streamlines and on station lines is then interpolated from the
calculated data at the orthogonal mesh points if the values of ISLINE or ISTATL indicate
that the user desires these outputs at the current iteration. Output along streamlines is
also calculated if it is needed for plotting (controlled by IPLOT) or if it is needed for
calculating the input to the TSONIC program (controlled by ITSON).
The first sections of the OUTPUT routine calculate data on the orthogonal mesh.
At the main entry to this routine, Ws, Wt, and W, are known from NEWRHO; and
the other velocity components and flow angles are calculated as follows:
Wm 2  2Wm = JWs + WS sWt
wt
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Figure 14. - Location of three major types of output.
This coding is followed by an entry point TOUTPT which is used only after TVELCY has
been called to obtain transonic velocities (see the block diagram, fig. 2, when
REDFAC < 1.0). From this entry point, the velocity components are calculated some-
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what differently since W has been recalculated by TVELCY, as well as p upstream
and downstream of the blade. The angle a is assumed to be the same as in the final
subsonic iteration. With W, P, and a known, the velocity components are now calcu-
lated as follows:
Wm = W cosj3
W 0 = W sin p
Wz = Wm cos a
Wr = Wm sin a
V O = W 0 + or
At this point in the program, all velocity components and flow angles have been
calculated, regardless of the entry point. With velocity components and flowangles
known, streamline curvature is obtained from
Scos(a - p) + a sin(a - p)
r c  dm as at
Then critical velocity ratio is obtained from




The subroutine BLDVEL is then called to calculate and return an estimate of blade sur-
face velocities. Finally, a check is made to see if the suction- and pressure-surface
velocities have to be exchanged because of the orientation of the turbine or compressor.
At this point, all desired information has been calculated on the orthogonal mesh and is
printed if ITER is a multiple of IMESH.
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The next section of the OUTPUT routine calculates output on the streamlines where
they are intersected by vertical orthogonal mesh lines. This output is calculated only if
ITER is a multiple of ISLINE, IPLOT, or ITSON. First, streamline z- and
r-coordinates are calculated. The m-coordinates are then calculated from these, using
the z = 0 point along a streamline to correspond to m = 0. Interpolations are then
made by using LININT and the orthogonal mesh data to obtain Wz' Wr, W , W/Wcr,
and 1/r . By using variations of the preceding formulas, Wm, a, (, and W are calcu-
lated from these values. Subroutine ILETE is called to establish which mesh points
along streamlines are between the blade leading and trailing edges. Subroutine LININT
is then used to obtain WI and Wtr at these points. Finally, this output is printed if
ITER is a multiple of ISLINE.
The next section of the OUTPUT routine calculates output on user-designated hub-
shroud station lines where they intersect the streamlines. This output is calculated and
printed in the hub-shroud direction, in contrast to the throughflow direction of the pre-
vious two sets of output. It is only calculated if ITER is a multiple of ISTATL. The
z- and r-coordinates of the station lines are calculated first. All "regular" station
lines are straight lines (not necessarily radial) from the hub to the shroud. "Blade
edge" station lines are those whose hub and tip coordinates correspond to the inter-
sections of the blade leading and trailing edges with the hub and tip. Coordinates along
these station lines will follow these edges even when the edges are curved. After the
z- and r-coordinates are established, m-coordinates are calculated from these, again
using z = 0 as the reference for m = 0. Interpolations are then made using LININT
with the orthogonal mesh values to obtain Wz, Wr, W , W/Wcr
' and streamline curva-
ture. The values of Wm, a, (, and W are calculated from these. LININT is then
called to obtain W, and Wtr for station lines which lie within the blade. The station-
line output is then printed.
The final small section of OUTPUT calls the TSONIN subroutine to obtain input data
for the TSONIC program (ref. 5). This call is only made if ITER is a multiple of ITSON.
Subroutine BLDVEL
This subroutine calculates blade-surface velocities and densities and F . First,
a(rV8 )/at and a(rV)/as are calculated by using the SLOPES subroutine. Then,
[d(rV,)/dm] B cos 0 is calculated, and W I and Wtr are calculated by equation (G4) ofpart I (ref. 6). From this, pl and Ptr are calculated by equations (B13) and (D4) ofpart I. The average density pay is calculated by Simpson's rule
Pl + 4 Pmid + Ptr
Pay 6
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This quantity is used in NEWRHO in the next iteration. Then, the predicted value of Fr
is calculated by




DFDM = -B cos ,
am
Equation (4) is obtained from equations (B23) and (G2) of part I (ref. 6)': The new value
for Fr- is calculated from the old Fr and the predicted value of Fr by using the input
damping factor FNEW, as explained inthe section INPUT of part I.
At the end, the minimum and maximum predicted values of Fr and the maximum
change in Fr are calculated and printed. If debug output is requested, the arrays
which change each iteration are printed.
Subroutine ILETE
The points where streamlines are intersected by the vertical orthogonal mesh lines
are the streamline mesh points. These are, in general, different from the orthogonal







Figure 15. - Location of ILS, ITS points by ILETE.
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tain the numbers of the vertical mesh lines at the first intersection of a streamline with
a vertical mesh line inside the blade region at the leading and trailing edges of the
blades. These points are illustrated in figure 15. The ILS and ITS arrays are used in
OUTPUT in the calculation of blade surface velocities along streamlines.
Subroutine TSONIN
Subroutine TSONIN generates and prints the data required as input to the TSONIC
blade-to-blade analysis program (ref. 5). Subroutine TSONIN is only called when ITER
is a multiple of ITSON. The data generated are printed for each of the stream surfaces
from hub to shroud, using 1 percent of the mass flow about a streamline to define a
stream surface or flow channel.
A complete description of the TSONIC input is given in the TSONIC report (ref. 5).
The output generated in TSONIN is slightly different from what is required by TSONIC.
These differences and the changes which have to be made to make these data acceptable
to TSONIC are described in part 1.
Subroutine INDEV
Subroutine INDEV recalculates a8/as to allow for incidence and deviation. This
means that the mid-channel flow surface differs from the blade mean camber line near
the leading and trailing edges, so as to match the upstream and downstream flow angles.
Figure 16 shows the procedure as applied to the leading edge. A similar correction is
made at the trailing edge. A correction for blockage is made so as to satisfy both con-
tinuity and tangential momentum at blade leading and trailing edges.
The calculation starts at the hub and proceeds to successive horizontal mesh lines
up to the tip. Both incidence and deviation corrections are calculated for each hori-
zontal mesh line. The corrected (a/as)bf of the blade leading or trailing edge is cal-
culated from equations (Fl) and (F2) of part I (ref. 6). These equations relate (a0/as)bf
to the flow angles %f and pfs
The corrections to a /as are made so that the difference varies linearly from the
blade leading or trailing edge for the distance specified in appendix F of part I. After
the corrections are made, the incidence and deviation angles are printed if re-
quested.
No correction is made to as/at since it is nearly normal to the flow.
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'-Mean camber line







Figure 16. - Corrected mid-channel flow surface. The corrected mid-
channel flow surface is used to calculate (6BlIs)bf. Incidence =
Obf -1 b
Subroutine SLPLOT
Subroutine SLPLOT makes a microfilm plot of the streamlines in the hub-shroud
meridional flow plane. The first small section of coding plots a separate frame of film
identifying either a subsonic solution and iteration number or a transonic solution. The
remaining coding plots the hub, shroud, and blade profiles in the meridional plane and
then adds the streamlines to the same plot. An example of this plot is given in fig-
ure 16(j) of part 1.
Subroutine SVPLOT
Subroutine SVPLOT makes microfilm plots of relative velocities on all streamlines
from hub to shroud. These plots are only made when ITER is a multiple of IPLOT or
when ITER = 1. A separate plot is made for the velocities on each streamline. These
plots include mean flow velocities and blade surface velocities plotted against meri-
dional coordinates. Examples of these plots are given in figures 16(k) and (1) of part I
(ref. 6). After the separate streamline plots are made, three composite plots are made.
The first contains the mean flow velocities for all streamlines. The second and third
contain the suction- and pressure-surface velocities, respectively, for all streamlines.
Subroutine TVELCY
Subroutine TVELCY calculates the full-mass-flow, transonic solution when REDFAC
is less than 1. The velocity-gradient equation developed in appendix C of part I is used
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Figure 17. - Flow chart for TVELCY.
The first step in the program is to restore the full value of mass flow, rotational
speed, and inlet and outlet whirl. The subroutines LAMDAF and RVTHTA must then be
reinitialized.
Next, awm/am and aW9/am are calculated. These are calculated from the
partials with respect to s and t by using the angle a - p. Since the calculations
are based on the reduced-mass-flow values of Wm and W., the result must be di-
vided by REDFAC to obtain the full-mass-flow values.
Statement 60 is the beginning of the outer DO loop. It starts at the upstream bound-
ary and solves the velocity-gradient equation for each vertical mesh line. The initial
estimate of W on the hub (WHUB) is set equal to the reduced-mass-flow value for W
divided by REDFAC. For a given vertical line, the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, and f
of the velocity-gradient equation (A7) of part I are calculated. The coefficients are cal-I
culated by equations (A8) to (All) of part I. Of these coefficients, a, b, and d will not
be changed after the initial calculation, so they are calculated first. The initial arrays
for whirl, temperature, and density are calculated at the same time.
For each vertical mesh line, an inner and an outer iteration is required. Each outer
iteration consists of solving the velocity-gradient equation for a given distribution of up-
stream and downstream flow conditions. The inner iteration solves the velocity-gradient
equation by varying Whub at each inner iteration until continuity is satisfied. The outer
iteration starts at statement 90. None of the coefficients change during the inner itera-
tion, so the remaining coefficients, c, e, and f, are calculated from equations (A9) to
(All) of part I before starting the inner iteration. Also, part of the integrand for the
mass flowintegration is calculated now. This part is RCARB, which is equal to
pi cos(a - p)rB.
At statement 140, the inner iteration starts. First, initial values are set. The nu-
merical solution of the velocity-gradient equation and the mass flow integration are done
in the DO 200 loop. Trial values of WHUB are used in the velocity-gradient equation,
until the solution obtained results in the input mass flow across the vertical mesh line.
The first iteration will use the value calculated by the statement after statement 60.
Later iterations will use estimated values calculated by CONTIN. Once WHUB is speci-
fied, the numerical solution to the velocity-gradient equation is calculated by the Heun
method, as described for VBDRY. The solution procedure is the same, except.that dW
in equation (1) is evaluated by equation (A7) of part I (ref. 6). The mass flow is calcu-
lated by trapezoidal integration of
w = pW cos P cos(a - p)rB dt (5)
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s explained in appendix D of part I (ref. 6), p is the ideal density and B is reduced
t reflect any loss of stagnation pressure.
The inner iteration ends when the velocity-gradient solution gives the correct mass
f w in equation (5). (If the correct mass flow is not obtained in 100 iterations, an error
ssage is printed, and the program goes to the next vertical line.) After the end of the
i er iteration, at statement 250, the upstream and downstream flow conditions are
c ecked. If there is a significant change in the value of inlet or outlet stagnation tem-
perature or density, or whirl, these values will be adjusted and the inner iteration will
bd repeated by going back to statement 90, unless there has been a total of over 1000
iterations for a given vertical mesh line. The outer iteration is completed when there
is no significant change in the solution, and the program goes to the next vertical line
(the DO 280 loop). After all vertical lines have been completed, control is returned to
the main program. If the blade is choked, a message is printed with the choking mass
flow. .
Function TOPF
Function TOPF calculates downstream stagnation temperature T1 from the up-
stream stagnation temperature and the change in whirl. That is,
Tr = TI +0 1
p
The input argument (SF) is the value of the stream function (between 0 and 1). The
function TOPF is then T' for this streamline.0
Functions TIPF, RHOIPF, LAMDAF, RHOOPF, and RVTHTA
These five routines are similar. Their purpose is to calculate one of the free-
stream quantities as a function of stream function. Interpolation is by means of a spline
fit curve.
All these subroutines have an alternate entry point for initialization. The initiali-
zing call results in a SPLINE call to calculate the coefficients for the spline fit.
If the free-stream quantities are not given as input as a function of stream function
(i.e., if LSFR = 1), the stream function is first estimated and later iterated to be ad-
justed to the correct stream-function value. These adjustments to the stream function
(SFIN and SFOUT) are done in LAMDAF and RVTHTA.
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The input argument for all these subroutines is SF, which is the value of the stream
function.
Subroutine CONTIN
Subroutine CONTIN is a curve-fitting routine. On each call the calling programs
must furnish a point on the curve, and then CONTIN will specify the next valiue of the
abscissa. The calling program must then calculate the ordinate corresponding to this
abscissa. After three calls, a parabola is fitted through the three points, and this is
used to estimate the abscissa where the desired ordinate will be obtained. XEST is the
value of the abscissa, and YCALC is the value of the ordinate on each call. XEST is
changed by CONTIN to return the next value of the abscissa to the calling program.
Figure 18 is a flow chart for CONTIN. Flow through the program is controlled by
the value of IND. For each new case, IND is set to 1 by the calling program. Then
CONTIN changes the value of IND on later calls. The significance of IND on the various
calls is given in table II. XDEL is the maximum increment for the change in XEST. On
the first two calls, usually XEST is increased by XDEL each time. The exception is
when YCALC is greater than YGIV and the subsonic solution is desired (JZ = 1). Then
XEST is decreased by XDEL each time.
On the third and later calls, there are always three points so that a parabola can be
fitted through the three points. The parabolic coefficients are calculated by subroutine
PABC. Anytime that XEST falls outside the range of previously calculated values, a
shift is made until XEST is within the desired range.
When the parabolic curve is close to a straight line, equation (D13) is used instead
of the quadratic formula. The reason for this is explained in appendix D.
Figure 19 illustrates the procedure for a typical case. On the first call to CONTIN,
IND = 1 and YCALC corresponding to XEST is furnished by the calling program. Sup-
pose that YCALC is less than YGIV and that the subsonic solution is requested. Then
XEST becomes XORIG, and YCALC becomes Y(1) in figure 19. XORIG will be the origin
for the curve fitting so that X(1) = 0 in this case. Next CONTIN increases XEST by
XDEL. Then a return is made to the calling program to obtain the YCALC which corre-
sponds to this value of XEST. On the second call to CONTIN, the new value of YCALC
becomes Y(2) and XEST - XORIG becomes X(2), as indicated in figure 19. Subroutine
CONTIN increases XEST by XDEL again, and a return is made to obtain YCALC for the
third time. On the third call to CONTIN, the new value of YCALC becomes Y(3) and
XEST - XORIG becomes X(3). This gives the three points shown in figure 19. The
curve shown represents the true curve of YCALC against XEST.
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Figure 18. -Flow chart for CONTIN.
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co
TABLE II. - SIGNIFICANCE OF IND IN VARIOUS
CALLS TO CONTIN
Value of Call Significance
IND
1 First First call
2 Second JZ = 1, YCALC less than WTFL,
or JZ = 2
3 Second JZ = 1 and YCALC greater than
WTFL
4 Third IND = 2 on second call
YGIV-
Fourth or later Right shift was made so that Y13)
XEST will be within range of Y(2)
stored previous values. Y(1)
5 Third IND = 3 on second call
Fourth or later Left shift was made so that
XEST will be within range of XDEL
stored previous values. XDEL
6 Fourth or later Subsonic or supersonic solution X~I) X12) X(3)
is predicted by quadratic fit and
is within range of solutions XORIG
obtained.
Figure 19. - Starting procedure for CONTIN.
7 Fourth or later Choked flow is predicted by
quadratic fit and is within
range of solutions obtained.
10 Never Choked solution found
11 Never 100 calls made but no solution
found
6f the three points obtained. If not, additional points are calculated, and the three
points are shifted as required. For example, in figure 19, a shift to the right is re-
quired. In this case, point 2 would become point 1, point 3 would become point 2, and
XEST would be increased by XDEL. This procedure is repeated until either the solu-
tion or the maximum point is within the range of the three points obtained.
Since the curve represents mass flow as a function of the velocity at some point,
the curve will be of the type shown. The maximum point on the curve is the choking
mass flow. This type of curve is approximated well by a quadratic curve. After it has
been determined that a solution is within the range of the three points (i.e.,
Y(1) _ YGIV s Y(3) for a subsonic solution), a parabola is fitted through the three








Figure 20. - Approximating curve with a parabola.
mined by the point where the parabolic curve intersects the YGIV line. Then the return
is made to obtain YCALC. If YCALC is sufficiently close to YGIV, this will be the solu-
tion. Otherwise, CONTIN is called again, XEST - XORIG becomes X(2), YCALC be-
comes Y(2), and the procedure is repeated (as many as 100 times) until YCALC is
sufficiently close to YGIV.
The detailed operation of subroutine CONTIN is given in figure 18 and table II. The
calling statement for CONTIN is
CALL CONTIN(XEST, YCA LC, IND, JZ, YGIV, XDEL)
The input variables for CONTIN are
XEST last value of X used to calculate YCALC
YCALC value of Y corresponding to XEST (calling program calculates YCALC)
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IND controls sequence of calculation in CONTIN; calling program sets IND = 1
to indicate a new solution
JZ determines whether subsonic or supersonic solution will be obtained:
JZ = 1, subsonic solution
JZ = 2, supersonic solution
YGIV value of Y desired for solution
XDEL maximum permissible change in XEST between iterations
The output variables for CONTIN are
XEST value of X to be used to calculate the next value for YCALC
IND used to control next iteration in CONTIN and to indicate when a choked
solution is found or when no solution can be found (table II)
The internal variables for CONTIN are
ACB2 a(c - y)/b 2
APA coefficient a of X2 in quadratic fit
BPB coefficient b of X in quadratic fit
CPC constant C in quadratic fit
DISCR discriminant, ,b2 - 4ac
NCALL number of times CONTIN has been called for a given case
X array of three values of XEST - XORIG
XORIG value of XEST on initial call, modified by right or left shifts
XOSHFT amount of change of XORIG
Y array of three values of YCALC
Subroutine PABC
Subroutine PABC calculates coefficients A, B, and C of the parabola
y = Ax 2 + Bx + C passing through three given X, Y points.
Subroutine INRSCT
Subroutine INRSCT calculates the coordinates of the point of intersection of two
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spline curves lying on a common plane which are known to cross within the range of
the end points of each. In a general x-y coordinate system, the first spline curve is
supplied to INRSCT as a function of x
y = f(x)
and the second as a function of y
x = g(y)
The solution technique consists of systematically constructing pairs of tangent
slopes to the two curves and locating the points of intersection of the two slopes. Each
intersection point provides new coordinates from which new slopes and an intersection
are calculated. These intersections quickly converge to the intersection point of the
original curves.




o Next trialX1, Y x Y2
Figure 21. - Procedure for calculating intersections in INRSCT.
midway between the end points for f(x). This value is xl, from which yl and slope s 1
are calculated by SPLINT. The calculated yi is then used as input to'SPLINT for g(y).
From this SPLINT call, x 2 and s 2 are calculated, as shown in figure 21. The inter-
section point of the two slopes is calculated from
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slS2(X2 - x 1)x c = x 2 +
1 - SlS 2
Sl(X2 - x 1)
Yc = Yl + 1 - sls 2
Then xc becomes x 1 for the following iteration of this process.
To check convergence of this process, the distance is calculated between each pair
of intersection points xc,Yc for adjacent iterations. When this distance becomes less
than the tolerance, an exit is made from INRSCT. Failing to meet the tolerance in
20 iterations causes an error message to be printed.
The calling statement for subroutine INRSCT is
CALL INRSCT(XCURV1, YCURV1, N1, XCURV2, YCURV2, N2, XCROSS, YCROSS)
The input arguments for INRSCT are
XCURV1(N1) x-coordinates for f(x)
YCURV1(N1) y-coordinates for y = f(x)
XCURV2(N2) x-coordinates for x = g(y)
YCURV2(N2) y-coordinates for g(y)
N1 number of spline points for f(x)
N2 number of spline points for g(y)
The output arguments for INRSCT are
XCROSS x-coordinate of intersection of two input curves
YCROSS y-coordinate of intersection of two input curves
Subroutine ROOT
Subroutine ROOT finds a root for f(x) = y by the bisection method. The function
f(x) must be defined on the interval [a, b] by the subroutine FUNCT. FUNCT is a dummy
name; any subroutine name may be used in the calling program. In MERIDL, FUNCT
is CROSCD.
The interval is bisected 20 times by ROOT. This gives a resolution of x of 10 -
6
times the interval length. After the root has been located, the difference f(x) - y is
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checked to see if it is less than TOLERY. If not, a message is printed with details
on the iterated calculations.
The calling statement for ROOT is
CALL ROOT(A,B, Y, FUNCT, TOLERY,X, DFX)




FUNCT external subroutine to calculate f(x)
TOLERY tolerance on solution (x is accepted as a root if If(x) - Y < TOLERY)
The output arguments for ROOT are
X value at x such that f(x) = y
DFX f'(x)
The calling sequence for FUNCT must be
FUNCT(X, FX, DFX,)





Subroutine LININT is a general-purpose subroutine for two-dimensional interpola-
tion. It is called many times by several subroutines.
Subroutine LININT locates the point (Xo ,Yo) in a two-dimensional mesh with coor-
dinates stored in the x and y arrays. Then the value of zo at xo,Yo is interpolated
from the z-array values ccrresponding to the x and y arrays. Figure 22 is a flow
chart for LININT.
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Figure 22. - Flow chart for LININT.
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A typical mesh is shown in figure 23. The mesh need not be orthogonal; but it must
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Figure 23. - Typical mesh for LININT.
cal) and the other set running more or less vertically (never horizontal). The number
of vertical lines is NX, and I denotes the number of the line (running from 1 at the left
to NX at the right). The number of horizontal lines is NY, and J denotes the number of
the line (running from 1 at the bottom to NY at the top). The lines between mesh points
are assumed to be straight lines.
At the outset, some value of I and J must be specified. Any value within the pre-
scribed limits is legal. On repeated calls to LININT, usually the value from the pre-
ceding call is used. The values of I and J desired are the numbers shown at the bottom
of figure 23. In this figure I = 4, J = 3. The procedure is to check to see on which side
of each of the four boundary lines the point lies. The variables ABOVE and RIGHT are
used to indicate the position. ABOVE = -1 indicates the point is below the bottom line,
ABOVE = 0 the point is between the bottom and top lines, and ABOVE = 1 the point is
above the top line. Similarly, RIGHT = -1 indicates the point is to the left of the left
line, RIGHT = 0, the point is between the left and right lines, and RIGHT = 1 the point
is to the right of the right line. Thus, when ABOVE = RIGHT = 0, we have the correct
mesh region. If not, I and/or J are incremented by plus or minus 1 to move to the
proper adjacent region. In this way, eventually the proper region will be found. If the
point lies entirely outside the region defined, the nearest mesh region to the point
(xo,Y ) will be found. In this case, extrapolation is required, and the variable EXTRAP
is used to indicate the direction of extrapolation. EXTRAP is, dimensioned 2.
EXTRAP(1) corresponds to ABOVE, and EXTRAP(2) to RIGHT.
After the proper mesh-point region is found, interpolation between the function val-
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ues at the four corners is used. The method used is described in appendix D. First,
the quadratic coefficients are calculated by equation (D8) or (D10). Then, the quadratic
equation (D7) or (D9) is solved either by the quadratic formula, or by the binomial ex-
pansion, equation (D13), as explained in appendix D.
The same coding is used to calculate both fx and f . After these values are ob-
tained, equation (D14) is used to calculate the interpolated value of zo .
The calling statement for LININT is
CALL LININT(X,Y,Z, NX,NY,NDIMX,NDIMY, XO, YO, ZO,I,J)
The input variables for LININT are
X two-dimensional array of x-coordinates of mesh points
Y two-dimensional array of y-coordinates of mesh points
Z two-dimensional array of z-function values at mesh points
NX number of mesh points in the x-direction
NY number of mesh points in the y-direction
NDIMX dimension of X, Y, and Z arrays in the x-direction
NDIMY dimension of X, Y, and Z arrays in the y-direction
XO x-coordinate of interpolation point
YO y-coordinate of interpolation point
I initial guess at number of vertical mesh line to the left of (XO, YO)
J initial guess at number of horizontal mesh line below (XO, YO)
The output variables for LININT are
ZO interpolated value of Z at (XO, YO)
I number of vertical mesh line to the left of (XO, YO)
J number of horizontal mesh line below (XO, YO)
The internal variables for LININT are
ABOVE integer, 1 indicates (XO, YO) is above the current I, J region, 0 within,
and -1 below
ACB2 ac/b 2 (eq. (D13))
CASE used to indicate whether F1 or F2 is the proper solution
DISCR discriminate, b 2 - 4ac (eq. (D7) or (D9))
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EXTRAP array to indicate extrapolation either horizontally or vertically
FA -b/2a (eq. (D7) or CD9))
FB (b2 - 4ac)/2a (eq. (D7) or (D9))




F2 -b + b - 4ac2a
IJEX indicator, first or second pass through coding to calculate fx or f
IN new value for I
JN new value for J
QA a (eq. (D8) or (D10))
QB b (eq. (D8) or (D10))
QC c (eq. (D8) or (D10))
RIGHT integer, 1 indicates XO, YO is to the right of the current I, J region,
0 within, and -1 left
X01 x 0 1 (see appendix D for notation)
X02 x0 2 or x 0 3
X13 x 1 3 or x 1 2
X21 x 2 1 or x31
X42 x 4 2 or x 4 3
Y01 Y01
Y02 y0 2 or Y03
Y13 Y1 3 or Y12
Y21 y 2 1 or Y31
Y42 Y4 2 or Y43
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Subroutine SPLINE
Subroutine SPLINE calculates the first and second derivatives of a cubic spline
curve at the spline points. SPLINE solves a tridiagonal matrix given in reference 12 to
obtain the coefficients for the piecewise cubic polynomial function giving the spline fit
curve. The SPLINE routine is based on the end-point condition that the second deriva-
tive at either end point is one-half that of the next spline point.
The calling statement for SPLINE is
CALL SPLINE(X,Y,N, SLOPE, EM)
The input variables for SPLINE are
X array of ordinates
Y array of function values corresponding to X
N number of X and Y values given
The output variables for SPLINE are
SLOPE array of first derivatives
EM array of second derivatives
Subroutine SPLINT
Subroutine SPLINT is used for interpolation, including interpolation of the deriva-
tive. The interpolation is based on the cubic spline curve, with the same end conditions
as SPLINE. The alternate entry point, SPLENT, allows for interpolation at a new set
of points based on the spline curve of the previous SPLINE call.
The input variables for SPLINT are
X array of spline point ordinates
Y array of function values at spline points
N number of X and Y values given
Z array of ordinates at which interpolated values and derivatives are desired
MAX number of Z values given
The output variables for SPLINT are
YINT array of interpolated function values
DYDX array of interpolated derivatives
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Subroutine SLOPES
Sub6utine SLOPES calculates the first derivatives (slopes) based on a parabolic fit
through three' adjacent points. This subroutine is used when the input points may not be
sufficiently smooth for the SPLINE subroutine.
The c;lling statement for subroutine SLOPES is
CALL SLOPES(X,Y,N, SLOPE)
The input arguments for SLOPES are
X array of ordinates
Y array of function values corresponding to X
N number of X and Y values given
The output variable for SLOPES is
SLOPE array of first derivatives
MAIN DICTIONARY
The main dictionary for MERIDL isgiven in this section. It contains the definitions
of variables for all the principal subroutines (from INPUT to RVTHTA, see table of con-
tents) of the program. The remaining subroutines (CONTIN to SLOPES) are of a
general-purpose nature and have their own local dictionaries included in their descrip-
tions.
All important variables are included in the main dictionary. These include all
COMMON variables, any dimensioned variables in the subroutines, and all important
undimensioned variables. Only locally used undimensioned variables of minor impor-
tance are not included.
The names of all dimensioned variables are:followed by the variables: which deter-;
mine what the dimensions should be. For example, the three-dimensional array A is
dimensioned A(4, 100, 101) in the /VARCOM/ COMMON but is listed as A(4, MM, MHTP1)
in the dictionary. This enables the user to easily alter the dimension of A (and reduce
the program's variable storage) if he knows maximum limits to MM and MHTP1 for-his
application. See the section STORAGE REQUIREMENTS for further explanation.
The dictionary also indicates the COMMON blocks or the subroutines in which each
variable is used. Variables in COMMON are used in many subroutines. The COMMON
blocks are listed for each subroutine in table I.
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
A MESHO left-hand boundary on an in-
terval of z-coordinate, m
A (4, MM, MHTP 1) VARCOM coefficients of finite-
difference equation (A7)
for stream function, u
AO COEF ao (eq. (A8))
AA(MHTP1) VBDRY coefficients, a, of velocity-
gradient equation ((C9),
part I)
AAA(NHUB) MESHO dummy array of slopes of a
spline fit of horizontal
rows in RRAD array
AAA(100) PTBDRY dummy array of slopes of
spline fit curves
AAA(MHTP1 or MM) NEWRHO dummy array used in
SPLINE calls
AAA(MHTP1 or NOSTAT OUTPUT dummy array used in
or NSL or 20) SPLINT calls
AAA(NIN or NOUT) LAMDAF dummy array used in
RVTHTA SPLINT calls
AANDK(integer variable) TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
ALPHA(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM a at orthogonal mesh
points, rad
ALPHLE INDEV ale, rad
ALPHTE INDEV ate, rad
ALPSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM a at points along stream-
lines where they cross
vertical mesh lines, rad
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
ALPST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM a at points along station
lines where they cross
streamlines, rad
ALVERT(MHTP1) OUTPUT temporary storage for val-
ues of a from ALPHA
array on vertical mesh
lines, rad
ANG(NPPP) INPLOT angles from meridional
THIKOM plane of blade-section mean
TSONIN camber lines at blade-section
input points, rad
ANGR(11,NBLPL) THETOM angles with respect to
radius of hub-shroud lines
of alternate mesh (fig. 26),
rad
ANGZ(11,NBLPL) THETOM angles with respect to
z-axis of input blade sec-
tions at alternate mesh
points (fig. 26), rad
AR INPUTT input gas constant, R,
J/(kg) (K)
ATVEL(MHTP1) TVELCY coefficients, a, of velocity-
gradient equation ((A7),
part I) at orthogonal mesh
points -along vertical mesh
line s
B MESHO right-hand boundary on in-
terval of z-coordinate, m




Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
BDY(4) VBDRY variable containing words
INLET and OUTLET used
in printing error message
BESP(MM) TSONIN normal thicknesses of a
stream channel, at
MR,RMSP points, printed
as input for TSONIC
(ref. 5), m
BETA(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM p at orthogonal mesh
points, rad
BETAI TSONIN Pi at blade leading edge
(input to TSONIC, ref. 5),
deg
BETAO TSONIN po at blade trailing edge
(input to TSONIC, ref. 5),
deg
BETSL(MM, NSL) SLCOM p at points along stream-
lines where they cross
vertical mesh lines, rad
BETST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM 3 at points along station
lines where they cross
streamlines, rad
BLDAT(integer variable) TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
BLDCRD INDEV true blade chord along a
horizontal mesh line, m
BLDEV INDEV deviation angle, corrected
for blockage, where a hor-
izontal mesh line intersects
trailing edge (bf- 3b)te
deg
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
BLINC INDEV incidence angle, corrected
for blockage, where a hor-
izontal mesh line intersects
leading edge (bf 
~ b)le
deg
BLNK INPLOT blank word used in some
plot titles
BRNG INPLOT bottom or lower range of
SVPLOT values on a given plot
BTABLD INDEV blade mean camber line angle
at leading or trailing edge,
pb, rad
BTFSLE INDEV upstream flow angle, 3f,
extrapolated linearly along
a horizontal mesh line to
blade leading edge, rad
BTFSTE INDEV downstream flow angle, pf,
extrapolated linearly along
a horizontal mesh line back
to blade trailing edge, rad
BTH(MM, MHTP1) CALCON B at orthogonal mesh
points, rad (These values
are corrected for total
pressure loss through the
blade row.)
BTHLE INDEV Ble, rad




Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
BTVEL(MHTP1) TVELCY coefficients, b, of velocity-
gradient equation ((A7),
part I) at orthogonal mesh
points along vertical mesh
lines
C1 COEF c1 (eq. (A8))
C2 COEF c2 (eq. (A8))
CAMP(MM, MHTP ) VARCOM cos(a - o) at orthogonal
mesh points
CAMPLE INDEV cos(a - P)le
CAMPTE INDEV cos(a - 9)te
CBETA TVELCY cos p
CCA(MHTP1) VBDRY coefficients, ca , of
velocity-gradient equation
((C9), part I)
CCB(MHTP1) VBDRY coefficients, cb, of
velocity -gradient equation
((C9), part I)
CHANGE SOR change in value of stream
function at a mesh point
during an overrelaxation
iteration
CHFL TVELCY choking mass flow for a
vertical orthogonal mesh
line, kg/sec
CHLIM TVELCY minimum choking mass flow
per passage, kg/sec
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block




COSBTA VBDRY cos p
CP CALCON cp, J/(kg)(K)




CPTIP(MHTP1) TVELCY 2c T! at orthogonal mesh
points along vertical mesh
lines, (N)(m)/kg
CTVEL(MHTP1) TVELCY coefficients, c, of velocity-
gradient equation ((A7),
part I) at orthogonal mesh
points along vertical mesh
lines
CURV(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM 1/rc at orthogonal mesh
points, 1/m
CURVH VBDRY CURVHI or CURVHO, 1/m
CURVHI CALCON curvature of hub at point
where it is intersected by
first (upstream) vertical
orthogonal mesh line, 1/m
CURVHO CALCON curvature of hub at point
where it is intersected by
last (downstream) vertical
orthogonal mesh line 1 /m
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block




CURVST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM l/r c at points along sta-
tion lines where they cross
streamlines, 1/m
CURVT VBDRY CURVTI or CURVTO, 1/m
CURVTI CALCON curvature of shroud at point
where it is intersected by
first (upstream) vertical
orthogonal mesh line, 1/m
CURVTO CALCON curvature of shroud at point
where it is intersected by
last (downstream) vertical
orthogonal mesh line, 1/m
D1 COEF d1 (eq. (A8))
D2 COEF d2 (eq. (A8))
DALDS(MM) OUTPUT aa/s at mesh points along
horizontal mesh lines,
rad/m
DALDT(MM,MHTP1) OUTPUT aa/at at orthogonal mesh
points, rad/m
DALVER(MHTP1) OUTPUT aa/at at mesh points along
vertical mesh lines, rad/m
DBL TSONIN one-half of tangential blade
thickness (in radians) at
intersection of a stream-
line with blade leading or
trailing edge
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
DCHANG COEF maximum value of change in
estimated values of
a(rV)/ar at a mesh point
between any two outer iter-
ations, m/sec
DEGRAD OUTPUT conversion constant from
INDEV radians to degrees
DEL INPLOT increment between plotted
stream function or radius
points
DELCH OUTPUT 1 percent of average meri-
dional chord length of
blade, m
DELM TSONIN increment of meridional dis-
tance, m
DELMAX VBDRY increment for Whub at each
TVELCY iteration to satisfy con-
tinuity, m/sec
DELR MESHO increment in r-coordinate, m
PTBDRY
OUTPUT
DELRHO(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM difference in density, be-
tween suction and pressure
surfaces, at orthogonal
mesh points, kg/m 3
DELRNG INPLOT maximum range of points on
a plot in either bottom-top
or left-right directions
DELRTH INPLOT plotted blade spacing of a
blade section, m
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
DELT INPLOT tangential blade thickness, m




DENS TVELCY pi or po, kg/m3
DENTOL TSONIN density tolerance (input for
TSONIC, ref. 5)
DFDM(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM -B cos p [d(rVo)/dm] at
orthogonal mesh points
(eq. (4)), m/sec
DFDS(MM) BLDVEL a(rV0)/as at mesh points
along horizontal mesh
lines, m/sec
DFDT(MM,MHTP1) BLDVEL a(rV,)/at at orthogonal
mesh points, m/sec
DFVERT(MHTP1) BLDVEL a(rVg)/at at mesh points
along vertical mesh lines,
m/sec
DIDR NEWRHO al/ar, m/sec 2
DIDS(MM, MHTP1) NEWRHO aI/as at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec 2
DIDT(MHTP1) NEWRHO al/at at mesh points along
vertical mesh lines,
m/sec 2
DIST(NPPP) THIKOM distances on meridional




Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
DISTLE INDEV distance along horizontal
mesh line from leading
edge of blade for which a
blade shape correction is
made for incidence, m
DISTTE INDEV distance along horizontal
mesh line from trailing
edge of blade for which a
blade shape correction is
made for deviation, m
DLAM TVELCY change in rV 8 between
points on vertical mesh
lines, m 2 /sec
DLDU(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM gradients of rV. with re-
spect to stream function,
d(rV,)/du, at orthogonal
mesh points, m 2 /sec
(This array is only defined
and used in regions outside
of blade row.)
DMAX COEF maximum calculated-value of
a(rVa)/8r at any mesh
point, m/sec
DMD2 PTBDRY expansion distance on
smaller range of a plot
DMIN COEF minimum calculated value of
8(rV6)/ar at any mesh
point, m/sec
DNEW INPUTT input damping factor on cal-
culation of a(rVq)/ar
within blade row from outer
iteration to outer iteration
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
DPDR NEWRHO ap"/ar, N/m 3
DPDS(MM, MHTP1) NEWRHO ap"/as at orthogonal mesh
points, N/m 3
DPDT(MHTP1) NEWRHO ap"/at at mesh points along
vertical mesh lines, N/m 3
DPREL TVELCY change in p" between
points on vertical mesh
lines, N/m 2
DRBL TSONIN tangential blade thickness
at intersection of a meri-
dional streamline with
blade leading or trailing
edge, m
DRBTH THIKOM interpolated value of tangen-
tial blade thickness, m
DRTHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) THIKOM tangential blade thickness at
TSONIN ZBL, RBL input points, m
DTDRLE INDEV (ao/ar)1e, rad/m
DTDROM THETOM a /r on orthogonal mesh,
rad/m
DTDRTE INDEV (ae/ar)te, rad/m
DTDS(NPPP) THIKOM a0/as, rad/m
TSONIN
DTDSFL INDEV (a8/as)bf at leading or
trailing edge, rad/m
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine. Description and comments
block
DTDSLE (MHTP 1) INDEV a/as of mid-channel flow
surface at points where
horizontal mesh lines cross.
leading edge of blade,
rad/m
DTDSTE(MHTP1) INDEV a0/as of mid-channel flow
surface at points where
horizontal mesh lines cross
trailing edge of blade,
rad/m
DTDTLE INDEV (a /at)1 e, rad/m
DTDTTE I. NDEV (aO/at)te, rad/m
DTDZLE INDEV (aO/az) 1e, rad/m
DTDZOM THETOM ao/az on orthogonal mesh,
rad/m
DTDZTE INDEV (8a/az)te, rad/m
DTHDM(NPPP) INPLOT ae/as used to estimate
blade angle to calculate
tangential blade thickness
from TNBL, rad/m
DTHDR(11,NBLPL) INDCOM a e/ar on alternate blade
mesh (fig. 26), rad/m.
DTHDS(MM,MHTP1) CALCON a8/as at orthogonal mesh
points, rad/m
DTHDSP(11,NBLPL) THETOM ae/as' on alternate blade
mesh (fig. 26), rad/m
DTHDT(MM, MHTP1) CALCON ae/at at orthogonal mesh
points, rad/m
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
DTHDTP(11,NBLPL) THETOM a6/at' on alternate blade
mesh (fig. 26), rad/m
DTHDZ(11,NBLPL) INDCOM a /az on alternate blade
mesh (fig. 26), rad/m
DTIP TVELCY change in Ti between points
on vertical mesh lines, K
DTPP TVELCY change in T" between points
on vertical mesh lines, K
DTVEL(MHTP1) TVELCY coefficients, d, of velocity-
gradient equation ((A7),
part I) at mesh points along
vertical mesh lines
DUDS(MM) NEWRHO au/as along horizontal mesh
lines, 1/m
DUDT(MHTP1) NEWRHO au/at at mesh points along
vertical mesh lines, 1/m
DVDRT COEF updated estimate of
a(rV,)/ar at a mesh point,
m/sec
DVTHDR(MM, MHTP 1) COEF a(rV0)/ar at orthogonal
mesh points, m/sec
DWMDM(MM, MHTP1) TVELCY dWm/dm at orthogonal
mesh points, 1/sec
DWMDS(MM) TVELCY awm/as along horizontal
mesh lines, 1/sec
DWMDT(MM,MHTP1) TVELCY awm/at at orthogonal mesh
points, 1/sec
DWMVER(MHTP1) TVELCY awm/at along vertical mesh
lines, 1/sec
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
DWTDM(MM,MHTP1) TVELCY dWe/dm at orthogonal mesh
points, 1/sec
DWTDS(MM) TVELCY aW/as along horizontal
mesh lines, 1/sec
DWTDT(MM,MHTP1) TVELCY aW/at at orthogonal mesh
points, 1/sec
DWTVER(MHTP1) TVELCY aW/at at mesh points along
vertical mesh lines, 1/sec
DYDX(10) INPUT temporary storage for
gradients
DYDX(MM or MHTP1) PRECAL temporary storage for de-
rivative of several SPLINE
and SPLINT calls
DYDX(NBLPL) THETOM temporary storage for de-
rivative of several SPLINE
calls
DYDX2(MM or MHTP1) PRECAL temporary storage for sec-
ond derivatives calculated
by SPLINE calls
DYDX2(NBLPL) THETOM temporary storage for sec-
ond derivatives of several
SPLINE calls






Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
EOP INPLOT end of plot indicator
MEPLOT (EOP = 1.0)
SLPLOT
SVPLOT
ERROR SOR maximum absolute value of
change in u at any point
for an overrelaxation iter-
ation
ERSOR(interger variable) TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
ETVEL(MHTP1) TVELCY coefficients, e, of velocity-
gradient equation ((A7),.
part I) at mesh points
along vertical mesh lines
EXPON CALCON 1/(y - 1)
EXTRAP INDEV distance along horizontal
mesh line from blade lead-
ing or trailing edge to first
mesh point outside of
blade, m
FCHANG BLDVEL maximum value of change in
Fr at any mesh point be-
tween any two outer itera-
tions
FLFR(NSL) INPUTT input values of stream func-
tion designating stream-
lines along which output is
to be printed
FMAX BLDVEL maximum new predicted
value of Fr at any mesh
point during an outer iter-
ation
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
FMIN BLDVEL minimum new predicted
value of Fr at any mesh
point during an outer iter-
ation
FNEW : INPUTT input damping factor on cal-
culation of Fr from outer
iteration to outer iteration
FR(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM Fr at orthogonal mesh 2
points (eq. (A4)), m/sec
FRAC VBDRY stream function, u, at mesh
point on vertical boundary
FRT BLDVEL predicted value of Fr at a
mesh point
FST(MM, MHTP1) BLDVEL rVg at orthogonal mesh
points, m 2 /sec
FTVEL(MHTP1) TVELCY coefficients, f, of velocity-
gradient equation ((A7),
part I) at mesh points
along vertical mesh lines
FVERT(MHTPi) BLDVEL temporary storage for val-
ues of rV 0 from FST
array on vertical mesh
lines, m 2 /sec
GAM INPUTT input, y
GRAD(101) INPLOT dummy array for deriva-
tives calculated by SPLINT
calls in INPLOT
GRAD(MHTP1) LOSSOM dummy array of derivatives
calculated in SPLINT call
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
H1 COEF h1 (eq. (A8), fig. 24)
H2 COEF h 2 (eq. (A8), fig. 24)
H3 COEF h3 (eq. (A8), fig. 24)
H4 COEF h4 (eq. (A8), fig. 24)
IDEBUG INPUTT integer input indicating mul.
tiple of outer iterations at
which debug output is
printed
IEND Blank integer indicator of stage of
solution to which program
has proceeded:
IEND = -1, prior to con-
vergence of subsonic
solution














IL VBDRY integer (1 or 3) to identify
proper word in BDY array
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
ILE(MHTP1) CALCON vertical mesh line numbers
of first mesh point inside
blade region at leading
edge
ILS(NSL) SLCOM vertical mesh line number
of first intersection of a
streamline with a vertical
mesh line inside blade re-
gion at leading edge
IMESH INPUTT integer input indicating the
multiple of outer itera-
tions at which major out-
put is printed for orthog-
onal mesh
IND VBDRY integer which indicates
TVELCY solution procedure in
CONTIN
INTVL TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
IPLOT INPUTT integer input indicating
multiple of outer itera-
tions at which major out-
put is plotted on micro-
film
IPLT MEPLOT indicates which of two plots
is being made
ISLINE INPUTT integer input indicating mul-
tiple of outer iterations at
which major output is
printed along streamlines
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
ISTATL INPUTT integer input indicating mul-,j
tiple of outer iterations at
which major output is
printed along station lines'
ISUPER INPUTT integer input indicating
whether only subsonic, or
both subsonic and super-
sonic, solutions of
velocity -gradient. equation
are to be calculated
ITE(MHTP1) CALCON vertical mesh line numbers
of last mesh point inside
blade region at trailing
edge
ITER Blank outer iteration counter, in-
cremented by 1 at beginning
of each outer iteration
ITS(NSL) SLCOM vertical mesh line number of
last intersection of a
streamline with a vertical
mesh line inside blade re-
gion at trailing edge
ITSON INPUTT integer input indicating mul-
tiple of outer iterations at
which information is
printed as input for TSONIC
program (ref. 5)
JZ VBDRY integer used to indicate to
TVELCY CONTIN that subsonic
(JZ = 1) or supersonic
(JZ = 2) solution is desired
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine' Description and comments
block
K(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM k (eq. (A9)) at orthogonal
(real variable) mesh points
KNEW(real variable) COEF updated value of k0 (eq. (A9))
at a mesh point
LAMBDA (MHTP 1) VBDRY X for mesh points along
(real variable) TVELCY vertical mesh lines,
m 2/sec
LAMBDO(MHTP1) TVELCY (rV), for mesh points
(real variable) along vertical mesh lines,
m 2 /sec
LAMDAI(real variable) PRECAL X, m 2 /sec
LOSSOM
LAMIN(NIN) INPUTT input values of X at points
(real variable) along line from hub to
shroud on which upstream
flow conditions are given,
m 2/sec
LAMOUT(NOUT) INPUTT input values of (rV 0 ) at
(real variable) points along line from
hub to shroud on which
downstream flow condi-
tions are given, m2/sece
LAMVT INPUTT input integer (0 or 1) indi-
cating whether upstream
and downstream whirl (0)
or tangential velocity (1)
is given as input
LMAX(real variable) SOR maximum value of RATIO
over all mesh points
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
LMIN(real variable) SOR minimum value of RATIO
over all mesh points
LOC VBDRY integer (1 or MM) indicating
vertical mesh line number
for which VBDRY is called
LOSOUT(NOUT) INPUTT input fraction of absolute
(real variable) total pressure loss, at
points along line from hub
to shroud on which down-
stream flow conditions are
given
LRNG(real variable) INPLOT left-most point of range of a
SVPLOT plot
LSFR INPUTT input integer (0 or 1) indi-
cating whether upstream
and downstream flow condi-
tions are input as a function
of stream function (0) or
radius (1)
LTPL INPUTT input integer (0 or 1) indi-
cating whether downstream
total pressure (0) or frac-
tional loss of stagnation
pressure (1) is given in
input
MARK CROSCM marker in MESHO and
CROSCD to indicate if
CROSCD is being called
for the first time
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
MARK(NOSTAT) OUTPUT integers between 1 and 4 in-
dicating whether output
station lines are outside
blade, within blade, or on
leading or trailing edge
MBI INPUTT input number of vertical
mesh lines from left
boundary of orthogonal
mesh (ZOMIN) to first
point of mesh-size change
(ZOMBI)
MBL(NPPP, NBLPL) INPLOT s' -coordinate, corresponding
(real Variable) to ZBL and RBL', used for
plotting input blade sec-
tions, m
MBLD SVPLOT number of suction-surface
or pressure-surface veloci-
ties on a plot
MBO INPUTT input total number of verti-
cal mesh lines from left
boundary of orthogonal
mesh (ZOMIN) to point of
second mesh-size change
(ZOMBO)
MCT OUTPUT integer (1 or 2) indicating
whether a compressor (1)
or a turbine (2) is being
analyzed
MHT INPUTT input total number of hori-
zontal mesh spaces from
hub to shroud of orthogonal
mesh; maximum of 100
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine. Description and comments
block
MHTP1 CALCON MHT + 1
MLESP(5) TSONIN m-coordinates of blade sur-
(real variable) face spline points near
leading edge of a blade
section, printed to make a
layout to obtain input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), m
MM INPUTT input total number of verti-
cal mesh lines from left to
right boundaries of orthog-
onal mesh (ZOMIN to
ZOMOUT), maximum of
100
MMM1 CALCON MM - 1
MR(MM)(real variable) TSONIN m-coordinates of points de-
fining a stream channel,
printed as input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), m
MSFL(real variable) INPUTT input total mass flow through
entire circumferential an-
nulus of machine, kg/sec
MSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM m-coordinates of points
(real variable) along streamlines where
they cross vertical mesh
lines, m (Origin of
m-coordinate along a
streamline corresponds to
point where z = 0 along
streamline.)
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Variable name COMMON . Subroutine Description and comments
block
MSP(MM)(real variable) TSONIN m-coordinates of blade sur-
face spline points, given as
input for TSONIC
(ref. 5), m
MST(NSL,NOSTAT), STACOM m-coordinates of points
(real variable) where station lines cross
streamlines, m (Origin of
m-coordinates along a
streamline corresponds to
point where z = 0 along
streamline.)
MTEM(NOSTAT) OUTPUT temporary storage for val-
(real variable) ues of m-coordinate for
MST array, m
MTESP(5) TSONIN m-coordinates of blade sur-
(real variable) face spline points near
trailing edge of a blade sec-
tion, printed to make a lay-
out to obtain input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), m
NBL INPUTT input number of blades in
blade row
NBLPL INPUTT number of input blade planes
or blade sections on which
data (ZBL, RBL, THBL,
TNBL) are given to de-
scribe mean flow surface
and blade thickness, maxi-
mum of 50
NBLPTS TSONIN number of spline points on
suction or pressure sur-
face of a blade section
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
NCOUNT VBDRY total number of iterations
TVELCY or attempts at satisfying
velocity -gradient equation
NHUB INPUTT number of input data points
in ZHUB and RHUB arrays,
maximum of 50
NIN INPUTT number of input data points





NOSTAT INPUTT input number of hub-shroud
stations (located by coor-
dinates in ZHST and ZTST)
at which output is desired,
maximum of 50
NOUT INPUTT number of input data points




VTHOUT), maximum of 50
NPPP INPUTT number of input data points
per blade section or blade
plane in ZBL, RBL,
THBL, and TNBL arrays,
maximum of 50
NREAD Blank integer number of input
tape-reading unit of com-
puter which is running
MERIDL
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
NRSP TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
NSL INPUTT input number of streamlines
from hub to shroud (desig-
nated by values in FLFR)
at which output is desired,
maximum of 50
NTIP INPUTT number of input data points
in ZTIP and RTIP arrays,
maximum of 50
NWRIT Blank integer number of output
tape-writing unit of com-
puter which is running
MERIDL
OMEGA INPUTT input rotational speed, w,
rad/sec
ORF SOR overrelaxation factor
ORF TSONIN overrelaxation factor (input
for TSONIC, ref. 5)
ORFMAX SOR current estimate for maxi-
mum value of ORF calcu-
lated using LMAX
ORFMIN SOR current estimate for mini-
mum value of ORF calcu-
lated using LMIN
PHI OUTPUT (p, deg
PITCH CALCON 27/NBL, rad
PLOSS(MM, MHTP 1) CALCON fractional loss of relative
total pressure at orthog-
onal mesh points
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Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
PLOSSL TSONIN fractional loss of relative
total pressure at a
ZSL,RSL point along a
streamline
PLOSTE INDEV fractional loss of relative
total pressure at blade
trailing edge
PLTX(101) INPLOT temporary storage of x-plot
coordinates of many
array s in INP LOT
PLTY(101) INPLOT temporary storage of y-plot
coordinates of many
arrays in INPLOT
PPTHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPLOT values of re for pressure
surface of adjacent blade,
used for plotting input
blade sections, m
PRATIO(MHTP1) LOSSOM p ideal for each hori-
zontal mesh line down-
stream of blade
PREL(MM or MHTP1) NEWRHO p" at mesh points along
TVELCY horizontal or vertical mesh
lines, N/m 2
PRELN TVELCY new p", N/m 2
PRINP PRECAL pi, N/m 2
LOSSOM
PRIP(NIN) INPUTT input, p!, at points along
line from hub to shroud on
which upstream flow con-
ditions are given, N/m2
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PROP(NOUT) INPUTT input, po, at points along
line from hub to shroud on
which downstream flow
conditions are given, N/m 2
PTHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPLOT values of rO for pressure
surface, used for plotting
input blade sections, m
R1 MESHO r-coordinate of intersection
of line (, fig. 8, with
upper horizontal mesh
line, m
R2 MESHO r-coordinate of intersection
of line (, fig. 8, with
upper horizontal mesh
line, m
RADIN(NIN) INPUTT input r-coordinates of points
along line from hub to
shroud on which upstream
flow conditions are
given, m
RADOUT(NOUT) INPUTT input r-coordinates of points
along line from hub to
shroud on which down-
stream flow conditions are
given, m
RATIO SOR u+l/um for use in eqs.
(B2) and (B3) of ref. 11i
RBL(NPPP ,NBLPL) INPUTT input array of r-coordinates,




Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
RBLTEM(NBLPL) OUTPUT temporary storage for values
in RLE and RTE arrays, m
RBRNG PLTCOM r-coordinate of bottom
boundary of a plot of meri-
dional plane or orthogonal
mesh, done in MEPLOT, m
RCARB(MHTP1) TVELCY p cos(a - (p)rB along a
vertical mesh line (eq. (5)),
kg/m 2
RCURV CROSCD r-coordinate of horizontal
mesh line at input
z-coordinate, m
REDFAC INPUTT input factor used to reduce
mass flow (MSFL) in order
to assure subsonic flow
throughout flow passage
REFR CROSCM reference r -coordinate in
MESHO from which
orthogonal mesh is extend-
ed by addition of another
"link,'" m
REFSL CROSCM reference slope in MESHO
of vertical link being ex-
tended from a known
orthogonal mesh point to a
new mesh point
REFZ CROSCM reference z-coordinate in
MESHO from which
orthogonal mesh is extend-
ed by addition of another
"link, " m
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RELER NEWRHO maximum relative change
in W at any mesh point
between two outer iter-
ations
RELTOP(NOUT) PRECAL pi'/po' at hub-shroud input
LOSSOM points downstream of
blade row
REPEAT VBDRY logical variable indicating
TVELCY that velocity-gradient so-
lution should be repeated
with new values of TIPBDY,
RHOIP, and LAMBDA
RHIN CALCON r-coordinate of intersection
with hub profile of line on
which upstream flow con-
ditions are given, m
RHO(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM p, at orthogonal mesh
points, kg/m3
RHOAV(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM average density across flow
channel from suction sur-
face to pressure surface,
at orthogonal mesh points,
kg/m 3
RHOIP(MHTP1) VBDRY pj for mesh points along
TVELCY vertical mesh lines,
kg/m 3
RHOIP(NIN) RHOIPF pi at input points of up-
stream flow conditions,
kg/m 3
RHOIP INIT pj at hub, kg/m 3
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RHOIP TSONIN pi for a streamline, kg/m 3
input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
RHOL BLDVEL pI, kg/m3
RHOOP(MHTP1) TVELCY po for mesh points along
vertical mesh lines, kg/m
RHOOP(NOUT) RHOOPF pi at input points of down-
stream flow conditions,
kg/m 3
RHOSL TSONIN p at a ZSL, RSL point along
a streamline, kg/m 3
RHOT BLDVEL Ptr' kg/m3
RHOUT CALCON r-coordinate of intersection
with hub profile of line on
which downstream flow con-
ditions are given, m
RHOW VBDRY pW, kg/(m2) (sec)
RHPLT(100) PLTCOM r-coordinates used for plot-
ting hub profile, RHUB, in
MEPLOT, m
RHUB(NHUB) INPUTT input r-coordinates of points
defining hub or bottom
boundary of flow chan-
nel, m
RILOM(MHTP1) LAMDAF radii for spline fit of
stream function against
radius
RLE(NBLPL) CALCON r -coordinates of input blade
section points (from RBL)
defining leading edge of
blade, m
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RLEH CALCON r-coordinate of intersection
of leading edge of blade
with hub profile, m
RLEOM(MHTP1) CALCON. r-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade leading
edge, m
RLEP TSONIN r-coordinate of point near
leading edge of blade sec-
tion along meridional
streamline, m
RLESL TSONIN r-coordinate of intersection
of a streamline with lead-
ing edge of blade, m
RLET CALCON r-coordinate of intersection
of leading edge of blade
with shroud profile, m




RLPLT(100): PLTCOM r-coordinates used for plot-
ting blade leading edge,
RLE, in MEPLOT, m
RMEAN VBDRY mean radius (rhub+ rtip)/2, m
RMR .: MESHO RCURV - RLINE in
CROSCD CROSCD, m
RMSP(MM) TSONIN r-coordinates of points de-
fining a stream channel,
printed as input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), m
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ROLOM(MHTP1) RVTHTA radii for spline fit of stream
function against radius
ROM(MM,MHTP1) CALCON r-coordinates of orthogonal
mesh, m
ROTI(MM or MHTP1) NEWRHO rothalpy, I, at mesh points
along horizontal or vertical
mesh lines, m 2 /sec 2
RPC(11,NBLPL) INDCOM r-coordinates of alternate
mesh (fig. 26)
RRAD(NHUB, MHTP1) MESHO r-coordinates of points along
radial lines from input
points on hub profile to
shroud profile, m
RRNG INPLOT right-most point of range of
SVPLOT a plot
RRTHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPLOT values of rO coordinate of
blade mean camber line of
adjacent blade, used for
plotting input blade sec-
tions, m
RSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM array of r-coordinates of
points along streamlines
where they cross vertical
mesh lines, m
RSLTEM(NSL) OUTPUT temporary storage for cal-
culated values to be put
into RSL array, m
RSPLT(100) PLTCOM r-coordinates used for plot-
ting shroud profii, RTIP,
in MEPLOT, m
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RST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM r-coordinates of points along
station lines where they
cross streamlines, m
RTE(NBLPL) ' CALCON r-coordinates of input blade
section points (from RBL)
defining trailing edge of
blade, m
RTEH CALCON r-coordinate of intersection
of trailing edge of blade
with hub profile, m
RTEM(10) INPUT temporary storage for
r-coordinates, m
RTEM(MM) MEPLOT temporary' storage of
r-coordinates from ROM
for plotting, m
RTEM(NBLPL) THETOM temporary storage of
r-coordinates from
RPC, m
RTEM(MHTP1 or OUTPUT temporary storage for values
NOSTAT or 20) from ROM array on verti-
cal mesh lines; also tem-
porary storage for values
from RST array along sta-
tion lines, m
RTEOM(MHTP1) CALCON r-coordinates of inter-
sections of horizontal mesh
lines with blade trailing
edge, m
RTEP TSONIN r-coordinate of point near
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RTESL TSONIN r-coordinate of intersecti6n
of a streamline with trail-
ing edge of blade, m
RTET CALCON r-coordinate of intersection
of trailing edge of blade
with shroud profile, m
RTHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPLOT rO-coordinate of blade
mean camber line, corre-
sponding to points in
ZBL,RBL, used for plot-
ting input blade sections, m
RTIN CALCON calculated r-coordinate of
intersection with shroud
profile of line on which up-
stream flow conditions are
given, m
RTIP(NTIP) INPUTT input r-coordinates of points
defining shroud or top
boundary of flow channel, m
RTLEP 1(5) TSONIN re at blade suction-surface
spline points near leading
edge of a blade section,
referenced to zero at lead-
ing edge, used to make a
layout to obtain input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), m
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RTLEP2(5) -. TSONIN rO at blade pre ssure-
surface spline points near
leading edge of a blade
section, referenced to
zero at leading edge, used
to make a layout to obtain
input for TSONIC
(ref. 5), m
'RTMP(NHUB) CROSCM temporary storage for por-
tions of RRAD array in
MESHO and CROSCD, m
RTOLER VBDRY tolerance on relative error
TVELCY of subsequent calculated..
values of integrated mass
flow
RTOUT CALCON calculated r-coordinate of
intersection with shroud
profile of line on -which
downstream flow condi-
tions are given, m
RTPLT(100) PLTCOM r-coordinate used'for plot-
ting blade trailing edge,
RTE, in MEPLOT, m
RTRNG PLTCOM r-coordinate of top boundary
of a plot of meridional
plane or orthogonal mesh,
done in MEPLOT, m
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RTTEP1(5) TSONIN rO at blade suction-surface
spline points near trailing
edge of a blade section,
referenced to zero at trail-
ing edge, used to make a
layout to obtain input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), m
RTTEP2(5) TSONIN rO at blade pressure-
surface spline points near
trailing edge of a blade
section, referenced to zero
at trailing edge, used to
make a layout to obtain in-
put for TSONIC (ref. 5), m
RVA VBDRY pjW cos 0j 2r. /NBL,
kg/(m) (sec)
RVA TVELCY p.Wj cos Pj cos(a - )jrjBj,
kg/(m) (sec)
RVAS VBDRY Pj+IWj+ 1 cos 0j+1 2nrj+I/
NBL, kg/(m)(sec)
RVAS TVELCY Pj+lWj+1 cos 0j+1
cos(a - )j+ rj+ Bj+ 1
kg/(m) (sec)
SAL TVELCY sin a
SAMP (MM, MHTP1) VARCOM sin(a - p) at orthogonal
mesh points
SAMPLE INDEV sin(a - 0)le
SAMPTE INDEV sin(a - )te
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SBETA TVELCY sin p
SDIST INDEV DISTLE (or DISTTE) plus
the distance from blade
leading (or trailing) edge
out to first adjacent mesh
point, m
SDRIV(NHUB) CROSCM second derivatives of a
spline fit of horizontal
rows in RRAD array in
MESHO, 1/m
SF(MHTP 1) LOSSOM estimate of stream function
at mesh points on down-
stream boundary of
orthogonal mesh
SFIN(NIN) INPUTT input values of stream func-
tion along hub-shroud line
on which upstream flow
conditions are given
SFOUT(NOUT) INPUTT input values of stream func-
tion along hub-shroud line
on which downstream flow
conditions are given
SINBTA VBDRY sinp
SL1 MESHO slope of horizontal
CROSCD orthogonal at its point of
intersection by a radial
line in CROSCD
SLCRD(integer variable) TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
SLEOM(MHTP1) CALCON s-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade leading
edge, m
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SLIDLE INDEV solidity at leading edge of
blade where it is inter-
sected by a horizontal
mesh line
SLIDTE INDEV solidity at trailing edge of
blade where it is inter-
sected by a horizontal
mesh line
SLOM(MM) MESHO slopes of horizontal mesh
lines at mesh points





SOM(MM, MHTPI) CALCON s-coordinates of orthogonal
mesh, m
SPHI(MM,MHTP1) CALCON sin 'p at orthogonal mesh
points
SPHILE INDEV sin Ple
SPHITE INDEV sin (te
SPLNO1 TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
SPLNO2 TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
SRE (integer variable) Blank switch used to turn on and
off printing of error or
warning messages in some
subroutines
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SRW(integer variable) Blank switch used to turn on and
off printing of debug infor-
mation in some subroutines
SSTHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPLOT values of re for suction
surface of adjacent blade,
used for plotting input
blade sections, m
STEOM(MHTP 1) CALCON s-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade trailing
edge, m
STHBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPLOT values of rO on suction
surface, used for plotting
input blade sections, m
STRFN(integer variable) TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
SURVL(integer variable) TSONIN input for TSONIC (ref. 5)
SYM INPLOT indicator used to select a
MEPLOT special plot symbol from a
SLPLOT table
SVPLOT
SYN MEPLOT indicator used to select a
special plot symbol from a
table
SZRBL(NPPP) THETOM arc length along input blade,
section in meridional
plane, m
SZRPC(11 or NBLPL) THETOM arc length along vertical or
horizontal lines of alter-
nate mesh (fig. 26)
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TANBBL INDEV tan 0b, tangent of blade
mean camber line angle at
leading or trailing edge
TANBFL INDEV tan )bf, tangent of flow
angle at leading or trailing
edge, corrected for block-
age
TEMPER TVELCY T! or T' K1 0'
TGROG CALCON 27R/(y + 1)
THBL(NPPP, NBLPL) INPUTT input array of 0-coordinates,
corresponding to
RBL, ZBL, of points de-
scribing mean blade sur-
face, rad
THLEOM(MHTP1) CALCON 0-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade leading
edge, rad
THLESL TSONIN 0-coordinate of intersection
of streamline with blade
leading edge, rad
THPC(11,NBLPL) THETOM 0-coordinates of points on
alternate mesh (fig. 26),
rad
THSL TSONIN 6-coordinate (relative to
MERIDL origin, not
TSONIC origin) of mean
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THSP1(MM) TSONIN 6-coordinates of blade
suction-surface spline
points, given as input for
TSONIC (ref. 5), rad
THSP2(MM) TSONIN 6-coordinates of blade
pressure-surface spline
points given as input to
TSONIC, rad
THETOM(MHTP1) CALCON 0-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade trailing
edge, rad
THTESL TSONIN 0-coordinate of intersection
of meridional streamline
with blade trailing edge,
rad
TINP PRECAL T!, K
LOSSOM
TIP(NIN) INPUTT input T! at points along the
line from hub to shroud on
which upstream flow condi.'
tions are given, K
TIPBDY(MHTP1) VBDRY T! at points on upstream or
downstream boundary of
orthogonal mesh, K
TIPT(MHTP1) TVELCY T! at points along vertical
mesh lines, K
TIPTEM TSONIN T! along a streamline, K,
input TIP for TSONIC
(ref. 5)
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TITLEI(20) INTITL alphanumerical contents of
input title card
TITL1(9) INPLOT plot title INLET ABSOLUTE
TOTAL TEMPERATURE
TITL1(15) MEPLOT plot title HUB, SHROUD,
AND BLADE BOUNDARIES
IN MERIDIONAL PLANE
TITL1(10) SLPLOT plot title STREAMLINE
PLOT IN MERIDIONAL
PLANE
TITL1(12) SVPLOT plot title MERIDIONAL AND
SURFACE RELATIVE
VELOCITIES
TITL2(8) INPLOT plot title INLET ABSOLUTE
TOTAL PRESSURE
TITL2(10) MEPLOT plot title ORTHOGONAL
MESH IN MERIDIONAL
PLANE
TITL2(3) SLPLOT plot title Z DIRECTION
TITL2(9) SVPLOT plot title STREAMLINE NO.
XXXX, U = XXXXXXXX
TITL3(5) INPLOT plot title INLET ABSOLUTE
WHIRL
TITL3(3) MEPLOT plot title Z DIRECTION
TITL3(3) SLPLOT plot title R DIRECTION




Variable 'name COMMON Subroutine Descriptionand comments
block
TITL4(9) INPLOT ,plot title INLET ABSOLUTE
TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
TITL4(3) MEPLOT plot title R DIRECTION
TITL4(11) SLPLOT plot title SUBSONIC
SOLUTION, ITERATION
NO. XXXX
TITL4(15) SVPLOT plot title SUCTION SURFACE
RELATIVE VELOCITIES
FOR ALL STREAMLINES
TITL5(8) INPLOT plot title OUTLET
ABSOLUTE TOTAL
PRESSURE
TITL5(5) SLPLOT plot title TRANSONIC
SOLUTION




TITL6(9) . INPLOT plot title OUTLET
ABSOLUTE TOTAL
PRESSURE LOSS
TITL6(6) SVPLOT plot title MERIDIONAL
COORDINATE
TITL7(6) INPLOT plot title OUTLET
ABSOLUTE WHIRL
TITL7(2) SVPLOT plot title VELOCITY
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TITL10(13) INPLOT plot title INPUT BLADE
SECTIONS FROM ZBL,
RBL, THBL, TNBL
TITL11(6) INPLOT plot title BLADE SECTION
NO. XXXX
TITL12(6) INPLOT plot title COMBINED BLADE
SECTIONS
TITL13(4) INPLOT plot title STREAM
FUNCTION
TITL14(2) INPLOT plot title RADIUS
TITL 15(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
TIP
TITL16(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
PRIP
TITL17(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
LAMIN
TITL18(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
VTHIN
TITL19(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
PROP
TITL20(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
LOSOUT
TITL21(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
LAMOUT
TITL22(5) INPLOT plot title INPUT ARRAY -
VTHOUT
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block
TITL25(9) INPLOT plot title TANGENTIAL
COORDINATE -
RADIUS* THETA
TLEREF TSONIN 6-coordinate of leading edge
of blade, relative to
TSONIC origin (ref. 5),
rad




TOLER MESHO tolerance used in ROOT
calls
TOLER TIPF tolerance for a point close




TOM(MM, MHTP1) CALCON t-coordinates of orthogonal
mesh, m
TOP(MHTP1) TVELCY T' at points along vertical
mesh lines, K
TOP PRECAL To, K.
LOSSOM
TPP NEWRHO T" at a mesh point, K
TVELCY
OUTPUT
TPPN TVELCY new T", K
TPPTIP(MM or MHTP1) NEWRHO T"/T! along vertical or
horizontal mesh lines
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TRNG INPLOT top or upper range of values
SVPLOT on a given plot
TTEM(NBLPL) PRECAL temporary storage of
THETOM 0-coordinates, rad
TTEREF TSONIN 9-coordinate of trailing edge
of blade, relative to






TVERT(MHTP1) NEWRHO temporary storage for val-
BLDVEL ues from TOM array on
OUTPUT a vertical mesh line, m
TVELCY
TWLMR(MHTP1) TVELCY 2w - (wr)2 at points along
vertical mesh lines,
m 2 /sec 2
TWLMR VBDRY 2wX - (wr) 2 , m2/sec 2
NEWRHO
BLDVEL




blade, (ofs - b)te, deg




(ofs " b)l e , deg
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UILOM(MHTP1) LAMDAF stream-function values for
spline fit of stream func-
tion against radius
UNEW SOR new estimate for u at a
mesh point
UOLOM(MHTP1) RVTHTA stream-function values for
spline fit of stream func-
tion against radius
UOM(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM stream function, u, at
orthogonal mesh points
UTEM(MHTP1 or 20) OUTPUT temporary storage for val-
ues from UOM array on
vertical mesh lines; also
stream function at
20 equally spaced points
from hub to shroud
UVERT(MHTP1, 2) SOR temporary storage for
boundary values of stream
function on upstream and
downstream boundaries of
orthogonal mesh
UVERT(MHTP1) NEWRHO temporary storage for val-
ues from UOM array along
vertical mesh lines
VELTOL :  -. INPUTT input convergence tolerance
on maximum velocity
change in each outer iter-
ation, over all mesh points,
for reduced mass flow
VTH(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM V, at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
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VTHIN(NIN) INPUTT input values of (yV) at points
along line from hub to
shroud on which upstream
flow coniditions are given,
m/sec
VTHOUT(NOUT) INPUTT input values of (V)o at
points along line from hub
to shroud on which down-
stream flow conditions are
given, m/sec
W(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM W at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WAS VBDRY first estimate of W +1 at
TVELCY next mesh point along
vertical mesh line
(eq. (1)), W* 1 , m/sec
j+1WASS VBDRY second estimate of W +1 at
TVELCY next mesh point along
vertical mesh line
(eq. (1)), W* * m/secj+l,
WBDRY(MHTP1) VBDRY W on upstream or down-
stream boundary of
orthogonal mesh, calcu-
lated by velocity -gradient
equation ((C9), part I),
m/sec
WFLF VBDRY r2 - rhub rtip - rhub)
area fraction, estimate
of stream function at
radius, r
WHIRL TVELCY or (rV) , m2/se
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*HUB VBDRY estimate of Whub, m/sec
TVELCY
WLSSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM W, at points along stream-
lines where they cross ver-
tical mesh lines, m/sec
WLSST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM WE at points along station
lines where they cross
streamlines, m/sec
WLSURF(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM WL on orthogonal mesh,
m/sec
WMSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM Wm at points where stream-
lines cross vertical mesh
lines, m/sec
WMST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM Wm  at points where station
lines cross streamlines,
m/sec
WMVERT(MHTP1) TVELCY temporary storage for val-
ues from WSUBM array on
vertical mesh lines,
m/sec
WRSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM Wr at points where stream-
lines cross vertical mesh
lines, m/sec
WRST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM Wr at points where station
lines cross streamlines,
m/sec
WSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM W at points where stream-
lines cross vertical mesh
lines, m/sec
WSM VBDRY Ws at mean radius, m/sec
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WSQ VBDRY W2 , m 2 /sec 2
NEWRHO
TVELCY
WSQ BLDVEL W2 or W2  m2/sec 2
WST(NSL, NOSTAT) STACOM W at points where station
lines cross streamlines,
m/sec
WSUBM(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM Wm at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WSUBR(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM Wr at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WSUBS(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM Ws at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WSUBT(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM Wt at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WSUBZ(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM Wz at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WTEMP NEWRHO new calculated value of W
at a mesh point, m/sec
WTFL TSONIN mass flow per blade in a
stream sheet, kg/sec,
input to TSONIC (ref. 5)
WTH(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM W. at orthogonal mesh
points, m/sec
WTHETA VBDRY W,, m/sec
TVELCY
WTHSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM We at points where stream-
lines cross vertical mesh
lines, m/sec
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WTSSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM Wtr at points where stream-
lines cross vertical mesh
lines, m/sec
WTSST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM Wtr at points where station
lines cross: streamlines,
m/sec
WTSURF(MM, MHTP1) VARCOM Wtr on orthogonal mesh,
m/sec
WTVERT(MHTP1) TVELCY WTH on vertical,;mesh lines,
m/sec
WWCR(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM W/Wer at orthogonal mesh
points
WWCRSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM W/Wcr at points where -
streamlines cross vertical
mesh lines
WWCRST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM W/Wcr at points where sta-
tion lines cross stream-
lines
WZSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM Wz at points where stream-
lines cross vertical mesh
lines, m/sec
WZST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM Wz at points where station
lines cross streamlines,
m/sec
CIOM(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM 5 at orthogonal mesh points,
(eq. (A2)), 1/m
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XIOMT NEWRHO new estimated value of t at
a mesh point
XNEW NEWRHO percentage of new calculated
value of XIOMT used in up-
dating XIOM
Z CROSCD reference z-coordinate, m
Z1 MESHO z-coordinate of intersection
of line (), fig. 8, with
upper horizontal mesh
line, m
Z2 MESHO z-coordinate of intersection
of line (2, fig. 8, with
upper horizontal mesh
line, m
ZBL(NPPP,NBLPL) INPUTT input array of z-coordinates
of points describing blade
surface, m
ZBLTEM(NBLPL) OUTPUT temporary storage for val-
ues in ZLE and ZTE
arrays, m
ZEROM OUTPUT translation distance on
m-coordinate so that
m = 0 corresponds to
z = 0, m
ZETOM(MM,MHTP1) VARCOM r at orthogonal mesh
points (eq. (A3)), m/sec2
ZETOMT NEWRHO new estimated value of f
at a mesh point
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ZHIN INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section with hub profile of
line on which upstream
flow conditions are
given, m
ZHOUT INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section with hub profile of
line on which downstream
flow conditions are
given, m
ZHPLT(100) PLTCOM z-coordinates used for plot-
ting hub profile, ZHUB,
in MEPLOT, m
ZHST(NOSTAT) INPUTT input z-coordinates of inter-
sections of hub-shroud
output station lines with
hub profile, 'm
ZHUB(NHUB) INPUTT input z-coordinates of points
defining hub or bottom
boundary of flow chan-
nel, m
ZILOM LAMDAF z-coordinate corresponding
to RILOM
ZLE(NBLPL) CALCON z-coordinates of input blade
section points (from ZBL)
defining leading edge of
blade, m
ZLEH PRECAL z-coordinate of intersection
of leading edge of blade
with hub profile, m
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ZLEOM(MHTP1) CALCON z-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade leading
edge, m
ZLESL TSONIN z-coordinate of intersection
of a streamline with lead-
ing edge of blade, m
ZLET PRECAL z-coordinate of intersection
of leading edge of blade
with shroud profile, m
ZLPLT(100) PLTCOM z-coordinates used for plot-
ting blade leading edge,
ZLE, in MEPLOT, m
ZLRNG PLTCOM z-coordinate of left-hand
boundary of a plot of meri-
dional plane or orthogonal
mesh, done in MEPLOT, m
ZNEW NEWRHO percentage of new calculated
value of ZETOMT used in
updating ZETOM
ZOLOM RVTHTA z-coordinate corresponding
to ROLOM
ZOM(MM, MHTP1) CALCON z-coordinates of orthogonal
mesh, m
ZOMBI INP UTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section of vertical mesh
line with hub profile where
first change in mesh
spacing occurs (MBI), m
114
Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
ZOMBO INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section of vertical mesh
line with hub profile where
second change in mesh
spacing occurs (MBO), m
ZOMIN INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section of left boundary of
orthogonal mesh with hub
profile, m
ZOMOUT INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section of right boundary
of orthogonal mesh (MM)
with hub profile, m
ZPC(11,NBLPL) INDCOM z-coordinates of points of
alternate mesh (fig. 26)
ZRRNG PLTCOM z-coordinate of right-hand
boundary of a plot of meri-
dional plane or orthogonal
mesh, done in MEPLOT, m
ZSL(MM,NSL) SLCOM z-coordinates of points
where streamlines cross
vertical mesh lines, m
ZSLTEM(NSL) OUTPUT temporary storage for cal-
culated values to be put
into ZSL array, -m
ZSPL ILETE z-coordinate on leading or
trailing edge of blade cor-
responding to a stream-
line, m
ZSPLT(100) PLTCOM z-coordinates used for plot-
ting shroud profile, ZTIP,
in MEPLOT, m
115
Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
ZST(NSL,NOSTAT) STACOM z-coordinates of points
where station lines cross
streamlines, m
ZTE(NBLPL) CALCON z-coordinates of input blade
section points (from ZBL)
defining trailing edge of
blade, m
ZTEH PRECAL z-coordinate of intersection
of trailing edge of blade
with hub profile, m
ZTEM(10) INPUT temporary storage for
z-coordinate, m
ZTEM(MM) MEPLOT temporary storage of
z-coordinates from ZOM
for plotting, m
ZTEM(NBLPL) THETOM temporary storage of
z-coordinates from ZPC, m
ZTEM(MHTP1 or OUTPUT temporary storage for values
NOSTAT or 20) from ZOM array on vertical
mesh lines; also temporary
storage for values from
ZST array along station
lines, m
ZTEOM(MHTP 1) CALCON z-coordinates of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh
lines with blade trailing
edge, m
ZTESL TSONIN z-coordinate of intersection
of a streamline with trailing
edge of blade, m
116
Variable name COMMON Subroutine Description and comments
block
ZTET PRECAL z-coordinate of intersection
of trailing edge of blade
with shroud profile, m
ZTIN INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section of line on which up-
stream flow conditions
are given with shroud pro-
file, m
ZTIP(NTIP) INPUTT input z-coordinates of points
defining shroud or top
boundary of flow chan-
nel, m
ZTOUT INPUTT input z-coordinate of inter-
section of line on which
downstream flow condi-
tions are given with
shroud profile, m
ZTPLT(100) PLTCOM z-coordinate used for plot-
ting blade trailing edge,
ZTE, in MEPLOT, m
ZTST(NOSTAT) INPUTT input z-coordinates of inter-
sections of hub-shroud





CC WMCN/INPPUTT/GAM,ARMSFL,OMEC-A,REDFAC VELTOL,FNEWDNEWMB I ,MOt
1 MM,MHTtNBL ,NHUR NTI PNI N, NCUT , NFPL,NPPP MOSTA T, NSL,L SFR,
2 LTPLLAMVTIMESHI SLINE,ISTATL,TPLCT,ISUPERITSON, IDEUG,























C--CALCULATE STREAM FUNCTION ON UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM
C--ROUNCARIES OF THE CRTHOGONAL MESF
CALL VRDRY(1 TIPFRHOIPFLA CAF)
CALL VBORY(MMTOPF, RHOOPFRVTHTA)
C
C--CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS, SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR STREAM
C--FUNCTION, ANC COMPUTE NEW VELOCITIES AND DENSITIES
CALL INIT









C--PLT STREAMLINES ANC PLOT VELOCITIES
CALL SLPLOT
CALL SVPLrT
IF IEND.LT.O) GC TO 20
IF (REDFAC.EO.1.0) GO TO 10
C
C--CBTAIN TRANSONIC SOLUTION WITH FULL MASS FLOW
30 CALL TVELCY












C--INPIJI READS ANC~ PRINTS ALL INPUT CATA CARDS
C
ClI"MCN SRWSREtITERIENCNREAC,NWRIT
C CMON/I NPUTT /GAM,9 ARM FL, LJMECA, RECFAC, V ELTOL 9 FN EW, ONEW, MPR1,t4B0,
1 MbM, MHT, NSL ,NHUR, NTTIPvN1N9NCLT NRLPL qNPPP I CST AT i S Li LSFR,
2 LTPLLAtMVT,IMESH,ISLINE,ISTATLTPLOT,ISUPER,ITS0N,1DEBUG,





CCmmnN/CALCCN/MMI,lHTPI,CP, EXF.CNTG;RO;, P ITCt4, CUR'JL-I,CUR VT!,
1 C URVHOvC tJRVTO ,RL4 N,9RT! N, RHCUT, RTOUT, RLEH,.RL ET ,RTEI.,T ET ,
2 7LEt50),PLE(50),ZTE(50),RTE(50),ZLE0M(IOI),RLECM(IOI),
3 SLEflM(101),THLECM(101),lTECW410l),RTEOM(I01)STElM(I10)#
4 THTEOM( 101) , ILE f101) ITE (1 Cl) 7M(1009 101 RCY ( 1.00,1101) ,
5 SCfI(100,01),TM(100,101),RTH(10,101),DTH05(10a,10l),
6 OTHoTf1009101),PLaSS(100i01),CP-I(100,l01),SFFI(0oo,101)









WAITE(NWRIT.1050 ) fTITLEI( 1), 1=1,20)
WRT TE(NWRITI1100)







READ (NREAD, 1010) MPI ,MBO,MMM1-LvN9JL,NBT P 9IN ,NCJTiNOLPL,
1NFPP,tflST&T ,NSL.
WRTTE(NW'RIT,l020) WhBI q okC mlH PhUN PNMNU OP,
1NPPP ,NfST AT, NSL
1UFr TE (NU~R IT 1l120)
READ INREACD,101C) LSFR,LTPL,LAPJVT
119



















IF ILSFR.FQ.1) GO TO 20
WRITE fNW4RTT ,110)
READ (NREAD),1030) fSF!Nf1) ,I=1,NIN)








READ (NREAD,10301 (PRIP(1), I=1,NIN)
WRITEfNWRIT,1040) (PRIP(IT), =19NIN)






WRITE (NWRIT,1040) (VTf4INtI1), 1=1,NTN)
SC WITE(NWP IT 12501
READ (NREA0,1CC) ZHnUT,7TOUT
WPITEINWR!T,1040) 714CUT ,7TfUT





C-C WR ITF( NWRIT7,12701
READ (NREADt030) (RADOUT(II,Il,NOUT)
WRITE(NWRIT,1040) (RACOIJT(I), !=1,NOIT)
70 IF (LTPL.E0.) 6CU T0 80
WRITr-fNWRTT,1280)




READ (NREAfP,103C) LO SOUT(I) ,T 11NCUT)
WFTTE(NWRTT,1040) (LOSOIJTfI),I=1,NOU'T)
120
q C IF (LAUVT.FrC.1) rGr Tfl 100
WRITF(NWRIT, 13rCC)
REAn fNRFAC,1030) (L AMOUTJ I ), I= IvNOUT)















REAL) (NRE AC, 130) f THAL( IN,JN) ,I N=j ,NPPP)




150 WRIRTE fNWR IT 91040) (TN9LfIN,JK),IK=1,pNPPp)











170 WRITE(NWR IT, 1190)
RE40 (NREAC.,101O) ,IMESP# ISL INE, ISTATL, IPLOTt ISUPER ,ITSQN9 IDERUG
WRITE(NWRIT91020) IMESHISLINE,ISTATL,IFLOT, ISUPER,ITSON,IOERIJG
WRITE(NWR IT ,1000 )
IF f7'MY*. L. 100. AND. MHT. LE.1 00. N.NHUP 8L E.50 ANC.NT IP.LE. 50.AND.
1NIN. LE. 50. ANn. NOUT. LE,50. AND. NPLPL. LE .50. AND. NPPF. LE.50. AND.
2NrST AT LE.50.ANC.NSL.L E.50,.ANC.L SFR GE.0.ANO.LSFR.LE. 1.AND.














C--ASS'JVE VALUES FOR ZIFIN4TINZHOUT,AND ZTOIJT
C--IF THEY WERE NOT GIVEN AS INPUT
C
121
IF (LSFR..EC.1) CO TO 200
IF (ZHIN.NF.0..OR.ZTIN.NE.0.) GC TO 190
7P1IN = 70MIN
7TIN =- OMIN




C--CALCLLATE ESTIMATED UPSTREAM AND COWNSTREAM VALUES CF














IF (LSFR.EO.0) GO TO 230
nO 210 J=1,NIN -
210 SFINfJ) = (RADIN(J)**2-RHIN**2)/RINSQ
DC 220 J=1,NOUT
220 SFOUT(J) = (RADCUT(J)**2-RHOUT**2)/ROUTSO
GO TO 260
C
C--CALCULATE ESTIMATED UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM VALUES OF
C--PADIUS, IF STREAM FUNCTION WAS GIVEN AS INPUT
C
230 DC 240 J=1,NIN
240 RADIN(J) = SQRT(RHIN**2+SFIN(J)*RINSC)
CO 250 J=1,NOUT
250 RACOUT(J) = SCRT(RHOUT**2+SFCUT(J)*ROUTSQ)
C
C--CALCULATE ESTIMATEC UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES,
C--TF WHIPL WAS GIVEN AS INPUT
C
260 IF (LAMVT.EQ.1) GO TO 290
00 270 J=1,NIN
270 VTHIN(J) = LAMIN(J)/RADIN(J)
OC 290 J=1,NOUT




C--CALCULATE ESTIMATED UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM WHIRL,
C--IF TANGENTIAL VELOCITY WAS GIVEN AS INPUT
C
2'0 DO 300 J=1lNIN
300 LANIN(J) = RADIN(J)*VTHIN(J)
DC 310 J=1,NOUT











1100 FORMAT (f//4X,20HOENERAL INPUT DATA/7X, 3HGAM 14X2 ZHAR ,13X,
14HMSFL,11X,5HOMEGA,11X,6HREOFACtlOX,6HVELTCL,IOX, 4FNEW,11X,
24F'ONEW)
1110 FCRMAT (95H MBI MRO - M MHT NBL NHUB NTIP
1 NIN NOUT NBLPL NPPP NOSTAT NSL)
1120 FORMAT (25 .J  LSFR LTPL LAMVT)
1130 FCRMAT (///4X,29HHU8 AND SHPOUO INPUT CATA/7),.5ZOMIN,11X,
1 5HZODMI,11X,5HZCMBOt,10X6HZCUCUT)
1140 FORMAT (7XI1HHUB ARRAY)
1150 FCRMAT t7X,11HRHUB ARRAY)
111C FORMAT (7X,lIH7TIP ARRAY)
1170 FORMAT (TX,11HRTIP ARRAY)
1180 FORMAT f///4X,21HUPSTREAM I NFUT DATA/7X,4HZ7IN,1X,4HZTIN)
1190 FORMAT (7X,1HSFIN. ARRAY)
1200 FORMAT (7X,12HRACIN ARRAY)
1210 FCORMAT (7X,10HTIP ARRAY)
1220 FORMAT (7X,11HPRIP ARRAY)
1230 FORMAT (7X,12HLAMIN ARRAY)
1240 FORMAT (7X,12HVTHIN ARRAY)
1250 FORMAT (///4X,23HOOWNSTREAM INPUT DATA/7X,5HZHCUT,1OX,5HZTCUT)
1260 FORMAT (7X,12HSFOUT ARRAY)
1270 FORMAT (7X,13HRADOUT ARRAY)
1280 FORMAT (7X,11HPROP ARRAY).
1290 FCRMAT (7X,13HLCSCUT ARRAY)
.1300 FORMAT (7X,13HLAMCUT ARRAY)
1310 FORMAT (7X,I3HVT HOUT .., ARRAY)
1320 FORMAT (//14X,54HBLAOE MEAN CAMBER LINE -ANC THICKNESS INPUT
1 tATA/7X,1OF7L ARRAY)
1330 FORMAT f7X,10HRBL ARRAY)
1340 FORMAT (7XI1HTHBL ARRAY)
1350 FORMAT (7X,IIHTNBL ARRAY)
1360 FORMAT (///4X,31HUTPUT STATION LOCATION *CATA/7X,11HZHST- ARRAY
1)
1370 FORMAT (7Xi11H7TST :ARRAY)
13F0 FORMAT (///4X,40HOUTPUT STREAMLINE FLOW FRACTION DATA/7X11IIHFL
1FR ARRAY)
1390 FORMAT (///4X,28fOUTPUT PRINT CONTROL DATA/EX,46HIMESH ISLINE,
IISTATL IPLOT ISUPER ITSON ICEBUG)
1400 FORMAT (94H1 MM,MHTNHUBNTIPNIN,NOUTNBLPL ,tPPF.,NCSTAT,NSLLSFR,





C--INPLOT PLOTS THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM INPUT FLOC VARIABLES
C--AS WELL AS THE INPUT BLADE SECTIONS FROM HUBRTO SFROUD
C
123
Comm nN/ IN PtTT/CAMAR MSFL, MEAREnFACVELTOLFNEhONEWMBI ,80,
I MMMHTvNEINHtIRT I PNIN?,NCITNRLPLNPPP, NO STATNSL,LSFR 9
2 LTPLLAmvTq I E SH,1 S I NE I STATL I FLO To1SUPER, ITS IqICEjG,





COMMONf/CAL CONf /Ml,1MHTPl,CP,E XPONTGROG ,PI TCH,CUPVHIt ,CUJRVT It
I~ CtRVHO, CURVTC, Rl-INRT INRHOUTvRTOUTvRLEH,R1-ETRTEHiRTET,
2 7LE(50),RLE(50),7TE(50),RTE(50),?LEfJM(1O1),PLECM(I01),
3 SLEOMq 101),THLEOM( 101) ZTE CM 101),RTE(IM(101) I TEO" (1011









5 TITLI4(2),T!TL15(5 ),TTTL16(5) ,TITLI7 (5) ,TITLlE(5),TITLl9(5),
6 TITL20(5),TITL21(5),PTJTL22f~lTITL24(tO),1TL25(q)
REAL M8LLAMINvLAMOUTtLCSCOJTqLRNG
DATA TTTLI/' INLl,'ET Al,'BSCLIVIUTE IVITOTA191L TE','MPER',OATURO
l,'E I/
CATA TITL2/I!NLE','T A81,'SOLU9,9TE T',lOTAL191 PRE','SSJR',*E
I/
rATA TIT13/#INLE9,'T A8','S0LU','TE W','H!RL'/
DATA TITL4/IINLE I,IT AF1','SCLU','TE T','ANCDEl#'NT!A','L VE',lLOCII
.1WTY I/
DATA TYTL5/#CUTLO,'ET 419,'BSOLIO'tTE *oITOTA','L PRt,'ESSU','RE I
CATA TITL6f'OIJTL@,'ET AIIBSOLIQUTE ,v'TOTA'9*L PR','ESSU'9'RE LI
DATA TITL7/*nUTLO,'ET AV,'RSOL','UTE ','WH!R','1 I/
DATA TITL8/ fl-fTL','ET A1,'9SOL',tGUTE 199TANG','ENTI','AL V',ELOC'
1,'TTY Q/
CATA TYLC"IPIQ BL',ADE l%'SEC7'!NSl9'$CIS,'lL2FR,
1'rIM 70,99L9 ',lR0L,l,' TH1R'90L, T','NSL 1/
DAT A T ITL12 / ICO M B 0'1N En,,@ BL A I, IDE S I E C T I CN S
DATA TITL13/lSTREO,'AM F','UNCT4,'ION It
DATA TITL14/9 RA191DIUS'f
CATA T ITLl15/ 9INPU 1 9 T AR',IRAY ',1- TI',' tp It
DATA TITL16/91NPUI,'T AR*,'RAY *#I- PR','Ip I/
DATA TXTLI7/'TNPUO,'T ARI ,'RAY Iete- LAI O't4N f/
VATA TITLlB/'INPU','fT AR','RAY l,'- VT',IHIN It
OATA TITL19/2 INPUI''T AR*','oRAY It'- PR', 6 0np I/
DATA TITL 20f'NPUOOT AR','RAY ','- L0' ,*SOUTO/
DATA TITL21/' INPJ',IT AR1,'RAY ',' - LAI','MOUT'/
D)A TA TI TL22 /IINPU' I'T AR','RAY I,'- VT' , 'HCIJTI/
DATA TI TL 24/0BLAD 11 E S', EC TI'1, 'ON 1''MER!','lCICN* 'AL It
is crOR'I'IDINA@ I TE '/




IF f IPLnT L[F.0) RETURN
124










C--PPEPARE FOR PLOTTING OF INLET CONCITIONS
C





10 PLTY(J) = PLTY(J-1)+DEL
RRNG = AMINI(SFIN(I),SFOUT( ))
TRNG = AMAXI(SFIN(NIN),SFCUT(NCUT))
G1 TO 40
20 PLTY(I) = RADIN(1)
PLTYIIO1) = RADIN(NIN)
DEL = (RADIN(NIN)-RADIN( 11)/100.
DC 30 J=2,100
30 PLTY(J) = PLTYI(J-1)+EL
BRNG = AMIN1(RADIN( 1)RADOUT( 1))
TRNG = AMAX1(RADI(NIN),RAOOUT(NOUT))
C
C--PLOT INLET ABSOLUTE TOTAL TEMPERATURE
C












IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL LRLEGN(TITLI3,16,1,0.2,4.2,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EQ.1) CALL LRLEGN(TITL14,8,1,0.294.7,C.C)
CALL LRCHSZ(4)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL SPLINT SFIN,TIP,NINPLTY,101,PLTXvGRAD)
IF (LSFR.EC.1) CALL SPLINT(RACINTIP,NIN,PLTY,101,PLTXGRAD)
CALL LRCURV(PLTXPLTYI101,ZSYP,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL LRCURV(TIPSFINNIN,4,SYW,1.C)
IF (LSFR.EQ.Il CALL LRCURV(TIPRACIN,NIN,4,SYM,1.0)
C






LRNG = AM INt LRN 9PRI P(J))





[F (LSFR.F0.O) CALL LRLEGN(TITL316,Il,0.2 ,4.2,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EC.1) CALL LRLECGN(TITLt4,8g,1,O.2,4.7,C.C)
CALL LRCHS7(4)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL SPLINT(SFINPRIPNIN,*PLTY,101,PLTXGRAD)
IF (LSFR.EQ*l) CALL SPL!NTfRACIN,PRIPPN!N,PLTY,IC1,PLTXGRA0)
CALL LRCURV(PLTX,PLTY,101#2,SYP,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL LRCURV( PRIP,SFINNI N,4,SYM',1.C)
IF (LSFR.EC.t) CALL LRCI.JRV(PPIPRAOINNIN,4,SYM, 1.0)
C
C--PLOT INLET ABSOLUTE WHIRL
C










IF (LSFR.EC.O) CALL LRLEGN(T ITLI3, 16, l0.2,4.2,0.C)
IF (LSFR.FQ.1) CALL LRLEGN(TITLI4,8,1,0O.2,4.7,O.0)
CALL LRCHS7(4)
IF (LSFR.EC.0) CALL SPLINT(SFIN,LAMINN INPLTY, IC1,PLTX,GRAD)
IF t LSFR.EO. 1) CALL SPLINT(RA0IN,LAPOINNIN,PLTY,101,PLTX ,GRAC)
CALL LRCURV(PLTX,PLTY, 101, 2,SYM, 0.0)
IF (LSFR.EO.01 CALL LRCURV(LAV'INSFINNIN,4,SYM, 1.0)
IF tLSFR.EQol) CALL LRCURV(LAMNNRADIN,NIN,4,SYPd,1.0)*
C~C TC 110
C
C--PLOT INLET ABSOLUTE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
C
SC LRNG VTHTIIU
RRN(', = VTHINf 1)
CO 90 J=1,N IN
LRNG = AMbIN(LRNG,VTHIN(i))





IF (LSFR.EC.O) CALL LRLECN(T ITLI3,16,1,O.294.2,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EO.1) CALL LRLEGN(TITL14R,,0.2,4.,Cg.C)
CALL LRCHS7(4)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL SPLINT(SFIN,LAMIr,,NIN,PLTY,101,P1TX,GRACI
IF tLSFR.EO.1) CALL SPLINT(RADINLAP'INNIN,PLTYIC1,PLTX,RAC)
RINSC = RTIK**2-RPIN**2
of' 100 J=1,101
IF ILSFR.EQ.0) PLTX(J )=PLTX(J)/SQRT(RHIN**2,PLrY(J)*RINSQ)
100 IF (LSFR.EQ.1) PLTX(J)=PLTX(J)/PLTY(J)
CALL LRCUPV(PLTX,PLTY, 1CI,2,SY40,C.0)
IF: (LSFPEfQ.O) CALL LRCLURV(VTt1N,SFIN,NN,4,SYO,1.0)
126
IF (tSFR.EQ,.l) CALL LRCIRVVTFINRhCINNTN,4,SYM,1.0)
C
C-PREPARE FnR PLrTTING OF OUTLET CONDITIONS
IIC IF (LSFR.FQ.1) GOC TO 13C
Pt.TY(1) = SFOU.T(1)
PLTY(101) = SFCLJT(NOUT)




130 PLTY(1) = RACCUTM1
PITY1101) = RADOUT(NOUT)
DEL = (RAOOUT(NOUTI-RADOUT( 1))/100.
nC 140 J=2,100
140 PLTY(J) = PLTY(J-l)+nEL
C
C--PLOT CUTLET ARSCJLUTE TOTAL PRESSUPE
C





160 RRNG = APAX(RRNGPROPfJ))
CALL LRANGEfLRNGRRNC,,RRNGTRN(;)
CALL LRLEGN(TITL5,32,091 .5,0.5,0 .0)
CALL LRCHS7(2)
CALL LRLEGN(TITL19,20,0,4.0,l.3,O.0)
IF (LSFR.EQ.01 CALL LRLEqN(TITL13,16,1,O.2,4.2,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EO.l) CALL LRLEG7N(TITLI4,8,1,O.2,4.7,C.C)-
CALL, LRCHSZ(4)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL',SPLINT( SFCUT,9PRCP,9NCUT IPLTY, 101, PLTX,'GR-AC
IF (LSFR.EQ.1) CALL SPLINT(RADOUTPRCP,NOJTP1TY1C1,PLTX,RA).
CALL LRCURV(PLTXPLTY,101,2,SYYl,0.0)
IF fLSFR.FO.0) CALL LRCURV(PRCPISFOUTNOUT,4,SYM,1.0)
IF (LSFR.EQ.1) CALL LRCURV(PROP,RAflOUT,NOUT,4,SYIO,1.0)
GC TO 190
C
C--PLOT OUTLET ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS
C









IF fLSFR.EQ.0) CALL LRLEGN(TITLI3,16,lv,2,4.2,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EC.1) CALL LRLEf;N(TITL14,8,1,O.2'.4.79C.C)
CALL LRCHS?(4)
IF (LSFR.EO.0) CALL'SPLINT(SFCU'TLOSOUT,N'CUT,PLTY,101,PLTXGRAC)
IF (LSFR. E0.1) CALL SPL INT(RACOtJT,LOSOU-TNtIT, PL1Y, 101,PLTXGRAD)
CALL LRCURV(PLTXPLTY,101,2,SYf,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EQ.0) CALL LRCURV(LOSUtSFUTNCUT,4,S'MIPI.0)
IF (LSFR.FC.1) CALL LRCtJRV(LOSCUT,RACOI.JTNOUJT,4SYM,1.0)
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C
C--PLnT nUTI ET APSnLUTE WHI4RL
C
14;C IF (LAMVT.FO.l) rC TO 210
LPN, = LAMOUTf 1)
PRN'G = LAMCUTII)
00 200 J1i,NnUT






IF (LSFR.FC.0) CALL LRLEGN(TITL13,16,1,0.2,4.2,0.0)
IF (LSFR.EO.l) CALL LRLFGN(TITL14,8,1,p0.2,4.7,0.0)
CALL LRCHS?(4)
IF fLSFR.EC.0) CALL SPLINT(SFCUTLAMOUTNnJT,PLTf, 101,PLTXGRAD)
IF ILSFR.En.1) CALL SPL!NT(RACCUT,LAVdCUT,NCUT,FL1Y,101,PLTX,GRACI
C ALL LRCIIRV (PLTX, PITY, 101,2, SYM, 0.0)
IF fLSFR.EQ.0) CALL LRCURV(LAMUUT,SFOUTNIJ)T,4,SYP, 1.0)
IF ILSFR.E0.l) CALL LRCtJRV(LAMCUTRA0OUtJTNOUT,4,SYP',1.0)
GC TC 240
C
C--PLOT OUTLET ARSOLUTE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
C








CALL LRLEGN(TITL22,20, 0,4.0, 1.3,0.0)
IF f LSFR. EC.0) CALL LRLENTITL1316,,0.2,4.2,0.0)
IF ILSFR.EQ.1) CALL LRIECN(TITL481,0.2,4.7,C.C)
CALL LRCI4S7(4)
IF (LSFR.EQ.O) CALL SPLINT(SFCUT,LARCITNITPLTY,101,PLTXGRAD)




230 IF (LSFR.EQ.1) PLTX(J)=FLTX(J)/PLTYfJ)
CALL LRCURV(PLTX,PLTY,1C,2,SYP',0.0)
IF (LSFR..EQ.0) CALL LRCtJRV(VTNlOUT,SFOUTNOUT4,SyM, 1.0)
IF (LSFR.EQ.1) CALL LRCURV(VTH~tJTRACCtJT,NCUT,4,SYM, 1.03
C
C--PLOT INPUT BLACE SECTIONS
C
C--CALCLLATE BLADE SECTICN PLCT CCCPCINATES ALONG WERICICINAL PLANE





C-CALCULATE TANtCENTIAL PLOT COORDINATES
DE 260 IN=I,NPLPL
CALL SPLINFfMPL(1,JN),THRLfIJN),NPPPDTHCMANG7)




rELT =TNRL ([N,3N )/COSf AN,( IN))I
RTHPL( INJN) = RPL(!Nt.itK]*TtFPL(IN..iN)
SI-$LITNJN) = RTHRL(IN,JN)+DELT/2.
PTt4PL(TN,Jh') = RTI-PL( IN,JN)-CELT/2.
RRTH-RtffNJN) = RTH8Lf!NqJNl+CELRTH4
SSTI-RL(INJN) = STHALEIN,JN)4-DELRTH
26C PPTHRL(TN,JIN) = PTHRL(INtJN)+CELT)4
C--CALCULATE RANGE OF PLOTS, AND SET UP FOR PLOTTING, ItCIV!CUAL
C--PLACE SECT IfNS
RRNG = MFLfNPPP,1)
RRKG = PTHPLf It1)
TRNOG = SSTHf3L(NPPPvNBLPL)
Dr. 270 JN=l,NRLPL
LPNG = AMTN1 (LRNCjMRL (19JN))
RRNG = AmAX1(RRNG,IMBL(NP0Pz9JN))
n0 270 1N=1,NPPP
9RNG = AmTN1 (BRN-,PTHB~L fINvJN)
















CALL LRLFON(TITL25,36,1 ,0.2,3.1, 0.0)
CALL LRCHSZ(4)
CALL LRCURV(MBL(1,JN),RTHBL(tJN).NPPP,2,'SY",O.0)




CALL LRCURV(M8L(1 ,JN) ,RRTHBL(1,JN),NPPP,4,SY",0.0)
CALL LRCtIRV(ML(1,JN'),SSTHPL(1,JN),NPPP,2,SYO,OD.0)
280 CALL LRO]JRV(MPL( 1,JN),PPTHRL(,IiJN)NPPP,2 SY,1. C)































C--POESHC CALCULATES CCOROINATES OF AN CRTF-CCONAL MESIF
C-COVERING THE SOlLUTION REGION
C
CCMON/INPUTT/GAMAR 9SFL 9MECA 9ECFAC,VELTCL, FNEW, CNEW, Mel ,$O,
I MmmTNLNUT~NNNU7NL~NPETTNLSR
2 LTPLLAMVT,!IMESI4, ISL NE, ISTATL, IPLnT,!SUPER,IJSON,IDEBUG,
3 7OMIN,7om8izoC,ZCMp'OUT,?HIN,?rIK,ZHOUT,?TC)TZHUR(50),
4 RHUB(5O),7TIP( 5C)RT1Pf 50) SFIN( 50),RADIN(SC),TIP(50) PRIP(50),9
5 LAM!N(50 ),VTHIK(50),SFlt)T(50), RACOT (50 )9PROP (50),LOSOUT( 50),
6 LAMOtT(5),VTHCUT(50),ZHST(50),ZTST(50),FLFR(50),




3 SLEOMfLCI) ,THLEOM(1Ol),!TECM(1IO),RTEOMHO1 )STECM(101),
4 THTEOM(I01),ILE(101),ITE(lCl),TON(100,101),RV'(100,1O1),
5 SrM0G1O~TO1010,01iTI00,l 01DTDTSI0,10ID
6 ODTHD)T( 10,101) PLOSS(I0O910l),CPI(100,l01),SPIFI(IO0,1Ol)











C-CALCULATE RRAD CN SHROUD CONTOUR
CALL SPLINT(1TIP,RTIPNTIPZFHUBNHUBRRAD(1,MiHTPI) ,AAA)
C


























C--CALCULATE R-COORCINATES, SLOPES, AND ANGLES OF PREVIOUS ROW
CALL SPLINTIZHUBRRAD(I,J-1), NHUR,?CM(1,J-1)MP POM(t1J-1),SLOM)
00 60 I=1,MM
CPHI(I,J-1) = 1./SCRT(1.+SLOM(I)**2)
60 SPHI(IJ-1) = SLOM(I)*CPHI(IJ-1)
C





C--MOVE ALONG PRESENT ROW, ONE POINT AT A TIME, LOCATIG 70M











90 IF (ABS(SLOM(Ifl)).LE..O001) GO TO 120
C

















C--LCCATE INTERSECTION IF NORMAL TO PREVIOUS ROW IS RACIAL





C--CALCULATE FINAL LOCATION OF ZOM









CPHI(IMHTP1) = 1./SQRTII.+SLC (I)**2)





C--CROSCD CALCULATES R AS A FUNCTION OF 7 ALONG A CURVE AND ITS
C--INTERSECTING STRAIGHT LINE, AND COMPUTES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE




1 MMMH NBLNHtUBNTIP,NINNOUT,NRLPLNPPPNOSTAT,NSLL SFR,
2 LTPLLAMVTMESHI SLINE,ISTATLTPLOTTSUPERITSCKTIDEBUGo
3 7CtMINZOMBI, 70M80, OMOUT,ZHINZTIN,7HOUT,ZTOUT,7HUB(50),
4 RHUBR50) 7TIP(50)bRTIP(50 oSFIN(50),RADIN150 )TIP150) PR IP50b)
5 LAMTN(50),VTHIN(50),SFOUT(50),RADOUT(50), PRP(50),LOSCUT(50),





C--LCCATE POSITION OF 7 IN ZHUB ARRAY
DO 10 =12,NHUB
IF (7.LE.ZHUB(I)) GO TO 20
10 CrNTINUE
C
C--COMPUTE R-COORDINATE (RCURV) AND SLOPE (SLI) ON THE CURVE
C--FOR THE GIVEN VALUE CF 7








RC(PV. = SO!1*ZI- M**3/6.fO)EL7+SOI*ZMH**3/6./DELZ+(RTI-SDI*DELl/6.)
1* 7M7H+( RT[1-SCII*CELZ/6. )*ZHmA7 -R~
S11 = SDI 1*7H-M?!**2/2./OELZ + SrI*ZNZH**2/2.fDELZ + RTI R1
I tSCl - Scfli*flEL7t6.
IF (REFSL.EC.0.) GC TO 30
C
C--CflMPUTE R-COORDINATE (RLINE) ON STRAIG14T LINE
C--FnR GI VEN VALUJE CF 7
RL!NE= REFR+REFSL*t7-REFY)
C
C--CC,'PUTE DIFFERENCE IN R-COORDINATES
RMR= RCURV-RLINE
RETURN
C--SPECIAL CASE FCR RACIAL STRAIGH'T LINE





C--PRECAL CALCULATES MAN~Y OF TH'E REQUIRED FIXED CCNSTANTS
1 ?MiMHTNRLNHJP,NT IPNIN, NEUT, NB3PL,NPPPNOSTATNSLLSFR,
2 LTPLLAMVTIMESHISLINE,ISTATL,!PLCTiSUPERITSCNilOEIJG9
3 7 O]M!N,7fMlt!,CMBvOlUTZHNTIN,ZHOIT,7TCUT,!HUB(50),
4 RHUR(50) ,7TIP(50) ,RTIP(50) ,SFIN(50), RAD!N(50,T IP(50),PRIP(50),
5 LAMIN(5O),VTHIN(50),SFOUT(50),,RA0OCUT(50),PRCP(5C),LOSCUT450),




2 7LE( 50),,RLF(50) ,?TE(50) ,RTE(50) ,ZLECM(IOl ), RLECM( 101),
3 SLECm1),TLEOM(O1),ZTEOM( 01lRTEOM(101),STEOm( 101) ,












C--CALCULATE PROP, IF LCSCIUT IWAS GIVEN AS INPIUT











C--INTTALIP THE STH ARRAY
on 30 J=1,m#-TPI
or 30 1=1lmm
3 C FtTH(!1 9 .1) =PITCH
C
C--!NIrAL[TE THE FLFR ARRAY IF IT WAS NOT READ IN
C





4C FI.FR(J) = FLFR(J-1)+O.l
frfl TO 80
C
C--SET ENO PC!NTS FOR FLFR ARRAY
C





6C TEMPI = TEMP2
NSL =NSL+l
FLFR(NSLI TEMPI




C-CALCULATE SOM FROM THE ZOM,R-OM ARFAYS
C
FC DC 90 J=1,MHTPI
SrM(1,j) = 0.
on 90 1=2,mm
cC StOM( 1,1= SOM( 1-1,J)+SORTU (ZOM( IJ)-ZCM(I -1,J) )**2+f ROM( IJ)-
C








C--CALCLLATE CURVATURES ON HUR AND SP-RCUO
C--fl FNrs OF nRTK40rONAL mESH
CALL SPT~~mll,~J11,jvYXDC2
CUJPVHI= OYrlX2( il/f .+DYDX( 1)**2)**1.5
CURVHO2 nYCX2 fMM)/(1.+DYDX(MM 14*21**1.5
CALL SPLINE{7CV.4(,MHTPl),ROm(l,fWI-TP),mmCYCXEtX2)
CIIPVTI= flycx2fii/Ui.+nyoxuj)*s21**I.5
CLRVTC= oyrX2 tPM)f (.+CYCX("Pi)**2)**1.5
134
C
C--CALCULATE LEAINGlr EDGE ARRAY, ZLE,RLE ,FROM 78L AMND BL ARRAi S








C--CALCULATE TRAIL ING EDGE ARRAY, ZTE,RTE PFROM 78L AND RBL ARRAYS '




120 RTF(JN) = PBLfNPPPJN)
CALL INRSCT(ZHRRHUR,NHU8,ZTERTENBLPLZTEHRTEH)
CALL INRSCT(7TIP,RTIP,NTIP,ZTERTE, NeLPL, ZTETRT'ET)
C
C--CALCULATE ORTHOGONAL MESH ARRAYS AT THE LEADING EDGE
C--7LEO ,RLECM, S LETHLECM








130 CALL INRSCT(7OM(1,J) RCM(1,J)l9,M9ZLERLE, NLPLZLEOM(J),RLECM(J)
00 160 J=I,MHTPI
DC 140 I=1,0M
IF (7LEOMJ).LE.ZOM(I,J)) GC TC 150
140 CONTINUE
15C ILEfJ) = I
ILFJ = I-1
160 SLEOM(J) = SOM(ILEJ,J)+SQRTi(ZLEOM(J)-OM( ILEJ,J))**2+(RLECM(J)-
IRCM(ILEJ,J))**2)
DO 170 JN=1,NRLPL
170 TTEFfJN) = TH0L(t,JN)
CALL SPLINTIRLE,TTEN,NBLPLRLECM,MHTP1,THLEOM CYCE X
C
C--CALCULATE ORTHOGONAL MESH ARRAYS -AT'THE TRAILING' EDGE-
C--7TE ,RTEOM,STEC ,THTECM












IF (fTEOm(J).LT.7O0M1 I)) GO TC; 200
I C CCKNTNUE
2CC I1F(fJ) = 1-1
135
ITEJ = I-1
210 STEOM(J) = SOM(ITEJJI)+SCRT((TEOM(J)-7OM(ITEI,J ))**2+(RTEOM(J)-
iROM ITEJvJ))**2)
00 220 JN=1,NRLPL
220 TTEM(JN) = THBL(NPPPJN)
CALL SPLINTfRTE,TEMNBRLPLRTEECMt'HTP1,THTErprYEX)
C








C--CALCVLATE ACTUAL-TO-IDEAL RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIC
C--CCWNSTREAM OF BLADE, AND CALCULATE LOSS ON ORTHOGCNAL MESH










LAMIN(J) = LAMIN(J) REDFAC
230 VTHIN(J) = VTHIN(J)*RECFAC
DO 240 J=1,NOUT
LAMOUT(J)= LAMOUTIJ)*REDFAC
240 VTHOUT(J) = VTHOUT(J)*REDFAC
C








C--THETCM CALCULATES THE DERIVATIVES CF THETA WITH RESPECT TO S AND T




2 LTPL,LAMVT IMESI, ISLINE,ISTATL,IPLOT,IISUPER, ISONIDEBUG,
3 70MINZOMBI,ZCMBOZOMOUTZHIN,?TIN,ZHCUTZTCUT,7ZHUP(50),
4 RHUR(50 ),TIPSC)9RTIP( 50),SFIN(501RArIN50),TIP(50),PRIP(50),
5 LAMIN(50),VTHIN(501,SFCUT(50),RACOUT(50)1PROP(50),LOSOUT(5C),
6 LAMOUT(50),VTHOUT(50),7ST(50),?TST(50),FLFP(50),
7 ?BL50,50 ) ,RBL(50,50),THL ( 0 5C),TNL(50,5C)
CCMMON/CALCON/MM 1,MHTPICP,EXPON,TGROG, P ITCH,CIRVHICURVTI
I CURVHOCURVT ,RHI NRTIN,RHOUTRTOUT,R LEHR LET ,RTEHeRTET
136




6 OTHOTI I00,101 ) ,PLOSSI100,101),CPHI100, 01 ),SPHT (100,01')
COMMON/IN0OCOM/7PC( I1,50),RPC( 11,50),0THDZ(11 ,5C) CTHOP(11,50)
D MENSION THPCt(ll,50vANGT(11,50), ANGRfI, 50),CT-DSPi 1,50),
1 DTHDTPf 11,50) ,SZRBL(50) ,SZRPC(50 , ZT E(501, RT E(50),TTEM(50),
2 OYOX(50,0YOX2(50)
C
C--CALCULATE GRADIENTS OF THETA WITH RESPECT TO CISTANCE ALONG INPUT
C--7EL,RPL LINES
C
C--LOCATE INTERSECTIONS OF INPUT ZEL,R8L LINES WITH LINES FROM











20 ANGZ(KN,JN) = ATAN(ANGZ(KNJN))
C--CALCULATE ARC LENGTH ALONG INPUT LINES USING INPUT POINTS
S7RBL(1) = 0.
00 30 IN=2,NPPP
30 SZRBLIIN) = S7RBLlN-1)+SQRTitZeL(INJNI-Z8L(IN-1,JNil*2
1+(RBL(IN,JN)-RL(IN-1,JNi )**2)




40 S7RPC(KN) = S7RPC(IKN-1 )+SORT((ZPC(KNJN)-ZPC(KN-1,JN))**2
1+(RPC(KNJN)-RPCtKN-1,JN)**2)
C--CALCULATE THETA AND CHANGE OF THETA WITH ARC LENGTH ALONG INPUT LINES
50 CALL SPLINTISZRBL,THBLil,JN) ,FPP,SZPPC,11,THPC(1,JN),DTHDSP(1,JN)
1)
C




C--CALCULATE SLOPES AND ANGLES WITH RESPECT TC R AXIS ALONG THE


















C--CALC(LATE nTH07 AND OTHOR FROM OTHOSP AND OTHDTP AT PCINTS CF




C#7'AP= COS (ANr,7( KN,JN)+ANGR (KNtJN) I
DJHD7J KNJN)= (DTHDSP(KNJN)*CCS(ANGR(KNJN) )-CTICTPfXNJN)*SIN(
IAhrO7(KN,JN) ) /COSAe
qO DIHDR(KNJN)= (-CTICSP(K,JN)*SIN(ANGR(KN,JN) ) 4THDTP(KNJN)*COS(.
IAN(7iZ(KN,JN))) /COSAF3
C
C-INTERPOLATE TO OBTAIN DTHD7 AND CTHDR AT THE POINTS CF THE CRTHCGONAL
C--1 ES H
C--ROTATE DT07OM AND OTORCM ON CRTHCC-ONAL MESF TO CBTAIN OTH-OS AND OTHOT
















C--T#HIKOM CALCULATES T1HE BLADE THICKNESS IN THE THETA DIRECTION AT




2 LTPL,LAMVTIMESH91ISLI NE I STATL, I LCT I SUPER #ITSCNi IDEBUG,















C--CALCUtIATE RLA E THICKNESS IN THE THETA DIRECTION FRCM INPUT









ANG IN) = ATAN(RBL(IN,JN)*DTDS(IN))
20'DRTHBL(IN,JN) = TNBL(INJN)/COS(ANG(IN))
C
C--INTERPOLATE TO OBTAIN BLADE THICKNESS IN THETA DIRECTICh AT THE
C--PCiNTS CF THE CRTHOGONAL MESH
C
JJ= t












C--tCSSCM COMPUTES THE RATIO CF ACTUAL TO ICEAL RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE
C--DOWNSTREAM OF THE BLADE, AND THEN DISTRIBUTES THIS LOSS LINEARLY
C--THROUGH THE PLACE ROW FROM TRAILING TO LEADING EDGE BY ADDING
C--ONTO THE RLADE THICKNESS AT THE CRTHCGCNAL MESH PCINTS
C
CCvMCN SRW,SRE, ITER,IENC,NREACNWRIT
COMMON/INP UTT /GAM ,AR,MSFLvMEG A, RECFACVELTOL, FNEW, ONEW, MBI MBo0,
1 MM,MHT,NPL,NHUB,NTIP,NIN,NOUT,NBLPL,NPPPNOSTAT,NSL,LSFR,
2 LTPLLANVTIwESH,ISLINE, ISTATL,IPLOT, [SUPER,ITSON, DERUG,
3 T OMIN, ?P T, ZCM8O, ZOMOUT,ZHIN, TI h, 7HCUT,7TCUT,IHUP(50),
4 RHUA(50),7TIPt50),RTIP(50),SFIN(SC),RADIN(5C),TIP(50),PRIP(50),
5 LAMIN(50),VTHIN(50),SFOCUT(50),RADOUT(50),PROP(50),LOSOUT(50),
'6 LAMOIJT(50),VTHCUT(50),7HST(5C0),7TST( 5 0 )1 FLFP(50 ), .
7 7.L(50,50),RBL(50t50),TH'Lf50,t5),TNBL(50,50)




4 THTEOM (101), IL( 101 ),ITE(101) ?Ow100 101 ), RCM(1,OI 0)
5 SM(1OO,101),TCM(100,101),eTH(100,101),DTHDS( ICC,1 1),
6 DTHDT(100,10i),PLO SS(10 I0,101),CPHI (10,101),SPHI (100 01 l
DIMENS.ION RELTOP(50),SFfO 1),GRAD(1C1),PRATIO(101)
RE A LA DAFLAIN ,LAMOIJTLAMC T,LOSOUT
139
C
C--CALCULATE ACTt)AL-Tn-IDEAL RELATIVF TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO






IF fLTPL.E0.1) 60 TO 10
RFLTCPIJ) = PROP( J)fPRINP*(T IN/TOP )**(Am*EXPON)
rGO TO 20
10 RFLTCPfU) = I.-LOSflUTMJ
20 CCNTINUE
C
C--E!STRRUTE LOSS ON ORTHOGONAL MESH WITHIN BLAOESo ONE ORTHOGONAL
















IC10 FOPMATflH1////35X47HCONSTANT QUANTITIES ON Tl-E ORTHOGONAL ME
IS9 /5X,1HI5X,1HJ,7X,3HSOMl3X,?HTOM,13X,3HRTH,12,5HTHT,IIX,




C--MFPLOT PLOTS THE PLACE GEOMETRY AND THE GENERATED CRTHCGCNAL MESH
C





7 ZPL (50, 50),RPL(50,50),THRL(50,50) ,TNBL(50,50)





4 THTEOM( 101), ILE( 101), ITE( IC)!O(1O00,101)9PC '(O I O0)
5 StCM(1OO, 10119TOM( 1009101 ),FTH( 1009,101),Tf)THDSt 1009 1011)v
6 OTHfT(10C,11),PLOSS(10O910l),CPH!(1O0,101),SFF!(10o0O)
ctOmmfN/OLTCO',MIZLRNGIZRRN,,R1RRNC,,RTRNC,, THPLTf I CC) PRHPLT( I o) ,
I 7SPLT(10O),RSPLT(10O),7LPLTt10O),RLPLTfl00),7TPLT(1O0),
2 RTPLT(100)
nIMENS ION TTTL f15)qT!TL2( 1),TITL3(31 ,TI TL4( 3) v ITEM(101,
1RTENIIOL)
DATA TITLX/IHUB,I,l SHR','OUD,',§ At*C,' BLA','CE P4,9IJN0','ARIE'
I,'S$CI'$R8I','N ME','RIDI','ONAL'q, PLA','NE *I/
DATA TIT12/'ORTH fOGnNf OAL fN',lSHS', 'C1$L 1, 21N ,'MERI','$DION"
It 'AL P','tANEI/






C--reTAIN PLOT POUNCARIES, ANC SCALE THE PLOT
CALL PTRDRY
C















IF (IPLT.EC.2) GC TO 20
CALL LRCURV(7HUBRHUBNHUB,4,SIvM,,CO)







C--PLOT VERTICAL MESH LINES

















C--PTRDRY OPTAINS' THE HUB AND SHROUt ANC 13LADE LEACItNG ANC TRAILING EDGE
C-R-OUNOAR!ES FOR PLOTTING, AND SCALES THE PLOT
C
I MMMHTNRL ,NHU~,NTIP ,NIN,NCIJTNRLPL ,NPPDNCSTATNSLLSFR,
2 LTPL,LAMVT, IESI., ISL INE, ISTATL9 TPLOT, ISUPER I TSON,DEBJG ,
3 70MI N,7 VMSI, ICMAC, 7OPCIJT i HINv ?T IN 97HCIIT, 7TWtT, HUP(5O),
4 RHtJR(50),ZT!PI'50),RTIPt50) ,SFIN(50) ,RAO~tNd5C),TIP(50),PRIP(50),
5 LAMIN(50),VTHIN(50) ,SF~tT(50),RACOUT(50),PROP(50O),LOSOUT( 50),
6 LAmflUT(5O),VTHtCUT(50),7HST(50),7TST(50),FLFP(50),
7 7e2L(50,50),RRL(50,50),THRL(5O,5C),TNBL(50,5C)
CflMMON/CALCCN/MIOM1 ,MHT P1, CP, EXPONTCROG, P ITCH4, CURVHI ,CURVTI,.











C--C8TAIN P101' PCINiS ON HUB
CELZ = (7HUf0(NHUP)-ZHt18(lW)99.
7HPLT(l) = ZHUBM1
DO 10 1=2, 100
10 71-PIT(T) = HPLT(1-1)+DELZ
c CALL SPLINT(ZHU9RRI48,NH4IB,ZHFLT,100,RHPLT,AAA)
C--CPTAIN PLCT PCINTS ON SHROUC
C DELZ = (ZTTP(NTIP)-ZTIP(1,1)/9.
7SPLT(1) = ?TIP(1)
nr 20 1=2,ICO
20 ISPLT(I) = ZSPLT(1-1)+OELI
CALL SPLINT (7T IN RTIP,NT IP97SPLT, 100, RSPLT, AAA)
C






30 RLPLT(J) = RLPLT(J-1)4OELR
CALL SPLIN4T(RLE,!LENIRLPLRLPLT,100,7LPLT,AAA)





40 PTPLT(J) = RTPLT(J-1).DELR
C6L.L SPLI NT (RTE , TE tNBLPL, RT PLT9100 9 TP LT ,AA A)
C




I RRN(r = AM AX117HUP(NHUAF), ZT IP(NTIP)
Do 48 J=1,MHTPI
ZLRNG =AMIN1(ZLRNG,ZOM(,'j))













C--CHOOSE MAXIMUM RANGE, AND EXPAND RANGE IN THE OTI-;ER D IRECT ION
DI'C2 = .1*ABS(DELZ-DELR)/2.










C--VPD)RY CALCULATES THE DISTRIRUTtnN OF STREAM FUNCTION ALOlNG. THE
C-UPSTREAM AND DCWNSTREAM gnuNOARIES OF THE ORTHnOONL MESH
C
CCMMEN SRI4SRE,ITERIENCpNREACNWRIT
C(IMMON/INPUTTI(GAM,AR,MSFL ,OYEG,REOFAC,VELTCL, FNEW, CNEW,MB!,MRO,
I MM,MHT,NPL,NHtIg,NTIP ,NIN,NOUT,NRLPL,NPPP,NOSTAT,NSLLSFRv
2 LTPL,LAtdVT ,IMES4, ISL NE, IST ATL, IPLOT, ISUP ER ,ISON,'IDERUG,
3 7nMIN,70MRI,TOMBn,7OfOCUT9zHN?TN7HlOJ,7TruJT,ZHU-P(50),
4 RH41P(50),7TIP(5O),RTIP(5O),SFIN(5C),RADIN(5C)iTIP(5O),PRIP(50),
'5 LAM!N(50),VTHIN(50) ,SFO)T (501,RACCtJT(50 ),PROP(50),LOSOUT( 50),
6 1AmfltT(5),VTCU T(50),TZST(50),71ST(50),FLFrf.50),
7 ?PL(50950),Rf~kL(50,50),THRL(50,5C),TNBL(50,5C)
CCMM(ONCALCCNfM 1,MHTPL ,C ',EXFION,TGR~rf,P ITCH, CU RVH ICURVT I,,
I C AIRVHO, CURVTO R14INRTI 1N,RHOUTRTOUTRLEH, RLETRPTEH, t ET,1
2 ?LE(50),RLEI50)47TE(50),RTE(5),7LEOM(101),RLElM(IOI),
3 SLFOIM(tOl),THLEOM(1fl1),lTECP(101),RTEOMJ(lO1),STElM(101),
4 TH.TEmj 11), ILE 101),ITE 1CI),ZOMJ(IOC,101),PC?'fICOIPL),9
5 S;CM(10,10)TCM(100,101),PTH(100,101),ICTHCSf1COtlOI),
6 OTHDT(100,101),PLOSS(100,t0l),CPHItIOO,101),SPHIt100,l0l)




4 WLSIRFflOO,101),WTSlJRFf100vIl), CAMP( 1OO,101),SAMdP( 100, 101),
143
5 RHOAV( IC0910)iDELR0( 100, 1CI),FR(100,101) trFC14fIOO,1O1),9
6 XIflM(00, 101)t 7ETOM(100,lIOI)trDLt(q100, 101)
DIMENSIOlN TIPROYIIOI) ,RHnIP(1O1),LAR'PCA(l0l),AA(I01),PB(1ol),












TF(LOC.EO.1) GO TO 10
CURV14 = CURVHO
CLRVT =CURVTV









C-CALCULATE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF TIP,RHO!PgAND LAMBDA
C
P142 = ROM(LOC,1)**2








C-CALCUJLATF CflEFFICIENTS At R, AND C FOR THE VELOCI7Y GRADIENT EQUATION








50 CfPLJ) = CP-AR)*(TTPRDY(J+l)-TIPRDY(J))-AP/(R.CIP(.5),RHOIP(J,1))*
I (TIP SCY(. ) +T!PADYf J5I) )*(RHOI P(J+ 1)-HnI P())
C





7C WPrRY(l) = iu
N~flUNT = NCOUNT+l
144
WS(,)= WPM Y( 1)**2 MfLOCT 1) )**2T LNR= 2.*(ME(A*LAJFIDA(11-(OMEC'6*Rn
TTTP= I.-(wSO+TlmLNR)fCPfTIPBOY(I)f?--
IF (TTTP.LT.O.) GO TO loo
RPOW = Rt4OIPQ)*TTlP**EXPCN*WFCRY(l)
SINSTA = (LAMBOAfl)/RCtJILCCVI)-rMECA*ROPO(LrCtl))/WBCRY(I)
TF (APSfSTKATA).rT.l.) GO TO sc
CCSSTA = SCRT(I.-SINATA**2)
RVA = RwnW*COS9TA*R(lM(LOCtll*PITCH












IF fTTIP.L.T.0.) Gr TO 100
RHOW = RHOTP(J+1)*TTIP**EXPCN*WBDRY(J+lI
SINPTA = fLAMSCA(J+1)/ROM(LCCtJ+I)-nMEGA*RCM(LCCgJ+11)/WBDRY(J+l)






C--CHECK CnNTINtlITY AND ESTIMATE NEiR VALUE FOR W AT -UF
c
IF(IND.GE.6.AND.ABS(MSFL-UOMCLOCMHTPl)).LE.MSFL,'-RTOLER) GO TO 120
CALL CONTIM(WHt)BUCM(LOC#MHTPl),TNDJZNSFLCELtJAX)
IF (TNr..LT.10) GO TO 70
IF (IND.EQ*10) GC TO 120
GO TO 110
190 Wt-41P= WHJS+.5*DELMAX
IF (NCOUNT.LT.10001 GO TO 60
Gh TO 110
100 WHUR = WHIIP-.5*CELMAX
IF (RCOUNT.LT.10001 GO TO 60
110 WRITE(NWRIT,1010) RDYfIL),ADY(IL+l)
STrP















110 i~mPrA(J) = TVAP
W~t ' != WADRYf 1)
IF (REPEAT ANn.NcnlUNT.GE.1000) GO TO 110




ICOO FORM4AT (26HL PASSAGE IS CHO3KEC AT THE,2A4,21P WTH A MASS FLCW OIF
19C'14.61




C--INIT ASSIGNS INITIAL VALUES TO THE ARRAY VARIABLES
C
CCMbMCN/NPUTT/GAP~ARMSFLMECtRECFAC,VELTOL,FNEW,DNEW,MBIMBO,
1 1M,MHT,NRLNH-U8NTIPNIN,NCUT,NPLPL, NPPP,NfOST PTISL,LSFR,2 LTPLLAMVT, IMESH, IS LINE, ISTATL, IPLOT, ISUPER, ITSON, IOEBUG,
3 ?OMIN,?0OT'B,?OB,ZOMUT,7HrN,?TIN,T7HOUT,TCUT7HUB(50),
4 RHUB(5O),ZTIP(50),RT!PSO)SFIN(SC),RADIN(5C),T~P(50,PRIPCSO),
5 LAM!N(50),VTHIN(50).,SFOUT (50),RACOUT(50),PROP(50),LOSOlJTI 50),
6 LAMOUT(50),VTHOUT(50),7HST(50),7IST(50),FLFR(5O),
7 ?BL(5O,5O),RR1(50,50),THBL("C,5C),TNAL( 5C,5C)






COMMON/VARCOM/AI 4,100, 101),UOM(100, 101) ,K( IC, 101) ,RHO(100,lol),





WSURS( I J) = CPHI(I,J)
wsUR7(Ij) = 1.
WI I,J) = 0.
















C--COEF CALCULATES COEFFICIENTS, A AND K,
C--FCR THE SYSTEM OF MATRIX ECUAT IONS, A*U=K
COMMON SRWSRE, ITER, IENDNREADNWRI T
CCMMN/INPUTT/GAMARvt4SFL,OMEGAtRECFACVELTOL,pFNEWONEW,#481,MBO#
1 mM,MH4T,NfBL,NHUP,NTIP N1N,t.fCTNBLP,NPPP,Nr-ST fl,NSL.,LSFR,






CCMMIJN/CALCCN/MM41 ,NHTP1 ,CP, EXFON,TGROC,,P ITCH, CU RVI~I,CURVTIt
1 CIJRVHOCURVTORHIN,R'TINRHOIUT,RTOUT,RLEH,RL' T ,PTEH,RTET,.
2 7LE(50),RLE(50),ZTE(5O),RTE(50),ZLE-OM(101),RLEOM(101),
3 SLEOMfIOI) ,THLEOM(10I),7ITEtPd(lO1),PTEOM(l01)-,STEOM(101'),
4 THTE0M( 1O1)9 ILE( 1OI),TTF(1CI)9ZOM(10O,101),9RCMf100tlOIJ,
5 SCM(100,1Ol),TOMfIOO,I01J,PTH(10O,101)tflTHDS(100,101),
6 0 THnT (10010 1O v P L 0S S (100 , 1.0l1,C PH I(I100 vl0O1)9StPH I ( 10, 10 t

















HI = TOMf IJ)-TOM( 1,J-1)
H2 = TOM(IJ+I)-TCP(I,J)
H43 = H4










pior q To J)
02 = n2C+PI1J/~ (J-tP'(v+)-SPI-1( 1,J-1))/C1/
Lc PHI( IV J)
KNEW = XIOM(IJ)*W(IJ)**2+ZETOMIIJ)







KNE14 = KNEW+W4TH( I J)/RfM(I J *VTHOR(I 9J) +FR(I IJ)












1010 FORMAT fllHI////24Y,57HCOEFFlCIENTS OF MATRIX ECUATIOS FOR STR
lEAM FUNCTONf5X,H5X,1HJ6X,4HA(),12X,4HA(2),12X,4HA(3),12X,
24HA1 4) ,13XtHK)
1020 FORMAT Ift/5X93714MAXIMUM CALCULATED VALUE CF OVTHCR -,G13.5/5X,
137HMINMOMt CALCULATED VALUE (IF OVTHDR =,G13.5/SX,37HMAXIMUM CALCU
2LATED CHANGE IN DVTHDR =,G13.51




C--SCR SCLVES THE SET CF MATRIX EQUATIONS, A*U=K









7 7RLf50,50) ,RRL(50,50),THBL(50, 50),TNBL(50, 50)
CflmMON/CALCON/MMMI,MHTP,CP,EXPONTGR,,PITCCUV..I,CURVTII
I CIJRVHO, CURVTO, RP IN,RT IN, RHOTR TOUT,RLEHVR LET R TEH,9RTET,9
148
2 71 Ef 50) PLEf50),7TEf50) RTE (5), LElM( 101)v PLF f 101)v
3 SLFnmt 101),9THLElM( 101)p7 TEfl4( 101 ) RTEOm(101 )STFCRQif0lI
4 THTEOM( 101 ), ILE(101), ITEf 101),70M( 100, l01),Rcmf 100, 101),9
5 SCM( 100,101) #TCM(100,101 I 9TH(100,10) pf-HS ( 100, 101 )t
6 rTIHOTf ICC, 101),PLO SS( 100, 1C I),CPHI( 10090)'s PH 1 (100,101)
CCmMCN/ VAR COM/A 14,100#101 ),IJOM( 100, 101),K( 100, 101) -RHO( 1 CC, lCl),
1 WSURPS( C011) WSUFT(10101) VWStP7(100,101 ),WS(UPR 100,101)
? WSURP1O,01),WTH100,lO01),VTH( 100, 101),Wt 1CC,11) ,
3 ALPH-AU100,101) 9P ETA fl00,l0l),WWCRQ10,Ol)9CtiRVf100,101),
4 W1SIIR;f IC09 101)qW~T SURF( 100,101),A POP( 100P101),SAPQp(C0,l01,
5 PH0AV(10O,101),CELR~r(100,101),FR(10,101),lFcmf1CC,L01),
6 XI0M(l00,10l),7ETOM(100,101),0LIhJ(100,101)
C IMENS ION IJVERT f 10 1, 2)
R~EAL K,LP4AX,L~1P
IF ( TER.GT.l) GO TO 70
C--STCRF U BOUNDARY VALUES AND SET SCUNDARY VALUE TO ZERO
C--TO CALCULATE OPTIMUM CRF
U11 10 !=2,MMMI
UCP'(1,1) = 0.













UNEW = A(,I[,J)*UCPII,J-114hf2,1,J)*UC4(I,J.1JAf3v, J,)*U014( -1,3)
I +A(4,1# J)*UOM( !.lJ)
RATIC IiNEW/tIOM'UJ)
LfPAX =AMAXlLLmAX,RATI0)









C--REsrE U ROUNDARY VALUES
Or 50 1=2vMMl





C--SCLVE MATRIX ECUATICN BY SnR
70 ERROR = 0.
On 80 ,i=2,?4T
Or 80 !=29wpom1
CI4ANCF = OPF*fA(I ,J)*UCM(! ,J-1)+Af2,,J)*UCrmU,J+1)+A(3, I,J)
149
1 *IiOmf I- J,J1 )+At 4p I, j)*ijflm( Ii ,j)+K$UI .11J!J )
ERROR AMAXIfERRCRAPS(CIANCEI)
pa in ,flMU,,l) = UOM U, ) +C HA NF
!PfERROP-GT..-51 GO TO 70
R ETUR N




C--KEWRPfl CALCULATES VELOCITY COMPONENTS, VELOCITY MAGNITUDE,





2 LTPLpLAMVT,!IMESF, ISL INE, ISTATL, IPLOT, ISUPER, ITSON ,IDERUG9
I 7OMIN,ZrMBI ,7CMBO,ZCOMOUT,ZHIN,7TIN'tiHOUT,7T(UT,7HUP(5O),
4 RHI,8B(50),ZTIP(50),RTIP(50),SFIN(5C),RAD!N(5C),PTIP(50),PRIP(50),




1 CURVHO, CUPRVT0,RHIN9R TI N,RHOUTYRTOUT,RLEH,RLETRPTEH,RT ET ,
2 7LE(501,RLE(5O),?TE150),RTE(50),7LEOMf1O1),RLEnm(1C1)I
3 SLEOM(IO1),THLEOM(10l) ,ZTECI(101),RTEOM(101),STEOM(IDI),
4 T14TEnM 1101 ), ILM101 10TE (101),?p OM( 100, 101),RCM(oOflol ),1
5 SCt(1OO11)TCM(10101),PTH(100,101),OT14CStIC0,1O1),
6 DTHD)T(1009101),PLOSS(100,101),CPHI(l0O,101),SF~ll(IOO,10l)
COIMMON/VARCOM/A( 4,100, 101),UOM( 100,101) ,Kf 100,101) ,RHOI(100,l01) ,
I WSUSS( 100,101) vWSUBT (1009 tD1)*WSU( 10, 101,1 *SR f 100, 101),
2 WSUPM(t00,101),WTH(lCO,101,JTH4(10,lO1),W(Ioo,lO1),
3 ALPHAtLOO,101),BETA(lOD,111,WWCRt100,101),OURV(100 lOI)1
4 WLSURF(100,1O1),WTSURF(100,1t ),CAMP( 100, 101),SAMP( 100, 101),
5 RHOAV(l00,10l),DELRHn(100,1C1),FR(100,101),C)FC"'(lDO,10l),
6 Xfllm~iO,101),7ETOV(100,101hODLfUf 100,1011
nDIME NSION DUD S(Q00),#TVERT f101 ) iUV E RT (10 1), I()CT (101), TPPT IP 10 1)
I PR EL (111ROT I101 01 DflTI101),DPDT f101) , AAA f ICl),
















C--CALCULATE PARTIAL CEPIVATIVES OF PCTI4ALPY (ROT!), ANC RELATIVE TOTAL
150
f--PRES S'PF foPRFt TN TI-F S n I RFC T ICV
.1c or '0 .=l,PHTP1
pr 20 T=lMm
TFPTIP(I) = .- (2.*flmErA*LAM0AF~tJfmt IJ), T,~J)-(OMEGA*PflM (I,Jfl**2)
1/2./CP/TTPF~1JfCm(IJ))
IF (TPPTTP(I).LT.C,) (0 TO 8C
PPFLMr = RIOPFMM ,J))*AR*T IPFfJO'4(,J))*TPPT1PfI1)**(GAM*EXP0N
1) *f I.-PLOSS( Ili)J)
20 P01T) = CP*TIPF(1JOMf T,J))-Ch0ErA*LAmDAF(uflm(i i) Ili)
CALL SLIPES(SCM(1,J),RCTT,MM,CItCS(lJ))
M0 CALL SLOPFSISOm( 1,JJ ,PRE-LPCF(0S(lJ))
C--CALCIJLATE WS1JPT FRCM THE PARTIAL CF IJOM WITH RESPECT TO S USING THE
C--AVER A(E SLADE-Tfl-SLACE DENS!ITV FCR CONTINIJ ITY
Or 40 J=1,MFITPI
CALL SPLINE( SflM(,J) *JCMf1 9J), PPDUCS,AAA)





C--CALCULATE DERIVATIVES IN THE T DIRECTICK OF THE SAME VARIABLES, AND




TVERTt3) = TflMf ,J)
IJVFPTLJ) = IOM(I,J)
TPPTIP(JI) = l.-(2.*OMEGA*LAMAF(tUfM(ItJ)1,,j)-(ONvECA*ROM(I*,J))**2)
IF (TPPT!PfJ).LT.C.) Gc Tc 80
PRELfJ), PHO1p(IJOMfI1,J))*AR*,T1PF(UOU(1',J))*TPPTIP()**(AFd* EX PCK
50 P071(J) = CP*TIPF(UflMfl,J.))-0 G('A*LAMCAFfUOM,JhIt,J),
CALL SPLINE(TVfERT,JVERT,mfHTP 1,OUDTAAA)
CALL SLCPESfTVERT,ROTI,NfHTP1vCIOT)
CALL SLOPES( TVER T,PRELMHTPJ nPnT)
nC 60 J=1,MPTPI
VSUS(1,J) = fnU0T(J)PCm( I.,J.)I8Ttjr !,J)#'SFL-CFCRt Ili)*
1 nELRHO( 10J)/12.*COS(BETA(1IJ) )*CAP(IJ)RIAs[J
WTHITl,J) = ROM( IJ)*(WS1.I8S( IJ)*DTHCSfI,J )+WSURf.(TJ)*DTHDT(I10))
IF t I.LT.ILE(J) ) WH(I J) =L.AtCAFtJ~f0~(IJ) , 1J)/RCtffIliJ)-OkEf7A*
RO(19,1
IF (T.CT.ITEIJ)) WTH(I,J)=RVTI-TA(tOm(IJb I,J)/ROM(T,J)-OMEGA*
IROm( I J)
VTt-(T,J) = WTP( I,J){MECA*Rflm(I,J)
Wn= WTHf I J) **2+WSUPS f IJ)**2+WSIjPT fIli )**2
W.TEMP = S0PT(W.SO)
TFfWtI,I1).NE.O.) RELER =AMAXI(RELER, AS( ( TEMP' f.(IJfl/W(I,J)))
W(T,31 WT4FMP
TWLMR 2.*fMEA*LAMfAF(LOM(T,J) T,J)-(rvErA*RCfw(IjJ))'**2
TTIP I .- 'IS+TWLMR)/CP/T!PF(I)CM(I,J))/2.
TF(TTIP.L.T.C.) rC TO 70




























1000 FrPMAT(68HlPROGRAM STOPPED IN NEWRI40 DUE TO EXCESSIVE STREAM FUNCT
11 CN GRADIENT)
1010 FinAMAT(62H1 THE UPSTREAM INPUT WHIRL OR TANGENTIAL VELCCITY IS TOO
1 LARGE)





C--OUTPUT CALCULATES ANC PRINTS THE MAJOR OUTPUT DATA
C--AT THE nRTHOGONAL 14ESM PCINTS, ALCNG TIHE STREAMLINES,
C-AND ALONG STATYON LiNES FROM HUB TO SHRUU0
C
CEMN SRWJSREITERvIENtNREAC*KWRIT
COMMnN/INPUTT/AMAR ,PSFLOMEGAREDFAC ,VELTOL ,FNEWDNEWMBI ,M80,
I. MOO, MtT,NBLiNHU~,NT IPvNIN9 NCUTv NFLPLNPPPqNOSTATvNSLLSFR,9
2 LTPLLA MVTvI MESH 91 SLI NEISTATL I PLCTI1SIPER9 ITSCN, ICEBUG,
3 7OMIN,?OMRI,7OMBO,7OmnOUTZHIN,ZTINZHOUT7T7CUI,7HU8(50),
4 RHURI50) ,7TIP(50) ,RTIP(50) ,SFIN(50),RADIN(50),TIP(50),PRIP(50),
5 LAMIN(5OhtVTHIN(50),SFOUT(50),RADCUT(50),PRCP(50),LOSOUT(50),
6 LAMCUTI5O),VTHOUTI50),7HST (50), ZTST(50),FLFP( 50),
7 79L(50,50),RF4L(50,50)THBL(50,50),TNBL(50,50)




4 THTEOM(101),ILE(1O1 ),ITE(l01),ZOM(1009101),RCM(l00, 101),
5 SO3mfI00,I01),1'om(I00,1O1),BTH(1C0,101) ,THDS(100,101),
6 DTHDT(100,101),PLOSS(100,101),CPHI(100,1O1),SPHI(100,101)








CflMPCNISLCOIM/ 115(50), ITS(50) ,ZSL( 100,50) ,RSI( ICO,50) ,MSL( 100,50)t
1 WSL(100,50),WRSL(1O0050),WIVSL(10,50)WTP.SL( 100,50),
2 ALP SL( 100, 50),BE TSL( I 0,50),bWSL(100,50) 9WWCRSL(100,50),
3 C'RVSL(100,50)tWLSSL(100,50),WTSSL(100,50)
CCNNSAC/S(05)RT5,0,AT5,0,WS(05)

































20 VTH(1,J) = WTH(IJ)tOMEGA*ROM(IJ)
C
C--CALCULATE STREAMLINE CURVATURE AND CRITICAL VELOCITY RATIO
C




CALL SLOPES (TVER TALVER 7,M4TP1,9DALVER)
DC 50 3=1,MH4TPI
5C DALDTIIJ) = DALVER(J)
DO 60 J=i,MHTPI







60 WWCR(IJ) = W(flJ)/SORT(TGROG*TPPI
C













70 WTSIJRF(I,J) = WDUM
C
C--PRINT OUTPUT ROW BY ROW FROM HUB TO TIP
C
80 IF (IMESH.LE.0O) GC TO 100
IF ((ITER/IMESH)*IMESH.NE.ITER.AND.ITER.NE.1 GC TC 100
WPTTE(NWRIT,1000)
IF (REDFAC.LT.I.0) WRITE(NWRIT,1150) IT.ER













C0 BETA(IJ) = BETA(IeJ)/DEGRAD
C
C--IhTEPPCLATE TO OPTAIN OUTPUT DATA ON STREAMLINES
C
100 IF (ISLINE.LE.O) GO TO 110
IF ((ITER/ISLINE)ISLINE.EO.ITER.OR.ITER.EO.1) GO TO 130
110 IF (IPLOT.LE.0) GO TO 120
IF I(ITER/IPLOT)*IPLOT.EQ.ITER.OR.ITER.EQ.1) GO 10 130
120 IF (ITSON.LE.0) GO TO 220
IF ((ITER/ITSON)*ITSON.NE.ITER) GO TO 220
C--CALCULATE STREAMLINE ZSLRSL COORCINATES FOR PRINT OUT









150 RSL(I,JS) = RSLTEI(JS)








11 0 M SLf I Sp JS) = M SL( I S,9JS) -ZERCf)







CALL LINTINT( ZOM, R0MWSUBRMM MI-TP1, 100, 101, ZSL II SvJS)9R SL( I SJS) I
iIRSL( I S,JS) ,11 ,JJ)
CALL LININT(7flMROM,WTHtM,#00HTP,10,11,ZSUI59,S),RSL(ISJS),
IWTHSL( ISJS)t, !, ji)
CALL LrNINT(ZOM,RoM,WWCRtdv,PHTP1,looIo1,SL(s,SJSj,S(s,jS,9
IWWCRSLI IS,jS)9lI,JJ)
CALL LINT NT(ZOMROM,CURVMM, MTIp,100, 101, 7SLt ISJS),RSL(ISJSJ,
ICURVSL(IS,JS) ,IIJJI
i40SL(SJS) =SORT (WZSL IS,jS )**2.WRSL( ISS)**2)
ALPSL(I'S,JS) =ATAN(WRSL(ISJS)/WZSL(ISJSH)*OEGRAD
BETSL(IS,JS)' = NTS(SS/MLS'JI*E-A
180 WSL(1S,JS)= SORT (WISL( IS,JS)***2-iWTHSL( ,S',SS)**2)
C
C-CALCULATE I15 AND ITS ARRAYS OF STREAMLINE LCCATICKS INSIDE SLACE
C-LEADING AND TRAILING EDGES
C
C ALL IL ET E
C
C-CALCULATE SLADE SURFACE VEICCITIES C-N ST RE'A10L INES 'BY INT ERPOL AT ION
C
DC 190 JS= 1, NSL,
on 190 I5-19mm
WLSSL(ISJS) = 0.





DC 200 IS= ILSJ, ITSJ




C--FAINT CUTPUT ON STREAMLINES
C
IF (ISLINE.LE.0) GO TO 220
IF MIT ER/ ISL INE)*ISL INE.NE. ITER AND. ITER NE. 1) GO TO 220
WRITEINWRI T91040).
IF (REOFAC.LT.1.0) WRITEINWRI7*115O) ITER
IF (REDFAC.EO.1.0.AND. IEND.L E.0) WR ITE(NWRIT, 116C) ITER
IF fREDFAC.EO.1.SO.AND.I EKD. EC.1) WRITE(NWRIT91170)






WRITTE(NWR IT I1070)1 SL(IS,JS) 9RSL(ISJJS),MSLt IStJSIWMSL(IS JS)I
1WTPSL( IS,JS),SLfIS,JS),WWCRSL(IS, JS),ALPSL( ISJS) ETSLf IS,JS)
2CURVSL(ISJS),WLSSLISJSI,WTSSL(ISJS)
ALPSL(ISJS) = ALPSL(ISJS)/DEGRAD
210 PETSL(IS,JS) = 8ETSL(ISJS)/DEGRAD
C
C--INTERPOLATE TO OBTAIN OUTPUT DATA ON HUP-SHROUD STATION LINES
C
220 IF (ISTATL.LE.O.CR.NOSTAT.EQ.0) GO TO 410
IF ((ITER/ISTATL)*ISTATL.NE. ITER.ANC.ITER.NE.1) GC TO 410
C--CALCULATE 7ST AND RST ARRAYS








240 RST(NSL,IL) = RTEM(IL)
C--CALCULATE INTERIOR POINTS IN ZST AND RST ARRAYS
DC 350 IL=1,NOSTAT
MARK(IL) = 1







250 RTEn(J) = RTEP(J-1)+DELP
C--CHECK FOR LEADING OR TRAILING EDGE STATION
DELCH = (ZTE(l)-7LEilI)+TE(NBLPL)-ZLE(NBLPL))*C. C05
IF ((ZSTiIIL).GT.(ZLE(1)-ELC-).ANO.ZST(1,IL).LT.ZLE(I)+DELCH))
1.AND.(FST(NSLTL).GT. (ZLE(NBLPL)-DELCH).ANO.ZST(PSLIL).LT.
2 ( 7LE NBLPL)+ELCH) ) MARK(IL)=2
IF ( ZSTI tIL).GT. (ZTE (1)-DELC ).ANC,7ST(Il IL) LT. ZTE 1 DELCH
1.AND.(?STINSLIL) .GT.(ZTEINBLPL)-DELCH).AND. ZSTiSLIL).LT.
2 ( 7TE(NBLPL)+DELCH))) MARK( IL)=3
IF (?ST(IIL).GT.fZLE(1 +DELCH).AND.ZST(IIL).LT.(ZTE(I)-DELCH))
IMARK (IL )=4
IF (ARK(IL).EC.2) GO TO 270
IF (MARK(IL).EO.3) GO TO 290
C--REGULAR STATION
DC 260 J=2,19
260 ZTEM(J) = ZTEM(J-1)+DELZ
GO TO 310
C--LEADING EDGE STATION
270 DO 280 JN=1tNBLPL
7ELTEM(JN) = ZLE(JN)
2R0 RPLTEM(JNI = RLEIJN)
CALL SPLINT(RRLTEM, BLTEPNBLPLRTE,20 ,ZTE, AA
GO TO 310
C--TRAILING ECGE STATION
20C DO 3C0 JN=1,NBLPL
7ELTEM(JN) = ZTE(JN)
3CC RPLTEM(JN) = RTE(JN)
156
CALL SPLINT(R8BLTEM,7BLTE~,NBLpLRTEP,20,!TEM,AAAI




320 CALL L ININT(ZOMROMUOM, MM,M HTPl, 100,101,ZTEM(1) ,RTEV(J) ,UTEM(IJ),





C-CALCULATE STATION LINE ZST COORCINATES FOR PRINT OUT
I'F (MARK(IL).EQ.2.OR.MARK(IL).EQ.3I GO Ta 340
DC 330 JL=2,NSLM1








3e0 RTEM(IL) = RSTJLIL)
MTFt4(1 = 0.
or 370 YL=2,-NOSTAT
370 WTEM(IL) = MTEM(IL-1) +SORT( ?TE"(IL)-ZTEMtTIL-1) )**2*(RTEM( IL)I-
IRTEM( IL-i) )**2)
CALL SPLINT (7TEMvMTEMqNOSTAT,0., 1,ZEROM, SLREF)
DO 380 IL=1,NOSTAT
3F0 MS1(JL,ILI = VTEM(IL)-ZEROM
C






CALL LININTfON,RCP WSURR,MM,MIHTPI 9100,-101 ,ZST(JL, ILIRST.(JL, ILI,9
IWPST(JL,IL), 11,11)
CALL LININT(70PRCM,WTI4,MM,MHTFL,100,101,lST(JL, IL),RST(JLIL),
lWTHST( IL, IL) 911J)
CALL LININT(!0M,-ROM,WWCR,t4M,MPFTP1,I00,101,ZlST(JLIL),RST(JLIL),














C--PRINT OUTPUT ALONG HUR-SHROUD STATION LINES
C
WRITE(NWRIT,1080)
IF fPEDFAC.LT.1.0) WRITE(NWRIT,1150) ITER




IF (MARK(IL).EQ.1) WRITE(NWRITlO090) IL
IF fMARK(TL).FC.2) WRITE(NWRIT,1100) IL
IF (MARKfIL).EC.3) WRITEINWRITt111O) IL




1W ST(JL,IL),WTHST(JLIL),WST(JL,IL),WWCRSTf (JL,IL ALPST(JL ILi
2RETST( JL, IL),CURVST(JL IL) WLSST( JL ,ILI ,WTSST( JLIL)
ALPSTJL, IL) = ALPST(JLT L)/DEGCRAD
400 PETST(JLIL) = RETST(JLIL)/0ECRAC
C
C--CALCULATE DATA FOR INPUT TO THE TSONIC PROGRAM
C







1000 FORMAT (1H1////28r,79H*** STREAM FUNCTION, INTERICR VELOCITIES, V
1ELCCITY COMPONENTS, AND ANGLES ***/44X941HAT ALL MESH POINTS OF T
2HE ORTHOGONAL MESH/44Xv41(*))
1010 FORMAT (///42X93H** HORIZONTAL ORTHOGONAL MESH LINE NO. ,
112,3H **//1
1020 FORMAT (1X1OHMESH-POINT,3X,5HAXIAL,8X,6HRACIAL,6X6HSTREAM4X
16- MER ID.3X,9HREL.TANG.,4X,4HREL. 3X,~HCRIT.VEL.,3X,6HMERID.,3X,
28FREL.FLOW,3X,4HMESH/IX 9HCOLM ROW,4X,6HCOORo., X,6HCOORO .,7X
35HFUNC. 5X9 4HVEL.,6X,4HVEL.,7(X,4HVEL.,5X,5HRATIC,3(5X5HANGLE)f
42X,8H(I) (J) 5X,3H(Z ),IOX3H(R) 1OX,3H(U),6X,4H( MI,5X,5H(WTHi
57X,3H(W) 5X 7H(W/WCR), 3X#7H (ALPHA , 3X,6HfBETA), 5X, 5HPHI I)
1030 FORMAT (IX,13,2X,13,2X,2(G1I2.51X),F8.4,3(IX,F9.2),IX,F9.3,
13 (3X ,FT.2 1
1040 FORMAT (IH1////15X,99H*** STREAM FUNCTION, INTERIOR VELOCITIES, V
IELOCITY COMPONENTS, ANGLES, AND SURFACE VELCCITIES ***/56X,17HALC
2NG STREAMLINES/56X,17(1P*))
1C50 FORMAT(///36X,20H** STREAMLINE NUMBERI3,23H -- STREAM FUNCTION
1=,F8.4,3H **//)
1060 FORMAT (4X,5HAXIAL8X,6-FRADIAL,7X,6t MERID.i,6XtHMERID.,2X,
19HREL. TANG. 2X,4HREL. ,2X,9HCRIT.VEL. ,2X ,6HMERIC.,2X,8HREL.FLOW,
22X,7HSTREAM.,3X,9tJSUCT.SUR., 1 X9HPRES.SUR./4X,6HCOORD.,7X,




1070 FORMAT (3( 1XG12.5)3(IX,F8.2),IXF7.3,2(2XtF7.2)t2XG11.4,
1F8.2,2X,F8.2
1C80 FORMAT (1H1////15X,99H*** STREAM FUNCTION, INTERIOR VELOCITIES, V
158
IFLCITTY COMPONENTS, ANGLES, AND SURFACE VELOCITIES ***/28X,72HALO
2NG LINES FROM HUB TO SHROUD AT VARIOUS STATIONS THROUGH THE BLADE
3ROW/28X,77(1H*))
1090 FORMAT(///49X,26H** HUB-SHROUD STATICh NO. ,I2,3H **//)
11CO FCPMAT(///49X26** HUtB-SHROUC STATION NO. ,12,3F **,16X,
118H** LEADING EDGE **//J
1110 FORMAT(///49X,26H** HUB-SHROUD STATION NO. ,12 9 3H **,15X,
119H** TRAILING EDGE **//I
1120 FORMAT (f///49X,26H** HUB-SHROUD STATION NO. I2,3H **,16Xt
118H** WITHIN BLACE **//1
1130 FORMAT (4X,6HRADIAL,7X 5HAXIAL,8X,64HPERID.,4X,6HSTREAM,3X,







1140 FORMAT (1X,3(GL2.5,IX),F6.4,3(lXF8.2),1X,FT.3,2(2X, F7.2)2X,
1GI.4, F8.2, 2XF8.2) ..
1150 FORMAT (/53X,23(1t*)/53X,23H* REDUCEC MASSFLOW */53X, 23( 1H)/
153X,18H* ITERATION NO. ,I2,3P */53X,231lH*))
1160 FORMAT (/52X,25( IH*)/52X,25H* FULL MASSFLOW */52X,25(1H*)/
152X,19H* ITERATION NO. ,I2,4 */52X,25(1H*I)
1170 FORMAT (/52X,25(IH* /52X,25H* FULL MASSFLCW */42X,45(lH*)/
142X1lH*,12X19HTRANSONIC SOLUTION, 12X,1H*/42X,45H* BY VELCCITY G
2RADIENT APPROXIMATE METHOD */35X,59(IH*)/35X,59H* ALL 'VELOCITIES
3 SMALLER THAN CHOKING MASSFLOW SOLUTION */35X,59(IH*1)
1180 FORMAT (/52X,25ftH*)/52X,25H* FULL MASSFLCW */42X,45(IH*)/
142X,1H*,12X,19HTRANSONIC SOLUTION,12X,lH*/42X,451H* BY VELOCITY G
2RACIENT APPROXIMATE METHOD */35X,59(H*) /35XP59H ALL VELOCITIES









'2 LTPLLAMVTIMESH,ISLINE, ISTATL IPLOT, ISIPER, ITSON, IDEBUG,
3 ZOMIN,Z OMBI 7OMBOZOMOUTZHIN,ZTIN, ZHOUT,7T CUTHUB(50),











COMMCN/VARCOM/A(4,10O101 ),UOM( 00 ,101),K( 10, 11),RHO(100,101),
159
I WSUgS(IO0,il),WSURTfI00,10),WSUP7(10011)'vSURR(1O00 101),P
2 wStIRmf I1CO, 101) 9 NTH( 100,101) 1,VTH( 100, v101) PU(100,1O1),v
3 ALPHA(100,101),PETA(100,101),WWCR(1O0,101),CURVf1O0,101),
4 WLSIFf1009 101) *WTSURF(l0,101) tCAMP (100,101 ),S A 0P(00,1O1),
5 RHC AV( 100, 10I1),vCELRHO( 1009,1C I), FRf100,I1Cl),DFDv(I100,101) 1
























WLSIJRFfI,J) = W( I,J)+DFCM(19I)/2.
WTSIJRF(!,J) = Wd(I,J)-DFCi'(IJ)/2.




IFfTTIP.LT.0.) TTIP = 0.
RHOL -RHOIPF(UOMh(!,J))*TTIP**EXPCN
WSO = WTSURF( I,3)$*2
TTTP =I.-A(WS0-cTW1ARf/CPfTIPF(U0V( IJi)f2.




C --- CALCIJLATE F-SUR-R FOR SUBIROUTINE COEF
FRT = W(1,J)/BTHfI,J*(THOS(!,J)*SP,.I( !,J)+OTICT(IJ)*CPHIIIJ))*
1DFOM(IgJ)





IF (IEND.LT.11 WRITE(NWRIT,1C0 FMAXFMINFCHANG
C --- PRINT nEBUG CUTPUT IF REQIJESTEC
IF (!DEBIJG.LE.0) RETURN
IF ( (T ER/ IDEFtJG 1*1CERIJC-.NE. ITER AND wITER NE. 1) RETURN
liRITEt NWRIT,1010)
WRIT(NiRIT,1000) (([,J,WSIJBS(IJ),WSUBT(,J),VT9(1,J),RH(IJ),
IRHCA V( I,i1) ,E LRHC( I,J), OLDO ( IJ))1=1, MM ),J= 1, mITPI)
160








1030 FCPmAT(///5X,33HMdAXIMUM CALCULATED VALUE OF FR =gG13.5/5X933HMI1NI
1MUtA CALCULATED VALUE OF FR =,Gl3.5f5X,33HmAXIMUM CALCULATED C14ANG
2E TN FR =,('13.51
SLIBROUTINE ILETE
C--ILETE CALCULATES THE INTEGER ARRAYS OF MESH POINT LOCATION S WHICH ARE





3 7OMINZDMBIZCM8OZOC'OUTZHIN, ZTINvZHOUTZTOUTZHUB( 50),
















CALL SPLI NT(RLE,ZLE,NRLPLRLE(1 ),1,ZSPLDCR)
DOl 20 J=1,NSL
CALL SPLENTIRLE,7LENRLPLRSL(I,J),1,7SPLOZDR)
IF (ZSPL.CT.ZSL(I,J)) GO TO 10
20 ILS(J) -I
C--TRAILING EDGE












C--TSf2NIN CALCULATES AN!) PRINTS OUT DATA AS INPUT TO THE
C--TSONIC, r1AOE-TO-SLAlE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
C
CCMMCN SRWvSRE, ITERIENrJNREACNWRIT
cQmmnN/INPUjTT/GAMARMSFL9flMECARECFACVELTOL9 FNEW, CNEW, M1,MBO,
1 M'4MHTNBINHtJBNTP,9NINNITNBLPLNPPPNOSTATNSLLSFR,





7 78L (5O,5O),RSL (50, 50),THBL (509 50),TNBL( 50, 50
CCUMN/CALCNfM,MHTP1 CPEXPN,TCRO,PITC4,CIRVHI,,CURVT!















2 ALPSLf 100950)t FETSL( 100s 5),WSL( 1009 5),WWCRSL( 100950)





























20 DRTHOL(INJN) = TNOL(INJN)/CCS(ANG(IN))
C





Re-flIP = RHO IPF(FLFR(JS)l
C-INTERSECTION OlF STREAMLINE WITH SLADE LEADING AND TRAILING EDGES
CALL INRSCT(7SL(1,JS),RSL(1,JS)IIPMaLE,RLE,NeLPLZLESLRLESL)
CALL INRSCTtZSL(19JS1,RSL( 1,JS),MMtTERTE,NOLPL,?TESLRTESL)
C--INLET ANC OUTLET FLOW ANGLES
CALL LININT( ZOM,ROMB8ETA,t'MMHTP1 ,ICO,101 ,7LESL,PLESLBE .TAI,IIJJ)












C ALL L INI NT (ZCM,ROM, PLOSS9 MM, MHTP I100, 10 1, 7SL(I StJS) R SL (I S9JS),
IPLCSSL,TI ,JJ)
?0 BESP(IS) = 1TFL,(RHOSL*W~MSL(ISJS)*RSL(S,JS)*PTPSL)*(I.-PLCSSLI
C









DELM =SORT((ZSL(ILSJ,JS)-ZLESL)**2.,(PSL(ILSJJS 1-RLESL)* *23
CALL LININT (ZBLRPL,THBL,NPPP,NBLPL,50,50,ZLESL,RLESL,











CALL LINT NT t7PL, ROL, 0RTILNPPPvN8LPL,5O, SC97SL( ISJS) ,RSL(I SvJS) ,
163
10RAI,!I .IpJJ)
Dpi = ORBL/RSL( ISvJS)/2.






CALL LININT(ZBLRBLTHBLNPPPNPLPL,50, 50, TESLRTESL,
1THTE SLpI IiJJ)










50 MR(IS) = fMRfIS)-OELM
C
C-CALCULATE SPECIAL ARRAYS OF LOCAL BLADE SURFACE R*TI4ETA COORDINATES





















WRITE(NWRIT91170) BETA I BE TAO,CHORDF
W RITE fNWRIT 91040)
WRIRTE(NigRIT,1170) REDFACDENTCL
W RITE fNR IT, 1050I
WPITE(NWRIT,118o) KALNRSP
WRI TF(NWR 17,1060)
WR ITE(NWR IT, 1190) SPINOI
WRITE(NWRIT ,1070)
WRTTF(NWRIT,1170) (MSP(11,I=1,NBLPTS)
WR IT E(NWR ITv1080)
WRITE(NWRIT,117o) (THS PtI 1 9 1-1, NHLPTS)
WRITEf NWRIT,1090)
WR TT F(NWR IT, 1190) SPLNO 2
WRITE(NWRIT 91100)
WRITE(NWRIT,1170) (MSP(IlI=ltNBIJ'TS)




WRTTEfNWR IT,1170) (MR(T)l I=,MM)
WRITE(NWRIT,1130)
WRTTE(NWR IT, 1170) (RMSP(I),I=1,MM)
WRITE (NWRIT,1140)























1000 FORMAT (1H1///41X,3941H*)/4bX,39H*** INPUT CATA FOR TSONIC PROGRA
1M ***/41Xt 39( 1H)/*////)





10C FORMAT (6XSHBETAI ,1OX5HBETACI1X 6HCHORODF,
1 1 X,5STGRF)
1040 FORMAT (6X,6HRECFAC10OX,6HOENTOL)
ICSC FORMAT (6XRHMBI MB0,9X,18HM NBBI NBL NRSP)
1060 FORMAT (7X,3HRI 112X,3HROl,12X,5HBETII llX ,5HBETC1 ,11X,6HSPLNCI)
1070 FORMAT (7X,4HMSP1,2X9 5HARRAY)
1080 FORMAT (7XS5HTHSPI,2X,5HARRAY)
1090 FORMAT (7X#3HRI2112X3HRO2912r 5HBETI2,r11X5HRETC2illX6HSPLN2)
1100 FORMAT (7X,4HMSP2,2X,5HARRAY)
1110 FORMAT (7X,5HTHSP2,2Xt5HARRAY)
1120 FORMAT (7X,9HMR ARRAY)
1130 FCRMAT (7X,11HRMSP ARRAY)
1140 FORMAT (7X,11HRESP ARRAY)









1240 FORMAT (7XSHMTESP 2X 5HARRAVY
1250 FORMAT (7X,6HRTTEF1,2XS5HARRAY)






C--IDEV CALCULATES A CCRRECTICN TO CTq'OS 'TO ALLOW rFCP INCID3ENCE ANC
C--DEVIATION (AFTER BLOCKAGE CORRECTION)
C
COMMOCN SRWeSREITERtIENCNREAC,NWRIT
C M N/INPUTfGMvA FL.nEGAIREO ELT0L9FNWDNW9PB os
1 M4 9 HTNLN KJ 9NT I PNIN N OUTvN 8L P L N PP PvNn S T AT NSL 9L SFR v




6 L AMOIT(50Oh9VT HOUT (5 0 ),ZH ST ( 50),#?1TS T( 5 0) gFLF R( 5C0)t
7 7BL(50,50),RBL(50,50),PTHOL(50,50),PTN3L(5o,50)
C MnN/AL N/M 9M 9CP9EXP0NvTGRCG9PITCPi VH1 URT1




















IF (IMESH.LE.0) GC TO 10
IF ((ITER/IMESH)*IPESH.EQ.ITER.0R.ITER.EQC1) GE 7C 30
10 IF (.ISI INE.L.E.O) GO TO 20.
IF ((ITER/ISLINE)*ISLINE.EQ.ITER.OR.ITER.EQ.1) GO TO 30
20 IF (TSTATL.LE.0) GO TO 40
IT ((ITERfISTATL)*ISTATL.NE.ITER.ANV).ITER.NE.1) GO TO040
30 WPI'TE(NWRIT,1010)
IF (REnFACLT,1.0) WRITE(NWRIT9110O) ITER
IF (REDFAC.EQ.1.O.AND.IFND.LE.0) WRITE(NWRIT9111C) ITER
IF (REDFAC.EQ.1 .0.ANO.IEND.EQ.l) WRITE(NWRIT ,1120)
IF (REDFAt.EO .1.O.AND.IEND.EQ. 2) WRITE(NWRI T.113C)
WAITE(N'WRIT ,1020)
4C On 120 J=1,MHTP1
C




FXTR AP =S L EOlM UI-SOM ( I v
ATFSLE = ETA(I,J).+EXTRAP*(RIETA(I,J)-PETA( !-l,J) )/(SOM(J,J)-
CALL L!NTNT(7CM,ROM, RTH,MMMIHTP1, 100, 101, ZLEOM(J),RLEOM('J) ,BTHLEt




CALL LININT(ZPCRPCOTI4D7,11,N8LPL, 11, 50, ZLEOM.(J),RLEOM(J),DTDZLE,









SAMPLE = SAMP(I+1,J)+EXTRAP*(SAMPII+l9J)-SAMPf 12t J U(SOM 1+2 9.J)
CAMPLE = CAMP ( !I,J )+EXTRAP *1CAMP( 14,J )-CAMP(i12J) )/(SO . (1+2 9J)
ISCMtUI1,J))







50 SCIST = SLECMq(J)+CISTLE-SOM~(I,J)
!f(SDIST.LE.C.) GO TO 60
DTHDS(193) D THDSt I,J)+fDTDSFL-DT0SLEfJ) )*SDI ST/llSTLE
GO TO 50
60 DTCSLEIJ) = TnSFL
C
C--CCRRECT OTHOS FOR DEVIATION AT SLADE TRAILING EC(E
I = lTE(J)41
EXTRAP =SOt4lJ)-STECM(J)
STFSTE BEA I, +XRPfB7fI#)-ET(11 )/ t*iiJ)
IS CM( T,.))
CALL LININT(ZaP,,Rav ,BTHPt4~,tHTP100,101,zrECP'(J),RT EOM(J I ,.THTE t
IT !,JJ)
CALL LINI NT ( 7CPROM, PLOSS, MM#, MfTPI, 100, 10 1, 7TEOM M *RTEOM(.J),
1PLOSTE,! ,JJ)
TANBFL = TAN(8TFSTE)*BTHTE/P!JCH/t 1.-PLOSTE)
S PHI TF = SPH4!(I , J)+EXTR AP* (S PFI (Il-, J)SPH T ( , J)) SOM(l1,J)-
lSOM( I-1,.))
CPHITE = CPH!(lJ),EXTRAP*(CPHI(FI-1J)-.CPHI(lJ))/(SOM(lJ)-





CALL L ININT ( PCvRPCqOTI.!CqI , 1NBLPLv I I 50vZTEO(3fJ),RTECMfJ),OTORTEP
1!1 I), Jim
DTnTTE = )TDR TE*CPHI TE-DYDZ TE*SPHI TE





IF (IMFSH.LF.0) WO TO 70
IF f((TER/IMESH)*T.ES.E.ITEROR.ITER.EO.1) MO TO 90
70 IF fUSLINE.LE.O) GO TO 80
IF f(IT ERf ISL INE )*ISL INE EQ.ITER.CRol TER. EO. 1) GC TO 190
80 IF (ISTATL.LE.O) CC Tfl 100







150 PC F'21J ) )
OTOSFL = (TANOFL/RTEO(J)-DTCTTE*SAMPTE)/CAMPTE
SLIDTE = RLDCRD/PITCHI'RTEOm(JI
OISTTE = AM!TNI( .5,AMAXI'I1./6., I11.-4.*SLIDTE )/180))*( STEOMI J)-
ISLEOMI0i)
I =ITEMJ
110 sCrST = SOM(IJ)-STEOM(J).OISTTE











1010 FORM1AT tIH1,44Xt40H-*** INCIDENCE AND DEVIATION ANGLES **
150X,30(1H*))
1020 FORMAT (/135X101.* MESH *,8)(,9HINCIDENCE,7X,1H'*tX,9HOEVIATI0)NI
17XIH*/35X,IOH* LINE *,3X,7HBLOCKEO,3X,9HUNBLOCKEO,2XIH*,3X,
27HPLOCKED 9 3X,9HUNBLOCKEO92X ,lH*I
1100 FORMAT (/53X,23(1H*)f53X,23H* REDUCED mASSFLCW */53X,23(IH*)/
153X,lRH* ITERATION NO. 9120Ph *I53Xt23(p.*))
1110 FORMAT I/52X,25(lH*)/52X,25M* FULL MASSFLCW */52X,25(1H*)/
I52Xv19H* ITERATION No. ,1294H4 */52Xt25(IHt))
1120 FCRMAT II52X,25(1H*)f52X,25H* FULL MASSFLOW */42Xt45(1H*I/
142X, 1H* 9 12X, 99TRANSONIC SOLUION,12XIH*/42X ,45H* PY VELOCITY G
2RArIENT APPROXIMATE METHOD */35X,5911H*)135X,59H* ALL VELOCITIES
3 SMALLER THAN CHOKING MASSFL0'W SOLUTICN */35X,59(1H*))
1130 FORMAT ff52X925(IH*)/52X,25H* FULL MASSFLCW */42Xv4511H*)/
142X,lH*,12X~t9HTRANSOpjjC SOLUTIOIN, 12X, IH*142X,4!H* fkY VELOCITY G
2RADIENT APPROXIMATE METHOD */35X,5911H*)f35X,5f-* ALL VELOCITIES







I IM, ,HT,NPL,NHUENT IPvhN,NCUT,NFRLPL,NPPP,NOSTAT,NSL,LSFR,
2 LTPL,LA MVTI MESHI1SLI NF 91STATL, IPLCT, ISIJ PER, ITSCN, IDESUGt
3 ?fMIN,?OIS~7OMtO,7OnflUTZHINZTINZHOUI,7TCU'TtlHUB( 5 0)t
4 RHIIR(50) ,ZTIPE5O),RTIP(5O),SF!N(50),RADIN(50),T!P450),PR!P(So),
5 LAM!lN(50),VTH!N(50),SFO3UT(5O),PRA0CUT(50),PRCP(50),LOSCIT(SO)9
6 LAMO(JT(50),VTHOUT(50),?HST(5OJ,7TST( 50),FLFRI SC),
7 ?F9L(5,5O),RBLf5O,5O),THPf~L5O,5O),TNBL(5O,50)
cOmmnNSLCCMIILS( 50) I!TS( 50) ZSLI 100,50) 9RSL(100,50) 9,PSM(00,50),
I WlSL(100,5O),WRSL(lO0,50),WMSL(f100950),WTHSL(lOOO
2 ALPSL(ICO,501 ,8ETSL(10O,50),W4SL(100,.50 ),WWCPSL(1OO, 50),
3 CURVSL( 1Ot50),1LSSLI1C0,5C),WTSSL(10O,50)
CCMtdONI PLTCCM/7LRNG, ZRRNG,R8RNCRTRNGZHPLT( 100) ,RHPLT( 100),
1 7SPLT(100),RSPLT(loO),41P1T(100),RLPLT(100),ZTPLT(100)9
2 RTPLT( 100)
DIMENSION TITLI10),TITL2(3),TITL3(3),TITL4( 11), TITLS(5)
REAL MSL











C--PLOT THE ITERATION NUMBER
CALL LRGRIC11,O.0,0.0)
CALL LRCNVT(ITERI,TITL4ftl ),1,4,0)
IF (IENn.LE.0) CALL LRLEGN(TITL494490,4.2p6.0,1.O)
IF (IEND.GT.O) CALL LRLEGNITITL5920,0,4.2,5-5, 1.0)
C
C--PLOT BLADE (ECMETPY AND STREAMLINES
C
CALL LRMRGN41.091.0,2.O,1.0)























C--SVPLnT PLOTS THE MEAN~ STREAN SURFtCE ANC BLADE SURFACE OUTPUT





2 LTPLLAMVT,!MESHI SLfNE, IS7ATI,! PLCTI SUPER ,ITSCN, IDE1IJG,3 70MIN, flms [, 7OM 80, ZOMOUT, ININ, ZT IN,ZHOIJT, 7TCUT. ?HUB f50) t
4 RHUR(50J ,ZT!P(501 ,RTIP(501,SFIN(5O),RAO!lN1503,TIP(50),PRIP(50,,
5 LAMIN(50),VTH!N(50),SFOUT(50),RAOOUT(50),PRCF(50),LOSOUT(50),
6 LAMOUTf50) ,VTI- fUT(50 ),ZHST(50),7TST(50),FLFR( !0),p
7 TRLI5O,50),RBL(50,50),THBLf5O,50),TNBL(50,50)




DIMENSION TITLI (12)TITL2 (9),TITL3(14), T!TL4(15),
I TITL5(I6),TITL6(6),TTTL7(2)
REAL MSLLRNG
DATA TIT1l/'MER1','OION',eAL A@,'ND S9,tJRFA','CEC'91R6,RELA*
10'TTVE',' VEL0900CIT',*xES I/
DATA TIT12/9 ST49eREAMOVILINE199 NO.1,XXXX',' 1 ',9'U = I ,'XXXXo
1, 1 X X XI
DATA TITL3/1MERV,'fDION','AL Rov'ELAT','IVE I',VELC','CITI,ESSCI
1t*1$R69%F0R 1',ALL 1,'STRE9,'AMLI','NES I/
DATA TITL4/0SUCT4,'!ON lv*SIJRf','ACE ','RELA','TIVE%'O VEL1,'OCITO
l,'TESS1 91C1$Re18FOR691 ALL',' STR','EAML',*INES'/
DATA T!TL5/1PRES',11SUREQ,e SURI,'FACE9,' RELI,'ArIIvIE VE1,'LOCI1
199TIES990SC1$%OREF06OcR ALIV'L ST' vlREAM' vlLII El 9S of





















10 TRNn = AMAXl(TRNGkTSSL(fS,JS))
Dn 20 IS=I,MM
PPNG = AMINI(RANGWSL( IS,JS))











IF (JS.EOQ1) CALL LRLEGN(TITLl148, 0,2.5,0.7,0.0)
CALL LRCHSZ(3)
CALL LRCNVT(JSl,TITL2f5),1t4tC)
CALL LRCNVT (FLFR(JS),3,TITL2(8),3,8, 4)
CALL LRLEGNITITL2,36,0,2.2,9.5,0.0)
CALL LRCHS7(2)





CALL LRCURV(MSL(ILSJJS) WLSSL( ILSJJS),MBLD2,SYM 0.0)
CALL LRCURV(MSL(ILSJJS),WLSSL(ILSJrJS) ,MRLj,4,SYM,0.0)
CALL LRCURV(MSL( ILSJJS),WTSSLIILSJJS) ,MLD,2,SYP,0 .0)
40 CALL LRCURV(MSL(ILSJJS),WTSSL(ILSJJS),M8LD,4 ,SM,1.0)
C
C--PLOT MERIDIONAL VELOCITIES FOR ALL STREAMLINES
C
CALL LRGRID(3,3,11.0,11.0)








50 CALL LRCJRV(M SL(1,JS),WSL(1, IS),MM,2,SYM,EOP)
C
































C--TVELCY CALCUILATES TFE FULL PASSFLCWq TRANSONIC SCLUTION
C--USING VELOCITY ORADIFNT EQUATIONS
C
CCMMCN SRWvSREITFRvIENCNREACNWRIT


















3 ALPHAJI00 #101 ) PET A( Ica, iol),wwCR ( 1009 101 ), CURV( Ica, 101)























DC 10 J =1,NIN
LAMIN(J = LAMIN(JI/REDFAC
10 VTHIN(J) = VTHIN(J)/RECFAC
DC 20 J =lNCUT
LAMOUT(J) = LAMOUT(J)/REDFAC















40 DWTDTI,J) = CWTVER(J)
C
C--CALCULATE PARTIALS WITH RESPECT TC S OF WSUBM AND WSUBT, AND THEN






DWMDM(I,J) = (DWMCS(I)*CAMP( IJ)+DWMDT( ItJ)*SAtMP(I J))/REDFAC





C--SCLVE VELOCITY GRADIENT EOtUATION CN EACH VERTICAL MESH LINE





C--CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS A, 8, AND C FOR THE VELOCITY GRADIENT ECUATION

























C--CALCULATE C CCEFFICIENT FOR THE VELOCITY GRADIENT EQUATION AND OTHER
C-CONSTANTS FOR CHECKING CONTINUITY
90 00 120 J=1,MHTPI
C10P2 = OMEGA*RCM(IJI**2
TUL4R(J) = 2.*0S"EGA*LAM'8A(J)-CMEGA*CWR2
CPT IP 0) - 2. *CP*T IPT(J I









110 CTVEL(J) = -(WHIRL-OMR2)/ROM( IJ)**2*(CURV(IJ)*(%WHIRL-OMR2)*
ICAMPI I,J) +(WHIRL+CPOR2 3/RCM( I,J)*CPHI ,J))
120 RCARIP(JJ RHOIP(JJ4CAMP(I.J)*RC4(IJ3*BTH(l,J)
C
C--CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS E AND F FOR THE VELOCITY GRACIENT EQUATION
TPP = TIPT(l)-TWLMR(1)/2./CP







If ITPPN.LT.0.) GO TO 290
PRELN = RHCIP(J)*AR*TTPT(3*qTPPN/TIPT(J))**(GAM*EXPON)*( 1.-
IPLOSS( I ,J) )
OTPP =TPPN-TPP
OPREL PRELN-PREL
ETVEL(J-l) = CP*DTIP-OEGA*DLAP'-CP*OTPP +AR/(PRELNPREL)*(TPPNTPP)
1*CPREL




C-ORTAIN NUMERICAL SOLUTION TC THE VELOCITY G..AOIENT ECUATION




140 i~r = l
15C W(191) = %HUP
NCnUJNT = NCaUNT+1
IF fI.nE.ILEfI).ANO.I.LE.ITE(1)) GO TO1 160
WHIRL = LAvPOAflf
IF II.GT.ITF(II) WHIRL = LA?48CC(1)
SPETA = (WHIRL/ROM(li,)-OMEGA*ROM(1,1))fWHUB
IFtAIBS(SBETA),GT.l.1 GC TC 210
PETA(191) = ARSIN(SSETA)
160 CPETA = COStPETA(iI))
170 WSO = IHIB**2
TT!P I .-(WSQ+TWLMRII))/CPTIP(lI




WAS =Wf I ,)+(ATVEL(i) *W(I ,J).PTVEL(J1.CTVEL U )IW( IJ )+CBETA*
l0TVEL(J))*DELTA+ETVEL(J)/W( IJ)+FTVEL(J)*W(IJI
IF II.GE.ILE(J.1).AND.I.LEITE(J41)1 GO TO 180
WHIRL = LAt'BDA(JI+l)
IF fI.GT.ITEIJ.1t)) WHIRL =LAt4800(J+1)
WTHETA (WHIRL/RCK(IJ+1)-CMECA*RV411,J41))
SRETA =WTHETA/WAS







TTIP = .-(WSQ+TWL4R( J+1)1/CPTIP(J+1J
IFfTTIP.LT.0.) GO TO 220
IF(I.GE.ilLE(J+1).ANO.I.LE.ITEfJ.13) GO TC'190
SPETA = WT14ETA/WtIJ+1)





200 RVA = RVAS
C
C--CH4ECK CONTINUITY AND ESTIM~ATE NEW VALUE FOR W AT T14E HUP
C
IF(INC.GE.6.AND.ARS(?4SFL-UOM(I,MHTPI)).LE.P4SFL*RYOI3ER) GO, TO 250
CALL COTNWUtO(9HPIi~t~PFtE~X
IF( IN C.LT. 10) GO TO 150
IFfIND.FC.lOJ GO TO 250
GO Tn 230
210 WMIR = WHtIP+0.5*DELMAX
IF(NCOUNT.LT.1000) GO TC 140
GO TO 230
220 WKHPR WHIJP-O.5*CELMAX
IF(NCCUNT.LT.1000) GO TC 140















IF(ABS(TVAR-TIPT(J)).GT.TVAR*RTOLERI REPEAT = .TPUE.
TIPTIJ) = TVAR
TVAR = TOPF(UOM(I,J))
IFIABSITVAR-TOP(J))GT.TVAR*RTOLER) REPEAT = .TRUE.
TOP(J) = TVAR
TVAR = RHOIPF(UOM(I,J))
I r (ABSiTVAR-RHOIPUJ)).GT,TVAR*RTOLER) REPEAT = .TRUE.
RHOIP(J) = TVAR
TVAR = RHOOPF(UOM(IJ))
IF tABSITVAR-RHOOP(J)).GT.TVAPRTOLER) REPEAT = .TRUE.
RHOOPfJ) = TVAR
TVAR = LACAFfUOMtI,J), IqJ)
IF(ABS(TVAR-LAMBOAfJI).GT.ABS(TVAR)*RTOLER) REPFAT = .TRUE.
LAMDAIJ) = TVAR
TVAR = RVTHTA(UJM(I,J), IJ)
IF(ABS(TVAR-LAMBOOIJ)).GT.ABSITVAR)*RTOLER) REPEAT = .TRUE.
260 LAMBDOIJ) = TVAR
WHUB = WIl,1)
IF(REPEAT.AND.NCOUNT.LT.1000) GO TO 90




270 IFfREPEAT) WRITE(NWRITl010) I
280 CONTINUE
C











1000 FORMAT (69PLMSFL EXCEEDS CHOKING MASS FLOW FOR VERTICAL ORTHOGONAL
I MESH LINE I =,13/22H CHOKING MASS FLOW =,G15.6)
1010 FORMAT (88HL A VELOCITY GRADIENT SOLUTION CANNOT BE OBTAINEC FOR
IVERTICAL ORTHOGONAL MESH LINE I =,I3/4X,56HANY SUBSEQUENT OUTPUT F
20R THAT MESH LINE PAY BE IN ERRCR)
1020 FORMAT (62HL THE UPSTREAM INPUT WHIRL OR TANGENTIAL VELOCITY IS TO
10 LARGE)
1030 F"RMAT (51HL CHOKING WASSFLCW IS LESS THAN THE INPUT MASSFLOW/6X,
116HINPIJT MASSFLOW =,G13.5/6X,2fHMINIMUM CHOKING PASSFLOW =,G13.5/
26X,92HA SOLUTIC CAN ONLY BE CETAINEC IF INPUT MASSFLOW IS LESS TH
3AN THIS MINIMUM CHOKING PASSFLCW)
1C40 FORMAT (//52X,25( IH*)/52X,25H* FULL MASSFLOt% */42X,45(IH*)
1/42X,IH*t12X,19HTRANSONIC SCLUTION,12X,lH*/42X,45H* BY VELOCITY





C--TCPF CALCULATES COWNSTREAM ABSOLUTE TOTAL TEMPERATURE
C--AS A FUNCTION OF STREAM FUNCTION
c
CCMMCNIINPUTT/GAMAR,MSFLONEG-AREFACVELTO,FNEWONEWEmBIm8o,
I MMMHTNBLoNHUBNTI PNI NNCUITNRLPL,NPPP, NOSTATNSL,LSFR,
2 LTPLLAMVTIMESHISLINE,ISTATL,TPLC T,I SUPERITSCNIDEBUG),
3 7c,'INZCMI461zCfO,?0OaUr, I1N, ?TIN,74OUT, 7TOUTZH4U(50),
4 RHufBf5O),?rIPISO),RTIP(50),SFIN(50),RAoIN(5o),TIP(5o),PRIP(5o),
















C--TIPF CALCULATES UPSTREAM ABSOLUTE TOTAL TEMPERATURE












































C--RHOIPF CALCULATES UPSTREAM ABSOLUTE TOTAL DENSITY
C--AS A FUNCTION OF STREAM FUNCTION
C
CCM't'NfNPUTTIGAM, AR,MSFL OMEC-AREOFAC, VELT03L,FNEWONEd,MBIM80,
1 MM,MHT,NBL,Ni4UB,NTIP,N!NNCUTNRLPL,NPPP, NOST DTNSLLSFR,
2 LTPLLA?4VT,IMESH,ISLINE,IS1ATL,IPLOT,ISUPER,!1SON,IOEBUG,
3 70M!N,70td81,ZCM8OZOMOUT, ZH!NZTIN,7HOUT,ZTDUZHdUF(503,













IFIAPRS(SF-SFINfl))..GT.TCLER) CC TO 10
RHOIPF = RHDIpf 1)
RETURN
10 !F(SF-SFIN(l)) 20,20,30
2C RHnIPF = RHOI1Pt)+(SF-SF!N(l))*SLOPE(1)
PFTURN






60 RH-4fIPF = RHC!P(NlN)+(SF-SFIN(NIN))*SLCPE(NIN)
RfFTURN
70 SK = SFIN(KI-SFIN(K-1)













C--LAMDAF CALCULATES PRFWflIRLq LAMSM, AS A FUNCTION OF STREAM

















6 DTHnT(100,101)gPLOSS(100,101)#CPHI(100 9 10119SPHI(100910.11







DIMENSION SLf)PE(501, EM(50 19 AAA( 501,R ILOM( 101)qUILOM0011
REAL LAMDAFLAMTNLAMOUT
XX = 2





20 LAmDAF = LAMIN(I)+(SF-SFfN(l))*SLOPE(l)
YF (I.LT.ILEfJ)l CLCU(IJ)=SLOPEfl)
RETURN













1 /6./SK+(LAM1N(KK)/SK-FM(KK )*SK/6.)*( SF-SF!N(KK-1))+(LAMTN(KK-1)
2 /SK-E4(XKK1)*S1K/6e )*ISFI&)W-SF)













IF ILSFR.EQ0.0) CALL SPLINT(UILCM,RILCti,?HTPI,SFINN!NtRACINAAAI
IF fLSFR.EQ.11 CALL SPLINT(RILDMUILOMMHTP1,RADIN 9NINSFI NAAA)









C--PHOOPF CALCULATES DOWNSTREAM ABSCLUTE TMAL DENSITY




2 LTPL,LAPOVT, IMESH, ISL INE, ISTATL, IPLOTI SUPER, I SONIDEBUG 9
3 7OMk4N,?OMBI,ZOM!C90fMUT,ZHINI,ZTIN,7ZH0UT, 7TCUTZHURB(50)t
'9 RHUB(50),?T!P(50),RTIP(50),SFIN(50),RADIN(5C),TIP(50),PRIP(50),
5 LAf4!N(50),VTHIN(50),SFIJT (50), RACOOT(50),PROP(50),LOSOUT( 50),
6 LAMOUT(50),VTHCUT(50),ZHST(50),7TST(50),FLFP(50),
7 BL f50,50)gRI3L( 50, 50)vTHRL (50, 50),YNBL( 50,50)
CCMMnN/CALCCNIMMMI,MHTPI*CP, EXPNgTGROP ITCH, CURVHI,CURVTlt






DIVENSION SLOPE (50)t Emf 50),RHOOP( 50)




10 1 F(SF-SFOUTf 1) ) 20,20,3C
20 RHrnPF = pHropfj)+fSF-SFOUTfl))*SLOPE(l)
RETURN






60 RWOPF = RHLIOP(NOUTI+(SF-SFOUT(NOUT))*SLOPE(NOVT)
RETURN













C--RVTHTA CALCULATES R * V-THETA AS A FUNCTION OF STREAP FUNCTION


































20 RVTHTA = 7dAfUT(1)(FSFOUTfl))*SLCPE(1)
IF 4l.GT.ITElJ)) DLDUtIqS)=SLOPEtl)
PETURN







60 RVTHTA = LAf4OUT(NOUT)4( SF-SFOUT(NOUTI)* SLOPE(NCUT)
IF (I.GT.ITE(J)l OLDU1IJ)=SLCFEINOUT)
RETURN


















IF (LSFR.EC.O) CALL SPLINT(UOLOMROLCi4MHTP1,SFOUT,NCUT,RADOUT,
lAAA)
IF (LSFR.EO.13 CALL SPLINT( ROLCMUOLOP4,MHTPI ,RADCUTNCUTSFCUT,
IAAA)









C--CONTIN CALCULATES AN ESTIMATE OF 7HE RELATIVE FLOU VELCCITY





IF (IND.NE.1.AND.KCALL.GT.100) GO TO 160
G TO (10,30,40,50,60,11C,150),IND
C--FIRST CALL
10 NCALL = 1
XORIT = XEST






















C--THIRD OR LATER CALL - FIND SUBSONIC OR SUPERSONIC SCLUTION
50 Yf3) = YCALC
X(3) = XEST-XCRIG
GO TO 70
60 Y(1) = YCALC
X(1) = XEST-XORIG




IF (DISCR.LT.0.) GO TO 140
IF (ABS(400.*APA*(CPC-YGIV)).LE.BPB**2) GO TO90 '
XEST = -BPB-SIGN(SQRTIDISCR),APA)
IF (JZ.EO.1.AND.APA.GT.O..ANC.Y(3).GT.Y(1)) XEST = -PB+
1SORTIDI SCR)
IF (JZ.EQ.2.ANO.APA.LT.O.) XEST = -BPB-SQRT(DISCR)
XEST = XEST/2./APA
SO TO 100




ICC IF (XEST.,T.Xf3)) GO TO 130
IF (XEST.LT.X(II) GO TO 120
XEST = XEST+XORIG
RETURN
C--FOURTH OR LATER CALL - NOT CHOKED
110 IFXEST-XORIG.GT.X(3)) GC TC 130





C--T-IRt OR LATER CALL - SOLUTION EXISTS9
C--PUT RIGHT OR LEFT SHIFT RECUIRED




















C--THTRD OR LATER CALL - APPEARS TC eE CHCKED
140 XEST = -BPS/2./APA
INO = 7
IF (XEST.LT.Xl) GO TO 120
IFIXEST.GT.X(3)) GO TO 130
XEST = XEST+XOPRIG
RETURN
C--FCURTH OR LATER CALL - PROAELY CFOKED
150 IF (YCALC.GE.YGIV) GO TC.110
INO = 10
RETURN
C--NO SOLUTION FOUND IN 100 ITERATIChS





C--PABC CALCULATES COEFFICIENTS A,B,C OF THE PARABCLA













C--INRSCT CALCULATES TFE COORCTNATES (XCROSSYCROSS) OF THE POINT
C--OF INTERSECTION OF TWO SPLINE CURVES, YCURVi=FIXCURV1) AND









C--COMPUTE INTERSECTION POINT AND SLOPE ON CURVE 1
10 X1 = XCROSS
CALL SPLINT(XCURVItYCURVl,N1,X1,1,YISI)
C--COMPUTE INTERSECTION POINT AND SLOPE ON CURVE 2
Y2 = Y1
CALL SPLINT(YCURV2,XCURV2,N2,Y2,1,X2,S2)
C--COMPUTE COORDINATES OF POINT WHERE TWO SLOPES INTERSECT
S1S2 = S1*S2
XCROSS = X2+SIS2*(X2-X1)/(l.-SIS2)
YCROSS = Y1+SI *(X2-X1)/f(.-SIS2)










1000 FORMAT (6X,46HINRSCT HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE IN 2C ITERATIONS/



































1000 FORMAT(72HIROOT HAS FAILED TO LCCATE A ROOT IN TPE INTERVAL (AB)
11% 20 ITERATIONS)






C--LININT LOCATES THE POINT (XOYO)IN A 2-C MESH WITF
C--COROINATES STORED IN THE X AND Y ARRAYS. THEN THE VALUE OF ZO AT
C--(XOYO) IS INTERPOLATED FROM THE I ARRAY VALUES CPPRESPONDING





C--FIND IJ SUCH THAT (XO,YO) IS IN COLUMN I FROM THE LEFT AND IN ROW J
C--FROM THE BOTTOM
IFNX.LT.2.ORNY.LT.2) STOP
IF(I.LE.0) I = 1
IFI(.GE.NXI I NX-1
IF(J.LE.0) J = 1
IFIJ.GE.NY) J = NY-1
10 AeOVE = -1
RIGHT = -1
IF(YO.r,E.Y IIJ)+(XO-X(I,J))/(X(Il+1J)-X(I, J))*(Y( I+1J)-Y(I J)l)
1 ABOVE = ABOVE+1
IF(YO.GT.Y(I, J+11)+(XO-X(IJ+ 1))/(X(I+1, J+I)-X(IJ+1,))*
1 IYII+lJ+1)-YlVtJ+1))) ABOVE = ABOVE+I
IF(XO.GE.X(IJ)+(YO-Y(tJ))/(Y(IJ+1)-Y(IJ ))*(X(I J+1)-X(IJl))
1 RIGHT = RIGHT+1
IF(XO.GT.Xfl+,J)+( YO-Y(I+ltJ))/t(Y(Il+ltJ+l)-Y(l+lJ)*
1 (X(I+1,J+1)-X(I+1,J))) RIGHT = RIGHT+I
IN = I+RIGHT
JN = J+ABOVE
IF(IN.LT.1.OR.IN.GE.NX) RIGHT = 0
IFfJN.LT.1.OR.JN.GE.NY) ABOVE = 0





20 IJFX = 1
C-- SET EXTRAP TO INDICATE EXTRAPOLATION
EXTRAP(1) = 0.
EXTRAP(21 = 0.
IF(IN.LT.11 EXTRAP(2) = -1.
IF(IN.GE.NXI EXTRAP(21 = 1.
IF(JN.LT.1) EXTRAP(I) = -1.
IF(JN.GE.NY) EXTRAP(I) = 1.











C--CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF QUADRATIC EQUATION FOR FRACTIONAL DISTANCE
C--IN QUADRILATERAL
30 04 = YI3*X42-XI3*E42
OP = X13*YO2-Y13*X02+Y01 X42-XO1*Y42
OC = YO1*X21-XO1*Y21
OISCR = O **2-4.*OA*OC
IF(DISCR.LT.O.) GO TO 110
C--CHECK TO SEE IF QUADRATIC EQUATIOCN IS CLCSE TO LItEAR





C--CHECK TO DETERMINE WHETHER F1 OR F2 IS THE PROPER S.CLUTION
CASE = -1.
IF(EXTRAPIJEX) , 40,50,60
C--EXTRAPOLATION BELOW OR TO LEFT (FF LESS THAN 0.)
40 IFIFl.LT..01) CASE = CASE+I.
IF(F2LT..01) CASE = CASE+2.
IF(CASE.LT.1.5) GO TO 70
CASE = CASE-1.
IF(F2.LT.F1) CASE = CASE-1.
GO TO 70
C--NC EXTRAPOLATION
50 IFIABS(Fi-.5).LT..51) CASE = CASE+1.
IF(ABS(F2-.5).LT..51) CASE = CASE+2.
GO TO 70
C--EXTRAPOLATION ABOVE CR TO RIGHT (FF GREATER THAN 1.)
60 .-IF(F.GT..99) CASE = CASE+1.
IFIF2.GT..99) CASE = CASE+2.
IF(CASE.LT.1.5).GO TO 70
CASE = CASE-1.
IFIF1.LT.F2) CASE = CASE-1.
70 IFfABS(CASE-.51.GT..6) .0 TO 110
FF = (I.-CASE)*FI~CASE*F2
GC TO 90
C--IF QUADRATIC EQUATION IS NEAR LINEARt USE BINCPI'AL EXPANSION FOR FF
80 ACP2 = QA/OB*QC/Q
IF(ABS(ACRB2,LT.I.E-81 ACR2 = 0.
187
FF = OC/OP*( 1.*ACB2 2.=AC0 2* 2)
,1C IF(IJEX.EQ.2) GO TO 100
IJEX = IJEX+1
FY = FF
C--INTERCHANGE CCRNER FCINTS TO GET FX
Y13 Y(IJl-Yfl+,J)
X13 = X(I,J)-X(I14,J)












C-- PRINT ERROR MESSAGE IF THERE IS A PROBLEM IN OBTAINING A SOLUTION
110 70 = 0.
WPITE(6,1000) IJ
RETURN





C--SPLINE CALCULATES FIRST AND SECONC DERIVATIVES AT SPLINE POINTS
C--END CONDITION - SECOND DERIVATIVES AT EITHER END POINT IS

















10 GiT) = (F-A*G(I-1))/W
20 EM(N) = G(N-1)/(2.+SB(N-1))
00D 30 I=2,N
K = N+1-I
30 EM(K) = G(K)-SB(K)*EM(K+I)
SLOPE(1) = (X(II-X(2))/6.*(2.*EM(I)+EM(2))+(Y(2)-Y(1))/(X(2)-X(1)I
DC 40 I=2,N
40 SLOPE(I) = (X(I)-X(I-1))/6.((2.*El)+EI-1))(Y()-Y-)/
188
I (XI I I-X( I-11l
IF(SRW.EQ*13) WRITE(NWRIT,1000) Nt(X(I)tY(ISLOPE(IEM(ItI=1,N)
RETURN





C--SPLINT CALCULATES INTERPOLATED POINTS AND DERIVATIVES
C--FOR A SPLINE CURVE
C--END CONDITION - SECOND DERIVATIVE AT EITHER ENC PCIT IS ONE-HALF








SPl) = -. 5
G(Il) = 0.
NC=N-1
















IF (ABSIZ(1)-Xfl)).LT.TCLER) GC TO 40





50 IF (ABSf(I1-X(K)).LT.TCLER) GC TO 60











'7C DYDX(I) = (X(N)-XfNl-1))f6.*(EON-1)42.*EM(N))4(Y(N)-Y(N-1))/lXIN)
I-X (N- 1)1
YINIT(1) = Y(N)+CYEXfI)*(Zt I)-X(N))
GE TO 120
100 SK =X(K)-X(K-1)
YINTMI = EM(K-I)*(X(K)-7(I))**3/6./SK +EM(K.)*(Z(I)-X(K-1))**3/6.








1COO FnRMAT (2X,2lHNO. OF POINTS GIVEN -,13,30H, NO. CF INTERPOLATEO P0





C--SLOPES CALCULATES FIRST DERIVATIVES, SLOPE, OF THE FUNCTION, Y9
C--WITH RESPECT TO X, USING A PARAROLIC FIT THROUGH EACH4 SET OF




N 2 = N-2

























C--TWO P INT FINCTION
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FINITE-DIFFERENCE FORM OF STREAM-FUNCTION EQUATION
The stream-function equation was derived as equation (B18) of part I (ref. 6):
a2u a2u au[sin ~ +laB+ 1 1 a(sin )1 au cos 1 aB+ 1 + 1+ +-+-- - --- + -+-+
as2  at2  as r B as p as cos at at r B at p at cos
a ( r V ) 
a( r Vx a(sin O ).+ rBp sin + cos O + WW2 + ~ + F =0 (Al)
a s wW r as at
where
1 R ap" 1 a 2r (A2)
2c " ar T" ar T"
2r - RT apl (A3)
p" ar
Fr = - w (A 4)
ar ae
Equation (A4) was derived as equation (B23) of part I.
The s- and t-coordinates are the coordinates along the orthogonal mesh generated
by the program. At each point of this mesh where the value of the stream function is
unknown, a finite-difference approximation to equation (Al) can be written. Adjacent to
the boundary the boundary conditions are included. If there are n unknown values, n
nonlinear equations are obtained in n unknowns. The equations are nonlinear since the
coefficients involve the density, which depends on the solution; and since the final term
depends on the solution in a nonlinear manner. The equations may be solved by an iter-
ative procedure, with two levels of iteration. The inner iteration solves a linearized
equation, and the outer iteration makes corrections to the linearized equation so that the
solution converges to the solution of the original nonlinear equation.
A typical mesh point with the numbering used to indicate neighboring mesh points is
shown in figure 24. The value of the stream function or the other variables at 0 is de-
192
2h2
Figure 24. - Notation foradjacent mesh points and mesh spaces.
noted by using the subscript 0, and similarly for the neighboring points. It can be shown
that equation (Al) can be approximated by
2ul 2u 2  2u 2u 3  2u4  2u 0
(hl + h2) h2(h, + h 2) hh2] h3(h 3 + h4) h 4(h3 + h 4) h3h4
U4 - U3 sin 0  I B4 - B3 1 P4 - P3 I sin 2 - sin pl
h3 + h4 r0  B0 h 3  3 + h 4  cos q 0  h1 + h2
u2 - ul Cos .0 1 B2 - B1 1 P2 - P1 1 sin 04 - sin 03
hi +h 2  r0  B l +h P0  1 +h 2  cos C0O h3 + h 4
r0BOPO )o a (rV) (rV,) 20+ P 0 (W in (o p + cos q + 0 + 0 Fr) 0 (A5)
-0
where the partials of rV are calculated by different methods upstream, downstream,
and within the blade. Upstream and downstream of the blade, equations (B19) and (B20)
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of part I are used. Within the blade, a finite-difference approximation is used with val-
ues of V, from the previous iteration. The final result to be used in equation (AS) is
rB0Pwz)0 (du)o upstream
(A 6)
c(rVs) a(rv0) - r2(2 ) rA61in + cos tp = co sin h + Cos - rwithin blade
as h3 + h 4  hi + h2
r0BOPO(Wz)O Fd(rve- downstream
w du J
In setting up the equations for solution, the coefficients of the ui in equation (A 5)
must be calculated. This was done by expressing equation (A5) as
4





h 1h 2  h3h4
C1 = h1 + h2
c2 = h3 + h4
B 2 - B 1  P2 - Pl
B0  p0  cos 0 sin 94 - sin 93d + +1- C1  r0  c2 cos 90
B4 - B3  P4 - 3
B0  P0  sin P90 sin q 2 -sin 9P1.d2 =









0 + 0 0 0 upstream
(A 9)
k0  a0 (WZ r 4 6 4 - r3(V) 3  2 +)o - r 0(v e j 0 0 + O 0 within blade
rOBP Bo Poz) 0 (rV2
a (Wz)I OL L + ( to 0 downstream
a0 z w du J0
Equation (A8) is written in the form corresponding to the calculation of the coef-
ficients in subroutine COEF. The constant k0 is calculated from equation (A9) in sub-
routine COEF. The quantities t and are calculated in subroutineNEWRHO from
equations (A2), and (A3). The quantity Fr is calculated in subroutine BLDVEL when the
blade surface velocities are calculated. The quantities dX/du and d(rV)/du are cal-
culated by subroutines LAMDAF and RVTHTA when they are called by NEWRHO to cal-
culate X or (rV) 0
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APPENDIX B
MATCHING UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM FLOW CONDITIONS
TO STREAM-FUNCTION SOLUTION
The work done by each blade row is determined by the change in whirl along stream-
lines. That is,
H - H = w rV -) (B )
In this program, whirl can vary as desired from hub to tip, but for each streamline the
work done is determined by equation (Bl). Also, the equation relating velocity W to
temperature and density requires knowledge of upstream total temperature and whirl for
that particular streamline. For this reason, it is most desirable to expiress upstream
and downstream conditions as a function of stream function rather than radius. How-
ever, if experimental data are being used, measurements are obtained as a function of
position or radius. In this case the stream function is not known, but the distribution
by radius can be used for input to the program. Then by estimation and iteration the
correct distribution by stream function will be obtained.
If whirl is given as a function of stream function as input (i. e., LSFR = LAMVT = 0),
no changes need be made after the first initialization. If tangential velocity V0 is given
as input (LAMVT = 1), certain subroutines must be reinitialized in every iteration.
There are two possibilities: one.that VO is given as a function of stream function
(LSFR = 0), and the second that V6 is given as a function of radius (LSFR = 1). In
either case, what is needed is the relation between stream function and radius along the
input lines. This relation is determined by the stream-function solution obtained by
SOR. In each iteration, then, reinitialization calls are made by NEWRHO, if
LAMVT = 1. If LSFR = 0, SFIN and SFOUT are given as input, and RADIN and RADOUT
are corrected by the initilization calls to LAMNIT and RVTNIT. If LSFR = 1, RADIN
and RADOUT are given as input, and SFIN and SFOUT are corrected by the same calls.
In either case, SPLINT calls are made to readjust the spline fit coefficients for all five
subroutines, LAMDAF, RVTHTA, TIPF, RHOIPF, and RHOOPF.
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THETA
ON ORTHOGONAL MESH
In the THETOM subroutine, a8/as and ae/at are calculated at the orthogonal mesh
points which lie between the leading and trailing edges of the blade. This process is
executed in a series of intermediate steps because input points on the different blade
planes are not required to fall on a smooth curve running from hub to shroud. Also, the
angle cp is known only at mesh points, so that ae/as and ae/at cannot be obtained
directly. Therefore, a0/az and a8/ar are obtained as an intermediate step. It is
more accurate to calculate partial derivatives first and then interpolate and transform
the partials than it would be to interpolate 8 itself and then calculate the partials
along mesh lines.
The orthogonal mesh on a typical blade is illustrated in figure 25. Notice that
- Normal or "vertical"
orthogonals
s -Streamwise or "horizontal"
o rthogonals
Figure 25. - Orthogonal finite-difference mesh on solution region.
some of the t mesh lines cross the leading and trailing edges of the blade. To alle-
viate the problem of finding 6-gradients on this mesh, they are first obtained on an.al-
ternative mesh, shown in figure 26, of s'- and t'-coordinates which lie entirely within
the blade. Then by interpolation they are obtained at the desired orthogonal mesh
points. (Recall that z, r, and 0 are given as input on a number of blade sections
from hub to shroud.)
The step-by-step procedure to obtain ae/as and 8/at is as follows:
(1) Calculate z- and r-coordinates (ZPC and RPC) of the mesh points on the s'-t'
mesh. The s' mesh lines lie along the input blade sections (ZBL,RBL points). The
t' mesh lines run from hub to shroud at 10-percent meridional chord locations (fig. 26).
Once z-coordinates are calculated along the input blade sections, SPLINT calls are
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- Input blade sections
-Lines at 10 percent, 20 per-
cent, . . of chord
s
ti
Figure 26. - Alternate mesh on which gradients of 0 are obtained.
made i n the s'-direction to obtain the corresponding r-coordinates and 'angles' of the
s'-coordinate line with respect to the z-axis as,. (See fig. 27.)
r t'
ss,'
Figure 27. - Relation of s'-t' mesh to z- and r-directions.
(2) Calculate arc length SZRBL along the input blade section (s'-coordinate line) by
using the input ZBL,RBL coordinates.
(3) Calculate'arc length SZRPC along the s'-coordinate line by using the calculated
ZPC,RPC coordinates.
(4) By using SPLINT calls in the s'-direction, calculate 0 and aO/as' at the
ZPC,RPC points.
(5) By usirg SPLINE calls along the t' -coordinate line, calculate angles between
the t' lines and the radial direction at,. (See fig. 27 for sign of a t , )
(6) Calculate are length SZRPC along the t'-coordinate line by using the ZPC,RPC
coordinates.
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(7) By using SPLINE calls in the t'-direction, calculate aO/at' at the ZPC, RPC
points.
(8) Calculate aO/az and aO/ar from aO/as' and a/at' at the s'- and
t'-coordinate points, with the following equations:
a _ 8e cos at? sin a s  (C(C 1)
az as' cos(as, + at,) at' cos(a s , + at,)
Sin at COS (C 2)
ar as' cos(as, + at,) at' cos(as' + at,)
(The a0/az and a0/ar gradients are the ones which will be interpolated .back to the
orthogonal mesh and then transformed to get a0/as and a /at.)
(9) Interpolate, by using LININT calls, from ae/az and ae/ar on the s'-t' mesh
to obtain a0/az and aO/ar at the s-t points of the orthogonal mesh which lie between
the leading and trailing edges of the blade.
(10) Rotate the r- and z-coordinate lines through the angle q to obtain a8/as and
ae/ t at the orthogonal mesh points within the blade (see fig. 28). The following equa-
tions are used:
S= cos p + _ sin 4, (C3)
as az ar









LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN A QUADRILATERAL
There are several instances where it is required for the program to interpolate
from a two-dimensional array of values on a grid. If the grid were rectangular, this
would be straightforward. However, usually this is not the case. In most cases the
grid is a rectangular grid which is deformed like a net that has stretched out of shape.
Thus, each region has four sides, but the corners are not necessarily right angles.
The method of interpolation is the simplest possible. First, we find the particular
quadrilateral containing the point, as shown in figure 29. All that is necessary is to
Quadrilateral
containing point,,
- Point where interpolation
is desired
Figure 29. - Typical mesh region.
interpolate linearly within the quadrilateral. The interpolation is linear in the sense
that it is linear along the boundary and between corresponding points along the boundary.
An illustration should clarify the manner of interpolation. Suppose it is desired to
find the value at point P in figure 30. It is assumed that values of the function are
known at the corner points A, B, C, and D. The function values at these points will be
designated FA, FB, FC, and FD. Suppose that the point P lies on a line between
points three-quarters of the way along AB and CD, as shown. Also suppose that P
lies on a line between points two-thirds of the way along BD and AC, as shown. Then,
we can interpolate linearly along AB and CD, followed by linear interpolation along the
vertical line through P. If F is the interpolated value of P, we obtain






Figure 30 - Example of linear interpolation in a quadrilateral.
The same result is obtained if we interpolate linearly along BD and AC, followed by
linear interpolation along the horizontal line through P.





Figure 31. - Typical quadrilateral.
polate. It is assumed that the values of the function to be interpolated are known at the
four corners, and that the coordinates of the point P 0 are given. The function values
are denoted by z, and the coordinates by x and y. Subscripts are used to indicate the
point. There are 14 values required to perform the interpolation: the coordinates of
the four corners (eight values), the coordinates of the interpolation point (two values),
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and the function values at the four corners. If it is assumed that these 14 values are
known, an equation for linear interpolation can be derived.
Figure 32 shows the same quadilateral as -figure 31 but with the added lines P 5P 6
and P 7P 8 . The line P 5P 6 passes through the point PO and is chosen so that
P1P5 : P 1P = P 2P 6 : P 2P 4 . Similarly, P 7P 8 passes through PO and
P 1P 7 :P 1P 2 =P 3P 8 :P 3P 4 . Now, let
PP









Figure 32. - Typical quadrilateral with
interpolation lines.
The coordinates of any point jPi will be designated by (xi,yi) . The difference of any
two x or y values will be designated by xij = xi - x or yij = y i - y j . Thus,
x51  Y51 _ x62 _ Y6 2f= (D3)
x31  Y31 x42  42  .
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The equation of line P 5 P 6 is
Y " Y5  Y65 (D4)
x 
- x 5 x 6 5
By using equation (D3), y 5 ' Y6 , x 5, and x 6 can be expressed in terms of fy and the
known values. For example,
Y5 = Y1 + Y51 = y1 - fyyl3
In a similar manner we obtain
Y5 1 - fyyl3
Y6 = Y2 + fy42
(D5)
x5 = x1 yX1 3
x 6 = x 2 + fy42
By substituting equations (D5) in (D4), we obtain
y - Y1 + fyY 13 = y 2 + fyY42 " + 13 (D6)
x - x1 + yx 13 x 2 + fy x 4 2 - x 1 + yX 1 3
This line passes through PO, so when x = x 0 , y = y0. When this substitution is
made and we multiply through by the denominators, we obtain a quadratic in fy,
af2 + bf + c = 0 (D7)
where
a = y13x 42 - x13Y42
b = x 13Y0 2 - Y1 3X 0 2 + Y0 1x 42 - x 0 1Y4 2  (D8)
c = Y0 1x 21 - x0 1 2 1
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In a similar manner, we can obtain a quadratic in fx:
af 2 +bf x + c =0 (D9)
where
a = Y1 2x 4 3 - x1243
b = x 12y 0 3 - Y1 2x 0 3 + Y0 1X4 3 - x0 1 4 3  (D10)
c = Y0 1X3 1 - x0131
If a / 0 in equation (D7) or (D9), there are two solutions for fx or fy. However,
there will be only one value between zero and one. When two sides are parallel, a will
be zero and only one solution exists. Caution is needed when a is not zero but is very
small. In this case there is one and only one solution between zero and one; but if the
usual quadratic formula is used, the answer will be inaccurate. The solution, however,
can be accurately calculated by using a binomial expansion.
If we let f represent either fx or fy, the solution to either (D7) or (D9) can be
written as
f= a 1 c (D11)
When a is zero or small in magnitude, we want the root that is closest to zero. This
is obtained by choosing the minus sign for the last term. Now we expand
( 4ac /2
by the binomial series, to obtain
_ 4ac -1 2ac 2a 2 c2  4a3 c3  10a 4 c4  (D12)
b2  b2  b4  b6  b8
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for 14ac < b2 . Substituting equation (D12) in equation (Dll) with the minus sign gives
c ac 2a 22  5a 3 3
f + c1 + 2 + + (D13)
b 2  b4 6
Equation (D13) is used when ac/b 2 is small. Otherwise, the usual quadratic formula is
used. In the program (i.e., in subroutine LININT, and also in subroutine CONTIN),
equation (D13) is used whenever 14ac 5 b 2 /100. Only three terms of the series are
used; the term 5a 3c 3 /b6 is dropped. This leads to a maximum relative error of less
than 10- 7 . When 14ac I > b2 /100, the quadratic formula will lose no more than two or
three decimal places in accuracy.
There is one further point that must be considered. Up to this point, it has been as-
sumed that the interpolation point is within the overall grid area, and thus we only need
to interpolate within a quadrilateral. However, there are cases where extrapolation is
necessary. In this case, the nearest quadrilateral is identified, and extrapolation is
used. The procedure is similar, but one of the f's must be either negative or greater
than 1. The problem, then, is to determine which f to use. Since the direction of the
extrapolation is known, it is known whether f is negative or greater than 1. For exam-
ple, suppose it was necessary to extrapolate below the bottom of the grid area. Then
fy must be negative. If only one of the two possible values is negative, the question is
settled. If both are negative, the larger value (closest to zero) is used.
After both fx and f are obtained, the linear interpolation can be performed to
obtain z0 . Linear interpolation along P 1P 2 and P 3 P 4 is followed by linear interpo-
Lation along P 7 P 8 . These interpolations are calculated by
z7 = z1 + fx(z2 - z1)
z8 = z3 +f x (z4 - z 3 )
z0 = 7 + fy(Z8  - 7 )
Combining these equations, we get




B tangential space between blades, corrected for loss of total pressure, rad
Cp specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg)(K)
F vector normal to mid-channel stream surface and proportional to tangential
pressure gradient, N/kg
H absolute total enthalpy, J/kg
I rothalpy, c T - wX, meters2/sec2
m meridional streamline distance, meters
p pressure, N/meter 2
R gas constant, J/(kg)(K)
r radius from axis of rotation, meters
rc  radius of curvature of meridional streamline, meters
s distance along orthogonal mesh lines in throughflow direction (fig. 25), meters
T temperature, K
t distance along orthogonal mesh lines in direction across flow (fig. 25), meters
u normalized stream function
V absolute fluid velocity, meters/sec
W fluid velocity relative to blade, meters/sec
Wj+1  W at next point, meters/sec
**W. first estimate of W meters/see
Wj+1  second estimate of Wj+, meters/sec
w mass flow, kg/sec
z axial coordinate, meters
a angle between meridional streamline and axis of rotation (fig. 2, part I), rad
p angle between relative velocity vector and meridional plane (fig. 2, part I),
rad
y specific-heat ratio
Scoefficient in stream-function equation, defined in eq. (A3), meters/sec 2
0 relative angular coordinate (fig. 2, part I), rad
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X prerotation, (rV)i, meters /sec
coefficient in stream-function equation, defined in eq. (A2), 1/meter
p density, kg/meter
3
(p angle between s-coordinate line and axis of rotation (fig. 25), rad
o averrelaxation factor
w rotational speed (fig. 2, part I), rad/sec
Subscripts:







1 blade surface facing direction of positive rotation
le leading edge
m component in direction of meridional streamline
net net
o outlet
r component in radial direction
s component in s-direction
t component in t-direction
te trailing edge
tip tip
tr blade surface facing direction of negative rotation
z component in axial direction
0 component in tangential direction
Superscripts:
' absolute stagnation condition
" relative stagnation condition
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